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PREFACE 

THIS publication embodies the lectures delivered by me as Banaili 
Reader of the Patna University from 26th March to 2nd April, 1940, at Patna. 
They are printed substantially as they were delivered with only a few verbal 
alterations and the addition of reference material, etc. In the case of Lectures 
4 and 5, the division in the actual delivery was difierent from that in the pub
lication in order to achieve an even distribution in time. 

When I received the invitation from the Patna University to deliver 
these lectures, I had been for some time engaged on the work of the Bombay 
Textile Labour Enquiry Committee. This explains the choice of subject. It 
might also explain, at least partially, the somewhat scrappy character of the 
exposition. The contents of these lectures were largely determined by the plan 
of the reports of that Committee. I desired to avoid dealing at length with all 
the subjects that were being treated in detail by the Committee. For a large 
number of topics not dealt with adequately here, I would, therefore, refer the 
reader to the reports of the Bombay Textile Labour Enquiry Committee. It 
follows that I am specially indebted to tho members and the associate mem
bers with whom I worked on that Committee. It was chiefly work on this 
Committee that gave shape to my ideas on this subject, and most of what 
might be found to be of value in the lectures is the result of the joint delibera
tions and enquiries with my colleagues on the Committee. I have also been 
fortunate in being able to draw freely upon the wide and deep knowledge of 
Indian labour problems ~ by my friend, Mr. S. R. Dcshpande. 

Ordinarily the lectures would have, in course of time, been printed by 
the Patna University. As, however, I was anxious to publish them early, the 
authorities of that University were kind enough to permit me to do so. My 
thanks are due to the Manager, the Oriental Watchman Publishing House, 
Poona, for bringing out the publication within a very short period. An early 
publication was also made possible by Mesm. N. V. Sovani and D. V. Dcodhar, 
who looked after the larger part of the work of seeing the lectures through . 
the press. 

12th January, 1943· 
Gokhale Institute 

of Politics and Economia 
Poona 4-

D. R. GADCn.. 



LEClUR.E 

WAGE LEVELS-IN THEORY AND 

PRACTICE 
IT rs not my intention in th:S series of lectures to treat in an exhaustive 

manner all the varied problems in connection with industrial labour that con
front us today in India. Such a task would be both beyond my powers and be
yond the scope of a lecture series of this type. What I intend to do is chiefly 
to indicate the nature of the more urgent problems that we face today and the ' 
main directions in which, in my opinion, their solution has to be sought. 

In doing this I shall not attempt an exhaustive description of the condi
tions under which industrial labour works and lives; nor shall I attempt a de
tailed historical survey of the manner in which these conditions and their regu
lation have developed through many decades past. Fortunately, there have be
come available during the last ten years many excellent accounts dealing with 
both these aspects of Indian labour problems. While eschewing detailed descrip
tion I shall, however, try to base my exposition on an adequate amount of con
crete illustrative data. Without such illustration the treatment of a subject like 
this must lack reality, and this is a defect which above all others I am anxious 
to avoid. In the sphere of applied economics, and I personally believe in the 
entire sphere of the science of economics, it is the facts of the real world that 
are our raw materials. The economist is concerned with arranging the observed 
facts in an intelligent manner; in such a manner, that is, that their inter-con
nections and their inter-actions may be brought out significantly. It is only 
if the economist succeeds in doing this that the statesman and the businessman 
can take stock of the past in order to guide their actions in the present and to 
plan for the future. 

I shall begin with a consideration of the .sentral problem of w;t_g~. The 
( wage that a labourer receives has perhaps greater significance for him than any 
other feature of thr structure of industry: The manner and the extent to which 
he is able to feed, house, and clothe himself and his dependents is closely related 
to th:S direct payment that he receives in return for his services. ( The wage • 
largely determines the standard of living of the wage-earner.) As I shall have 
occasion to observe later, the standard of living of the labouring classes may also 
be influenced by a number of indirect receipts in the form chiefly of services ren
dered by common, co-operative, or state agencies. The extent of such services 
is, however, extremely limited in India at the present, aJ:!9_to4<;i_y __ thL~<;ig_e has 
with us a decisive influence on the manner in which industrial labour li~es. 
Naturally, the labourer is more concerned with the maintenance and increase of 
the size of the wage than with other questions. A diminution of the wage 
received, cuts into his already meagre standard of living, and in a steady increase 
of the wage upward lies his chief hope of obtaining decent living conditions for 
himself and'his family. It is no wonder, therefore, that the Indian labourer 
F.-a (SJ . ' 



like his ~onfrcra in other countries, holds tenaciously to what be already receives 
and seeks every opportunity of getting .the wage increased. 

'To the employer the wage level is a matter of aimw equally dOilC coo
cern. The wage payment represents for him an important item of his cost of 
produCtionl In some industries-as for example coal mining-it may represent 
overwhelmingly the most important item in the cost structure. But even in others 
the wage bill is' always of a significant magnitude.· '\[be waZ!: bill again is often 
amenable to control by the employer; it is an item which appears to the employer 
more possible to influence than many other items of expen~ The cost of 
raw materials or the transport chargrs that he has to bear are, Tor example, pay
ments whose level is determined by forces that ordinarily lie outside the sphere 

- of control of the mdividual employer. Wages. how~~·~~ not similarly placed 
for the large majority of employers in ~theSe! circumstance; it would 
not be unnatural to find'~mployers often resorting to an adjustment of wage rates 
whenever the need for economy arises. 

As a consequence,'wages represent the chief point round which industrial 1 
disputes are centred. The official statisticS relating to industrial disputes in India 
reveal the importance of the role :f?layed by wage rates and wage paym~ More 
than half the total number of disputes in 1938, for example, took place because 
of a difference of opinion between the two ~arties regarding this question. • 

\The determination of the size of the wage and the methods by which the 
. ! wage may be paid thus constitute the most important problems relating to in

dustrial labour in India. How shall a wage be paid? What is the level at which 
wages shall be-pitched?· How shall appropriate adjustments in the method and 
the level be made in changing circumstance;? These are questions to which aD 
who would study problems of industrial labour must address themselves. In their 
proper ~J,ution lies the main hope of a smooth working of industry and the rnaifi. 
tenance of- cordial industrial relations.? v' 

In a consideration of this question it may naturally be supposed that we 
would be greatly helped by ~n~~c:-~eory. U we could ascertain the factors 
that play the dominant role iii the determination of wagrs and observe the map
ncr of their working, we should be able to appreciate the nature of the problem 
and consequently be in a favourable pa;ition to attempt its solution. I ahaD, 
therefore,. begin with a brief statement of what appears to me to be the present 
pa;ition in respect of the theory of wages. 

•INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES IN INDIA CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO CAUSES 
OJ' DISPUTES 
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In this, u in other branches of economic theory, it cannot be claimed th~t 
any unanimity of opinion exists. But the position of the main body of.ec~norruc 
theorists S4:ems in this respect to be clearly defined. O:he most authontauve e:c
positions of the theory of wages today folio~ the margmal appr?ach and exp~am 
wages u a distributive share earned by labour in accordance Wlth the contnbu
tion made by it to the value of the product.) It is not possible at this place to 
explain the various steps taken in arriving at the conclusions embodied in this 
theory, neither is it necessary for me to do so. It is only necessary . that the 
broad postulates and implications should be pointed out and the condus10ns ~ow
ing from them be indicated. The first postulate is, of course, comparauvely 

.J.rr.e competition among producers, and the ~rtain degree of mobility 

.. on tllepartrui.he factors of production, including labour. Given these condi
tions and an absence of external interference, economic theory holds that "Laisse;:; 
faire tends to bring about equality of incomes; for in competition similar fac
tor.. of product~on tend to receive the same rewards in every industry. Labour 
tends to move into the industries which are paying the higher wages, until the 
wage-rate is the same in all industries."1 On these general assumptions an elabo
rate structure is built explaining the manner in which . wages, among other 
distributive shares, come to be detetmined in a competitive society.) The im
plications of this elaborate theory of wages are well summarised in the fol
lowing extract: 

''The marginal productivity theories of wages which are upheld by many 
economists are based on various combinations of the following principles: (1) En· 
trepreneurs tend to find out by experiment the resultant effect on the value of the 

l"oint produce, which follows upon employing just a little more, or just a little 
ess, labour-other things equal-and competitive pursuit of profit induces en· 

trepreneurs to hire labour up to the point where the marginal or 'last' man's wages 
nearly equal the increase in product which results from adding him to the preceding 
productive combination. (2) All units of similar labour must sell for the price 
of the marginal unit. (3) No one entrepreneur is a perfect experiment station for 
such determination, hut each one has considerable opportunity to vary his combi
nations of productive resources; and so at any time the whole economic system is 
tending to settle into an equilibrium of prices of products and prices of factors 
which ideally might be described by a vast system of simultaneous equations. "2 

If the market functions in accordance with these expectations, a certain 
level of wages for each occupation will be reached. Prof. Pigou calls a wage 
at such a level a "fair wage." He describes in the following terms the relation 
that a "fair wage" in any occupation should hold to wages in other occupations 
and to the general system of wages: 

':As between exactly similar I?~rsons it is evidently equivalent to a relation 
of equahty ?f real w~ges. M;: defi!lltJOn thus conforms to that given by Marshall 
~hen h~ w.ntes that, 1? any g1ven md.ustry, wages ar~ fair relatively to wages in 
mdustnes m general, if, allowance bemg made for differences in the steadiness of 
the demand for labour, 'they are about on a level with the payment made for tasks 
in other trades which are of equal difficulty and disagreeableness which require 
equal natural ahi}it~es and. an eq?ally expensive trai!ling.' As betw~n persons who 
are not exactly sumlar, fa1mess m the above sense 1mplies real wages proportioned 

I Men.de-"Introduction to Economic Analysis and Policy," 1936, p. 212. 
2 Dickinaon-"Compensnting Industrial Elfort," pp. 150-J. 
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to "cJiiciency'; the elliciency of a worl:er being measured by his net product conceiYed 
u marginal, multiplied by the price or that product..., • 

• It is obvious that an exact correspondence between the marginal product 
of labour and its remuneration is a purely theoretical concept, and that such 
a correspondence cannot be observed in practice.· The labour market is not 
static, and apart from the efficiency of the labouru himself the value or the net 
product depends on the other co-operating factors or production and the value 
or the fumhed product. Prof. Pigou has himself analysed in detail one aspect 
of the difficulties involved in expecting a cla;e correspondence. · He writes: 

"In pure theory it would seem that adjustments should he made continually 
from day to day or even from moment to moment. To this sort of adjustment. 
however, there are insuperable practical_ obstacles. Time is required for the col· 
lection and arrangement of the statistics upon which the changes must be based. 
Considerations of book-keeping and ordinary business convenience come upon the 
stage, and fix a lower limit. beyond which the interval between successive adjust
ments must not he reduced. Of course, this limit is not always the same. In a small 
local industry, for example. , It will probably be lower than in a great national 
one. But in every industry it must lie considerably above the infinitesimal level 
which pure theory recommends. "f .. 

Prof. Pigou unfortunately nowhere explains at length the influence or 
these difficulties on the validity of his theoretical ~eture. Other writers, how
ever, acknowledge them and attempt to indicate the limitations under which the 
forces may be supp<Rd to work. Prof. Hi~ in what may be regarded as the 
latest systematic exposition or the traditional theory of wages. thus deals with the 
problem. He writes: 

"There is no necessity whatsoever for the wage a man receives at a par
ticular moment to equal his marginal product. In so far as that term 'marginal 
product' can ·be given any sense at all in a changing community, it can only mean 
the wage a man would ultimately receive if the fundamental conditions of 
equilibrium-the number of people in the ·market. their tastes. their ability to 
labour, and the property they possess-were made eternal as ~ exist at the mo
ment. and the process of settling down followed to its furthest limits. Q'bis mar· 
ginal product is a re.,coulator of wages, but it does not determine their preca.se magni
tude. )For the marginal product of a man's labour, defined in this way, changes in
cessantly, and wages do not incessantly change. Sometimes the wage must fall, 
below the marginal product. sometimes exceed it. But any such difference. if it 
is maintained for long. slowly bends wages to meet the new situation. The forces 
elucidated by equilibrium analysis are the forces which, in nearly every case. 
cause wages to change. . 

"Like Professor Oay, we must conceive the wages of labour {at least over 
a very large part of ·the labour market) as a 'system,' a system with considerable 
internal stresses of its own. As economic conditions vary, they bring about change 
in the system, but external changes have to reach a certain magnitude and a CCJ'o 

tain duration before they can break down the internal re>:stance. ') 

. I-have felt it nee~ to quote this passage at length to show in what 
manner the limitations of the marginal approach are recognised and explained. 
The importance of this lies in the fact that in spite of the limitations they recog
nise. economists go on to base conclusions in respect of the working or the eco~ 

s Pi~ A. C.-"The Eecmomicl of Welfare, • 3nl Ed., p. $41. 
4 Op. c:it., p. Cl23. 
5Hicb. J. &-"The 'Ihec~r7 of Wages: 193.1. pp. 66-7. 
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mic system and to proffer advice in re;peet of economic policy which is based es· 
sentially on the marginal analysis. Thus Prof. Pigou reaches a conclusion very 
important from the point of view of wage policy when he lays down that ~e 

;lntere5ts of the national dividend will be best promoted under a syste~- , 
Y,.age scales con,trolled by collective bargaining.6 This conclusion, it should be 

noted, IS"""arrived at by@ compromiSe between theoretical and practical considera
tions-) A piece-wage is preferred. to a time-wage because under the former system 
there is greater possibility of a closer approach of the earnings to !he marginal 
product than under the latte~ Collective bargaining is, however, introduced not 
on account of similar reasons, but rather in order to get over what is realised as 
a partially justified opposition of workers, or certain sections of them, to a piece
wage system. (A piece-wage is preferable; but it is realised that it provides op
portunities to the employer to nibble at the rates and thu:. to cut earnings sur- ' 
reptitiouslr:J [Collective bargaining is suggested as a safeguard against possibilities 
of nibbling. It is unfortunately not made clear whether collective bargaining 
will have results other than those of merely preventing "nibbling," whether it 
will not tend, in certain circumstances, to move away the wage rate from the 
level of the marginal product. That at least seems to be the fear entertained by 
many other marginal economists. 

To cite another instance. Prof. Hicks, as a result of what he evidently con· 
siders a very realistic study of the problem, arrives at the conclusion that any · 
attempts at regulating wages are futile because of the adjustments that the en· 
trepreneur will make in order to avoid the effects of such regulation. "The en
trepreneur," we are told, "has learned more tricks than are easily reckoned with."7 

The conclusion of Dr. Hicks has a very important practical bearing. To all those 
who would pin their faith on the possibility of bettering conditions of labour or 
of obtaining a more equitable distribution of wealth through the agency of the 
State or Labour Organisations, he utters a grave warning. And yet the conclusion 
is based almost entirely on the traditional assumption of close and continuous ad
justments made by the entrepreneur. It is assumed throughout the analysis that 
such adjustments are always possible and that, in fact, the entrepreneur always 
makes them. 

I am not concerned at this stage with the validity of these conclusions . 
.My intention was chiefly to draw attention to the fact that 4he traditional wage .:: 
theory is not only expounded in the form of a logical structure built on the bases 
of certain assumptions, but that this exposition is used by some of the most 
notable amongst economists to yield significant practical advice.) When it is so 
used it becomes necessary to examine not only whether the exposition is logically 
valid within the limits of the assumptions, but also whether the facts of the real 
world are at all similar to the world of the economist. 

I shall, of course, talk of the facts of Indian economic life alone. It is 
unnecessary for the purpose in hand to go abroad for examples. I may, how
ever, note that even in England economists like Prof. Clay and .Mr. Rowe, who 
have approached the study of wage theory through a previous realistic study of 
wage problems, have expressed themselves much more cautiously, in part almost 

6 Pii!OU-op. cit., Part III, Ch. Vlii. 
7 Hicks, op. eit., p. 2211. 
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suptically, in these matters. In the first instance I should like to emphasize that 
fibe theory of the free market is applicable, perhaps more closely to certain spheres 
~Indian economic life during the last 100 years, than to ahnost any other period 
of economic history in any other country) This is especially true in respect of 
th06C parts of our life ~here tradition and custom had little hold.) Such was the 
case in the life of the new industrial cities that grew up in India in the 19th 
century.· The chief influence that in the other spheres of our economic life is 
held to modify the action of free competition-traditional modes of thought and 
behaviour-was obviously a!Rnt from the working of the new mechanised in
dustry that came to promiJ:lence in India in the last quarter of the 19th century. 
In other countries the two forces that hampered the action of the free forces of 
competition were the authority of the state and the power of organised bodies of 
employers and the employed.) Un both these respects, however, the position of 
modem industry in India was very happy.) The state in India, especially before 
theW ar of 1914-I 8, had raised lais!!_l ~to a principal so sacred and power
ful that it enjoined a ... vetao~on even of a provincial department of in
dustries. Competition among entrepreneurs, on the other hand, was keen and 
reckless; and the employees were for the larger part a floating body of disunited 
and ignorant persons. 'The pre-war (1914) conditions in Industrial India may 
thus be well described as the paradise of the laissel faire economist.·, Some change 
has no doubt come about during the last two decades. Even so I believe that 
the Indian labour market still approximates more to free market conditions than 
the labour market of alma;t any other country in the world. The state takes 
nowadays a little more on itself than it used to formerly; the ma;t significant de
parture has been in the grant of protection to certain industries. The Factory 
Acts arc also more elaborate and better enforced; but no kind of wage regula
tion is yet in evidence and the state does not yet undertake any of the indirect 
services such as unemployment benefit or sickness insurance, which may have 
an important influence on the supplY of labour in other countries. The c;m
ployers arc much better organised than in the previous period, but it is only 
m rare instances that they C()mbine to determine collectively wage and working 
conditions. Labour is more conscious of itself and more aware of the rights 
that it may claim and the privations from which it suffers, but it is almost no
where sufficiently organised to exert continuous influence on the wage bargain. 
An occasional instance of successful collective bargaining serves to emphasize 
the immense extent of the "free" area left out of its scope.} ~ 

I note these facts in order to point out that if a ~aratively free labour 
market caD today !JC said to exist anywhere, it exists in India. n. therefore, the 
~free market JS suppooed to lca~esults and adjustments 

in respect of wage levels and working conditions, these must be reflected in the 
conditions of industriall:}.bour in India. I proceed now to examine wage conqi· 
tions in moderri industries in India, with special reference to the manufacture of 
Cotton and Jute. COnditions of cotton textile labour I shall exemplify chiefly 
from the Province of Bombay in which the industry originate~ and which is 
still the ma;t important producer of cotton factory_ piece goods in India. Of 
Jute labour, Calcutta with its environs is the only important centre. The State 
has not yet affected conditions in the Jute industry either by its 6scal policy 
or by regulating conditions of wages or of labour supply.· · The Cotton iD-
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du.,try enjoys today a protective tariff; it should, however, be remembered 
that protection by tariff has been subs1antial only since 1930. In the Jute 
industry again employer11 take no combined action to regulate the recruitment 
of or wages of labour, and trade unions of labourer11 are almost non-existent. 
In the cotton textile industry collective bargaining has, to a greater or less 
e.xtent, characterised Ahmedabad for some year11 past. In Bombay, while trade 
union action is not effective, rnillowners have lately begun to reg1;1late wage 
levels conjointly. In other centres of the indust1y employer and employee 
organisations are yet very weak. Both these industries have a comparatively 
long history, so that if there are any trends or results which would operate only 
in the long period there has been sufficient time for them to be visible. The 
following descriptive account should be examined in the light of these remarks. 

The most reliable and exhaustive data relating to wages of industrial 
labour in India are to be found in connection with the Cotton textile industry 
in the Province of Bombay. A number of sample censuses and one complete 
wage census have been conducted in this Province by the Government Labour 
Office. There are also available the results of a special official enquiry into the 
wages and employment in the industry in 1934· A study of the results of these 
censuses and enquiries should enable us to arrive at an idea of the nature of 
wage movements and the relation between the levels of wages paid by different 
units. At the outset I should like to point to certain difficulties involved in 
the use of these statistics. The first difficulty arises from the possibility that 
the same occupational grade may not always be indicated by the same oc
cupational name in all units. The investigator11 of the Bombay Labour Office 
were, it is reported, aware of this difficulty, and care has been taken in the 
results published by that office to guard against any confusion arising out of 
it. Classified lists of occupations were usually prepared in advance of the cen
suses, and investigators and mill authorities were notified of the uniform nomen
clature adopted. This difficulty may, therefore, be ignored when dealing with 
data published by the Bombay Labour Office. The second difficulty is more 
formidable. For the purpose we have in view it is necessary to ascertain the 
rate of paymelJl..per unit of work performed. When worker11 are paid on a 
time-rate, the unit in terms of which payment is made is a unit of time~an • 
hour, a day, a week, a month, etc. The wage data which are presented in 
terms of actual earnings for a unit of time correctly reflect, for these worker11, 
the level of rates of payment also. This, however, is not the case with work
ers paid on the piece-rate ·system. The variati~ns in the earnings of these 
workers do not necessarily reflect variations in rates of payment for a standard 
job. A variety of reasons, including differences in the efficiency of the indi
vidual workers, may bring about variations in earnings even though the rate 
of payment is the same. I The data regarding the earnings of piece-worker11 
have, therefore, to be used with caution and cannot by themselves be used to 
prove differences in the level of rates of payments. 

I shall begin by indicating from the results of the sample wage census of 
1937 the variations in the level of a ents in the same occupations in various 
~!!O_of the in us~ the Provmce of Bombay. A ~gures should suffice, 
and I choose for illustration from the spUllliiigSl.de of a cotton mill three im-
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portant categories of time-workers, whose duties are well-defined. These three . 
classes are doflen, taJwalas, and ring spinners minding one side of a frame. 
In 1937 the average daily rates of wages of a dofler in Bombay were found to 
be As. ro-s. The corresponding figures for the other two important centres, i.e. 
Ahmedabad and Sbolapur, were As. g-11 and As. 7. These figures relate to 
industrial labour employed in particular cities. Turning to averages regard
ing scattered units in certain regions we get at even lower levels. Thus the 
dofJer in mills in Gujarat (other than those at Ahmedabad) tamed As. 7-6 
per day, in Khandesh As. 6-1, and in certain mills in the Central and South. 
em divisions only As. 5-3 on an average. The figures regarding the average 
earnings of tarwalas and single siden are set out in the following table:• 

Tarwala Single sidcr 
As. As. 

Bombay 12-11 13• 8 
Ahmedabad 15- 6 
S~olapur 7· 6 8-10 
Gujarat 11•4 
Khandesh 8-3 IG- 9 
C. D. and S. D. districts s- I 7· 7 

,·These data serve only to bring out the wide divergence in the rate of 
payment to time workers in standard occupations in an old established in
dustry between contiguous regions in a province. They indicate that in this 

·industry as between different centres and regions the level of wage rates is 
widely dissimilar:_ 

I shall next examine (the level of rates paid by different units in the 
same centre of industry so tliat no consideration regarding costs or difficulties 
of transfer need enter into the calculations. The results of the wage censuses 
of 1934 and 1937 are riot available in a fofm which would enable us to com
pare rates of wages in different units. \The results of the sample wage census 
of 1926 and the special enquiry of 1934 have, therefore, to be used for the 
purpose. The first enquiry shows that ~e average daily earnings of siden paid 
on time-rates varied in the 19 mills in the sample for Bombay from As. 14-3 
per day toRe. 1-2-11 per day, i.e., a variation of As. 4-8. The corresponding 
variation in earnings in Ahmedabad is smaller because a certain amount of 
regulation of wages by collective bargaining was already in existence in this 
centre in 1926. j Even so, the range of the average earnings of siders in the 
16 mills in the Ahmedabad sample was shown to be from As. 14-6 toRe. 1-o-3. 
Tables giving frequencies of earnings which are incorporated in tliis report 
cannot be used for the purpose in hand because they pment the data by de
partments. · It is, therefore, difficult to ascertain from them the range of varia
tion between payments to workers in specific occupations. They merely show 
the range of 'fclrlations between payments to all types of workers in the same 
departmenL ' In the enquiry into wages and unemployment in the cotton 
textile industry conducted by direction of the Government by the Labour 
Office in 1934. special attention was paid to the variations in average earnings 

I F"agures taken from the Interim Report of the Bomha7 Textile labour Enquit7 
Committee, 1939, pp. 31·2. . 
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and rates of payments between different units in the same centre. Of the OC• 

cupations studied in this enquiry that of the rin? sider was the only ~e-rated 
occupation. Hence I shall confine my attention to that occupation. The 
enquiry took place after the considerable cuiJ in wages that were made in Bo~
bay during 1933· It was found that as a resulr of the cuts the range of vana
tions in the earnings of siders, instead of having been diminished, had actually 
increased. This range which was As. 4-B in 1926 (as shown above) had in
creased to As. 5-4 in December 1933· The author of this report 'observes, 
"In most industrial countries it is generally found that wages in the same kind 
of work in different units of the same industry, situated in the same locality, 
are ordinarily very nearly the same." Examining variations in earnings of 
operatives in different wards in the city of Bombay in the light of this prin
ciple, the following facts were noted relating to the average daily earnings of 
ring siders minding single sides. In the 1 o mills covered by the enquiry in the 
E Ward, these earnings varied from As. 13-11 toRe. 1-o-11; in the 13 mills 
covered in the F Ward they varied from As. 1!2-10 toRe. 1-1-6, and in the 19 
mills covered by the enquiry in the G Ward the corresponding figures were 
As. 11-7 and Re. 1-1-4. It is noted in the report that "while the variation as 
between mills in the same ward are large, the variations as between the dif
ferent wards are less striking." This is to ~e explained by the fact that the 
ward figures are averages and that there was no reason to expect a concentra
tion of either high or low wage paying mills in particular wards. The report 
of the enquiry also yields information regarding Sholapur, and it is shown 
that the averu6e daily earnings of single side!'ll in this centre varied from 
As. 9-6 to As. 12-11. The range of variation shown for Ahmedabad for this 
occupation was, however, small. It was reported that in 56 out of 73 mills 
the single siders were getting an average daily wage between 16 annas and 
17 annas per day. The report adds, "The explanation of this presumably is 
that in this occupation there is the standardization of wages already referred 
to." Wide variation in wage rates was thus the normal feature in centres 
where wages were unregulated. This was also a persistent feature and showed 
no signs of diminishing in extent by the mere passage of time. 

'' The figures cited above have been' taken only from the time-rated oc-
cupations for the sake of presenting the picture with materials whose validity 
for the purpose cannot be challenged. (The conditions in the piece-work oc
cupations are, however, of the same natur~f Earnings of workers, as the pub
lished reports of the enquiries show, vary \ridely from centre to centre and 
fro~ unit .to unit in the sa~e ce?tre.J'I'he basis and manner of calculating and 
grading p1ece-rates are agam diverse') LThe actual piece-rates are themselves 
not usually available. Even when they are available a comparison between the 
weaving rates is rendered impossible because of the complicated structure of 
rates in this department. In other departments comparisons are possible. In 
recent proceedings before the Industrial Court, Bombay, it has been shown that 
the reeling and winding rates paid by different mills in Bombay stand at levels 
wide apart, and in information available to me for somf other centres of the 
textile industry in the province I have noted differences o the degree of 25 per 
cent and over between the highest and the lowest rates in'\ the winding, reeling 
and warping rates paid by contiguous mills in the same c;entre. 
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· I have laid stress on conditions in the cotton textile industry in the 
Province of Bombay not only because I am best acquainted with the wage 
position in the industty in that province, but also because we possess the most 
reliable and authoritative data in respect of it. But such data as are available 
about conditions dsewhen: help to confinn the conclusions formed by a study 
of wages in the Bombay cotton textile industty. ·Let us for example tum to in
formation contained in the report of the Cawnpore Labour Enquiry Com
mittee (1938). This ~port contains (pp. 15-18) important wage statements 
furnished by the Employers' Association showing the wage pc:Etion in the in
dustty in 1929 and 1937· The following table sets out, for certain fixed-wage 
occupations, the monthly wages paid by mills paying the highest wage and 
the lowest wage in that occupation. 

1929 1937 
Lowest Highest Lowest Highest 

Rs.As.Ps. Rs.As.Ps. Rs.As.Ps. h&.Ps. 
Blow Room 14- 2- 9 19- 8- 0 14•1G- 0 Lg- 8- 0 
Ring (Weft) 14-•4- 0 19- o- 0 16-14- 0 17- o- 0 
Sizing (Front) . 12- 8- 0 so- o- o 22• 8- 0 sa- o- o 
Drawers in 22-12· 0 so- 6- o 24•13• I 46-15• 0 

It is not known whether all the figures given in these tables are strictly 
comparable. Whatever the allowance that may have ·to be made on this 
account, it is clear that the pasition revealed by them is one of great disorder. 
In this connection the following remarks of the Millowners' Association which 
accompanied the wage statements will appear instructive:· f"There was a 
difference in the rates of time wages paid by the various milD; this difference 
being due t9 unavoidable factors, such as the age and design of machinery, 
lay-out of the factory and quality of the material worked, etc. ••. Piece-rates 
for different operations were calculated and based on traditional practical 
experience, and on such factors as the speed of machinery, type of material 
being made, etc.'~ cTwo other notable features _of these Cawnpore wage state
ments should aiscYte omerved. These are that'mills cannot be always graded 
uniformly according to the rates and earnings in all occupations. There are 
some mills in which the general level seems to be indubitably high or low, but 
there are others which show in comparison a high level in some occupations 
and a low level in others; and the incidence of such variations cannot be 
explained on any readily observable grounds.· The other feature is that the 
~ovement of wage rates between the tWo dates, i.e., 1929 and 1937, for which 
statistics are available, is also not uniform.) The comparative pasition regard
ing the wage level as a whole, and regarding wages and earnings in particular 
occupations of the iniiis changes appreciably as between the two dates. There 
is, however, no movement towards an approximation of the general or particular 
levels of the various mills to a uniform average by palllage of time. U anything, 
the gap seems to haVe become wider recently. 

Evidence of a like character can be adduced for the cotton textile industry 
in South India. This is embodied in the report of the Court of Enquiry ap-
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pointed to enquire into the disputes between labou~ a?d empl?Yers ~ the·'?· 
tile mills in Coimbatore ( 1938). In one way this C'Vldence IS specially Ul· 

structive, for it relates to a centre where the operating unit is comparatively 
small. The total number of workelll employed in Coimbatore at the time of the 
enquiry was 25,791, and the number of factories was 25. Under the ordinary 
assumption of economic theory, the forces of competition should work with 
particular effectiveness in these circumstances. In actual fact conditions appear 
to be even worse here than in the Bombay Province or in the United Provinces. 
The Court of Enquiry found that there was "pronounced variation" in the 
"rates paid to the same kind of operative between mill and mill." A few figures 
relating to certain time-rated occupations in the spinning section will make 
this clear. Blow Room scutcher R.i. 14-o (H.), Rs. g-12 (L.): Can-tenter 
(carding) Rs. 12-o (H.), Rs. 5-11 (L.): Grinder Rs. 16-o (H.), Rs. 6-8 (L.): 
Spinner RJ. 14-8 (H.), Rs. 9-12 (L.) : 10 making all allowances for extreme cases 
and for some element of non-comparability the figures in this report still call 
for a serious consideration at the hands of all students of economic theory . 

.!he cotton textile industry is the most important and the oldest-established 
factory industry in India. (!'_he conditions that obtain within it canno_t be taken 
as representing a phenomenon that is either temporary or peculiar. In respect of 
the variation in wage rates the position is similar everywhere elseJCThe evidence 
for other industries is not plentiful. For the other important textile industry, 
viz, jute, we have no statistical data which can be used with confidence. The 
only recent statistics regarding wages in the Jute industry that I have come 
across are thooe contained in Appendix 9 to the report for the year 1933 of the 
Chief Inspector of Factories in Bengal. These wage statistics are presented in 
the form of frequency tables indicating the number of factories which pay the 
persons in particular occupations the average wages within certain limits of 
average monthly wages. It is difficult to interpret these data; for, we do not 
know how the averages were calculated and whether particular occupations 
are paid on time-rates or piece-rates. Except in certain occupations, however, 
the dispersal revealed by the frequency tables is very wide. ]Though we do not 
pa;sess suitable statistical data we have a description given by the Government 
of Bengal of wage conditions in the Jute industry in its evidence submitted 
to the Royal Commission on Labour in India. This description, as the following 
extract will prove, shows wage conditions "fit this industry to be at least as 
chaotic as tha;e in the cotton textile industry. 

The Bengal Government writes: 

"Perhaps in no industry in the world, situated in such a circumscribed area, 
is the wage position more inchoate. The mills, grouped under different managing 
age~ts, work under wage systems which have developed many local idiosyncrasies 
dunn~ the long or short years of their existence. Even in mills under the same 
managing agents, there are differences which. 'f.d'persons not acquainted with the 
position, seem incredible. For example, in N'J mills situated in the same area 
and separated from each other by little more than a boundary wall, under the same 
managing agents, there is practically not a single entry o£ wages which is the same. 

10 Report, p. 39. 
'H.-High ... t 
L.-Low"t 
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In three mills under the wne managing agents, situated within a stone's throw of 
each other, the rates in one mill have for many years been higher than those fn the 
other two mills. In other groups of mills, situated close to each other and under 
different managing agents, the wage rates in individual mills are kept, or are sup
posed to be kept, strictly secret. The total earnings are not oecessarily kept secret. 
but each prides itself on having been able to declare piece-rates or. bonus-rates 
which are better than the rates of the neighbouring mills. "11 

Lest it '1hay be thought that variability of rates of wages is a character
istic only of the older industries in' India, I shall close this descriptive part with 
a quotation from the final memorandum presented by the Govermnent of Bihar 
ami Orma to the Royal C'.ommission on Labour in lndia,lZ 

/ ~ods"ofr~ • _ 
. "]haria~ Field.-There is no recognized system by which wages han~ 

been fixed in_ the coalfields fot skilled or unSkilled labour and they are not 
standardized. • . 

• · _ "1. Factories.-ln general, wages have not been fixed either by negotiated 
agreements or by any other means. Thus it is found that wages vary fairly con
siderably even in the same area, as the figuresU given below showing the rates of 
wa.,~for (a) Tatas and T'mpla~ Companv .. whiql are both situated in Jamshed
pur. and (b) the figures of the Locomotive Worb at Jamalpur, and the P~lar 
Tnloarr.o C'.11mpany, both of whom are situated in the neighbourhood of Monghyr, 
will show." . , •. • • .. . . 

Similar instances could ~Y be multiplied. There is, however, no virtue 
· in mere repetition... I have for the description chosen only the oldest centres and the 

most well-established industries; so that it may not be said that an unfair sample 
was taken or .an exaggerated iJnprtssion was sought to be conveyed. /A study 
of these CO!lditions seems, at least to me. to show conclusively that th assump
tions made ordinarily in the formation of the theory of wages and in prescribing 

_policy (!D the hasis of that theory do not hold good in India.'::' In ante market 
there "On~btnottoo'Dfaih div~rgen~g Lke tlie magnitude we find 
in- the above instances. f· Prof. Pi~u categorically lays down that "as betWttD 

r persons eitactly similar in ~ty fair wages m~ual wa~14 Hrre 
we have in~ces oflarge masses of unskilled workers, within whosx ranks thrre 
is little siope for differences in. quality and whose work involved such little dif
ference, employed in contiguous establishments in the same industry at widdy 
varymg rates of waga It would he easy to give instances taken from the reports 
of the elaborate wage census conducted by the Bombay Labour Office in 1934 
.whlch show that"pavments in the same centre in different industries to persons 
· in tlie sanie or similar occupatiors vary widdy. But it is even more convincing 
to h3.ve instances of workers of ·similar quality in the same occupational grades 

• obtaining significantly different rates of payment in contiguous establishments. 
Aiid this c:aDnot be taken as a temporary state of affairs: so far as is known this 
has been a phenomenon alwa}'S characteristic of conditions in Indian industry. 

'Faced with these facts can we talk of the tendencv in liziss~! /aire to bring about 
~ equality of incomes? Is there un~et these conditions any criterion which can 

'II "Report" of the Roval Commission on Labour ill India, • 1!131, pp. !l.HL 
12"EYiden~· VoL IV. Put I. pp. 68-t. 
IS Table DOt~ 
14 Pigov. op. cit.. p. 685. 
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enable us to determine a "fair wage"? Are we still to suppose that entrepreneurs 
are continuously making wise and clever adjustments and it would be folly re
sulting in the poosible destruction of capital to interfere in the normal working 
of the natural laws of marginalism? 

I am aware that, faced with such facts, the economists talk of imperfect 
competition, the stickiness of certain payments, of the time lag in adjustments, 
etc. There is no denying that the conditions illustrated above reflect the working 
of a market very different from the theorist's competitive market. My ohly con
tention is that, in the circumstances, (i perfect market is an illegitimate assump-' 
tion. For, I may repeat, [in India the three types of interferences which econo
mists hold chiefly responsible for making imp05Sible the smooth working of a 
market-interference on the part of J!l_State, (iil the organised bodies of 
employers, and (~ the Trade Umons-are almost non-existent. If even 
here the imperfections of the market are so glaring, the postulate of the perfect 
market, while perhaps useful for purposes of analysis, is a hazardous basis for 
the formulation of policy, and laissez faire a prescription that has no theoretical 
validity and which bears no practical proof. 

/ Let me for a moment recapitulate the argument. I began by pointing out 
that the problem of wages was the central problem in our subject. I then went 
on to indicate briefly what economists had to say on the subject of the determi
nation of wages. It was found that (an influential body of theoretical economists 
held that in the absence of externil interference, wages for similar kinds of · 
labour tended to equality, that the forces of the market tended to approximate 
wage rates to the marginal product of labour, and that when they were so 
approximated they could be called fair) '~he same economists were broadly 
found to hold, as a result of this type of general reasoning, that interference 
could achieve little and that attempts at regulation were likely to prove harm
ful and were at best futile and bound to be evaded. If one subscribed to this type 
of reasoning there wp little left but to advise everybody to leave matters to 
shift for themselves. \._On a study of the facts of the Indian situation it was, 
however, found that the actual conditions differed widely from the assumptions 
made in theory regarding the working of the markef.) I, therefore, reject the 
theoretical structure raised largely on a priori grounds as unsatisfactory, and 
feel that at least so far as India is concerned no theory which does not explain 
the facts of the situation adequately should be allowed to sway our judgments 
in matters of policy.l'tfhe divergencies and discrepancies revealed by a study 
of the actual Indian wage conditions are so large that we cannot, in face of 
their existence, rely on the natural working of the market to bring about a proper 
and equitable distribution of resources and adjustment of payments) 

We have advanced so far only to a negative conclusion. Facts disclose to 
us that in India much weight cannot be attached to the theoretical objections to 
attempts at regulation. Qlut they do not necessarily dictate a positive policy, at 
least we have so far not addressed ourselves to the question as to whether they 
dictate such a policy. {!t may be argued that while imperfections of the market 
and consequent inequalities of payments exist, external interference could not 
mend matters or that it may even worsen them~ We must, therefore, consider· 
what are the unsatisfactory aspects of the present situation, in what respect they 
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create problems of labour ma.nageplc:Dt, and what step can effectively be taken 
in order to remedy the situation: ~e main evils in the present wage situation 
in India are as follows: Fustly, then: is the very low level of payments to certain" 

~ ctaiCS of workers.· Secondly, 'the differences in payments from unit to unit in 
the same industrY aeate unfair conditions of competition among employers.· 
!hlrdiJ, the same facts give rise to discontent among workers and are the 
occasion of f~uent wage disputes.· We shall defer consideration of the first 
aspect of this problem. Th~second aspect is often referred to as the under
co~ of wage rates by competing employers. The complaint of low wage 

· casts enabling employers in one region or country to hold their own in the market 
is one that is heard universally. When one country or one region complains • 
against another on the score of "u.nfair competition," the difference in wage 
costs is explained by casts of transferring labour and capital or to lack of mobility 
induced by artificial restrictions.· The efforts of the International Labour 
Office at obtaining a certain uniformity of Labour standards in all countries 
of the world may be taken to have the elimination of such "unfair'' advantages 
as one aim.: }Jut, as we have seen, such under-cutting can and does take-place 
in India even within areas within which there· appears to be no lack of mobility 
or no heavy ~ of transfer~ ·The disadvantages of under-cutting from the 
point of the employer paying the highet wage rates are obvious. They enable 
his competitors who pay a lower wage to m~ a competitive position from 
which they would otherwise be dislodge<L It, no doubt, often happens that the 

, employer who pays the higher wage is also the more efficient in production. His 
business is perhaps better organised. his equipment is of better quality and 
better maintained, and he has perhaps some special advantages in respect of 
the market in general or some special part of iL On account of these advantagts 
he is able to produce at lower costs per unit, and a part of the total advantage 
is JW!Cd on to the wage earner in his establishmenL It may also be that he 
gets into his employment a better type of worker on an average than his low 
paying competitors, that there is less friction in his establishments, and less 
absenteeism and turnover. But the extra efficiency of labour cannot amount 
to much especially in highly mechanised industries where the work is mostly 
of a repetitive character, and all the advantages t~ther cannot compensate 
the employer fully for the extra wage paid by him.) It is clear what, in these 
circumstances, would happen in a free markeL The employer who pays 
higher wages would tend to lower his wage rates and at th~ same time, as a 
conscqucncc of the advantage obtained by such lowering, to extend the scope 
of his operations. _The employer paying less would on the contrary have to 
increase his rates under stress of competition and to •curtail the extent of his 
business. Both these tendencies would continue to operate until a point of 
equilibrium was reached where the wage rate paid by all employers for similar 
types of workers was the same, and then the point at which the market was 
dnided between entrepreneurs with different. degrees of efficiency would be 
the optimum., In India, at least, market conditions do not seem to work in 
that manner and this problem of the possible subsidising of the inefficient 
nnployer ~of low wages has to be faced. Unless the less efficient em-

. player ii forced to pay the same wage as the more efficient, he would have no 
ioccDtivc to improve his methods and he would continue to produce on a scale 
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larger than the one to which be ia properly entitled. The rnourccs of the 
country would continue to be distributed amongst employers in a manner that 
is not the most economic. I 

That a wide disparity between wage payments for similar kinds of work 
by contiguous units leads to discontent and friction is a statement that also 
needs no elaborate proof.-. Such a state of affairs, if it is chronic, as in India, 
may not, of course, lead to constant wage disputes.'. It is,· however, one factor 
in such disputes when they occur; this bas been made clear by recent experi
ence. ; Moreover, these disparities inva~:iably create difficulties in the process 
of the settlement of disputes. Any modification of the level of wages or the 
method of paying wages which is proposed in order to bring about a settle
ment will, when etmditions are divergent, affect different groups of work peo
ple in different ways.) Often some of the more usual methods of wage adjust
ment have the effect of accentuating the existing disparities . ., Even if varia
tions in wage payments, when chronic, may not lead actually to disputes, they 
certainly seem to have two important effects. Firstly, (they add to the volume 
of labour di~content.- Recent scientific-enquiries seem to lend support to such 
a view. Under certain conditions workers may not constantly think of an 
absolutely low wage. It was, however, noted during the investigation, that 
"if the wages of any group were lower than those of other groups employed 
on_ fairly similar types of work, the individuals so affected were inclined to 
complain about the rate of payment. The wages question then began to oc
cupy a more prominent pa;ition in their thoughts and tended to create a back
ground of discontent."15 The disparities must also encourage an increased 
turnover of labour. · We have yet had few careful enquiries into the problem of 
turnover of labour in India. 'But it is obvious that the possibility that exists 
when wage payments vary, of getting a higher rate by change of employ must 
lead to a certain amount of avoidable turnover.\ The desire to better one's 
prospects, whether it eventually fructifies or not, is, to my knowledge, one of 
the reasons often given to those who enr••ire from workeJs into the rea.sons 
of their leaving their fonncr employmenL · 

15 "Fatigue and Boredom in Repetitive Work," Medial Reaesrch Council, Jaduatrial 
HraHh Research Board, London, Report ~o. 77, 1938, p.· 6L 
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LEcruRE D 

~AGES AND EMPLOYMENT 
./ Wr. MAY now revert to a ~onsideration of the first issue raised in 

enumerating the disadvantages of the present wage position in India. This 
is the very low level of wages obtaining in certain industrial occupations in 
certain units. I shall consider some important aspects of this question in the 
last lecture on the standard of living. At this stage I shall pay attention only 
to the aspects of practicability of regulation. We are not concerned here so 
much with why it is desirable that a low wage should be raised as to whether 
it is possible l;>y regulation to raise a low wage, and as to what will be the direct 
and indirect consequences of such an action. In the last lecture. I drew at
tention to tht' fact that the variations in wages paid from unit to unit are 
large and that in the same occupational grades some units may be paying a 
much lower wage than others. (The question to be considered now is whether 
under these conditions some kmd of regulation is called for and whether it 
will be effective and also beneficial if both its direct and indirect effects are 
taken into account) ([p O..!}S_Of its aspects the problem could be visualised as 
one of raising the level of wages in units in which it is unduly low. From 
such a point of view its nature would approximate to the problem discussed 
by Prof. Pigou of the effects of interference in order to raise unfair wag~ 
there would, however, be this material difference between the two cases, . that 
we have no yard-stick of the fair wage, and with us it is not necessarily causes 
like ignorance or costs of movement that are holding the wage down. . We have 
to act thus not on some definable cause of unfairness such as cost of movement 
or ignorance and watch the effects of the interference on the wage, but have 
to act directly on the wage itself. So long, however, as we confine ourselves 
to a consideration of raising the wage rates in establishments where they are 
very low, we are facing a problem essentially .of the type of enforcing a 
minimum rite in establishments where wage ea~~re ~eat_ed. The chief 
question to be tackled in this c6iiilectioi1Will be the effect of the measure 
on the employment offered by the low-wage establishments and by all the 
establishments in the industry taken together. Regulation may, however, aim 
at raising the wage not only in specially low-wage paying units but in all the 
units, on an average, ~ particular occupational grades, or it may aim at raising 
the general level of average wages in the industry as a whole. In such cir
cumstances the reactions of the regulatory measures will have to be studied over 
a wider field. i.'!'he reactions on the occupational structure of the industry 
and the effects that the regulation may have in the direction of the displace
ment· of labour in particular processes will have to be watched. There may 
also be wider effects on the fortunes of the industry as a whole, and if the in
dustry is, big enough the repercussions of the particular wage regulation on 
employment of capital and labour in economic activities outside the regulated 
industry will also have to be studied. 
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At this Point it will be appropriate to take a brid review of what aP. 
pears to be the present position regarding the connection held to subsist be
tween the movement and the regulation of wages on the one band a~e 
volume of ern ent in ind on th other. ·Prof. Pigou in his analysis 
o the pr ems of mdUstrial peace in his "Economics OlWdfire'' seCins tO hold 
the traditional view of wages as the price mccJWiiSiii whiCh controls and helps 
to clear the Labour Market. The dernll!ld fqr_Jall9'1.l_rj~_takcnby_him_to_movc: 
broadly. in response to thefluctilition in the. .. wage: rate.. 1]!-. ~c~ _ in his 
'"Theory of Wages" follows essentially the: same approa_cJt.. The conclusions 
which follow this approach are so important that I give below- a number of 
extracts from the chapter on "Wage-Regulation and Unemployment,"' in this 
book. The particular question posed by Dr. Hicks is as t!!_~_!l~t w_i!! happen 
if Trade Unions insist ~ _a_ '!~.[e__I!ig_hg J&!!~ ~@i[_~!c;__~een_- paid. ~ a 
competitive- miirkeC ·The: tenns of his reasoning are, however, gener.il and 

i :tie hroa<nyappticable to all movements of wages, upwards or downwards. 
Dr. Hicks writes: . -

-~Very simple and familiar economic reasoning suggests at once the main an· 
swer-unemployment. CA raising of wages above the competitive level will con
tract the demand for labour. and make it impossible to absorb some of the men 
available. A5 the employment of labour contracts,. the marginal product. of the 
men still employed will rise; when the marginal p!oduct has risen to a level cor· 
responding to the new wage, the increase in unemployment will stop."2 

"It should be clear from our analysis of the Marginal Productivity theory 
in Olapter I that the effects on emfloyment of artificially high wages may easily he 
alow in making their appearance.,. · 

'"In an expanding industry, where profits were abnormally high. the artificial 
raising of wages mar cause. not contraction. but onlv a retarding of e"Cpansion. 
For the reduction of the abnormal profits. caused by the rise in wages. diminishes 
the incentive to transfer capital to this industry; it therefore diminishes the incentive 
for the old firms to expand. or for new firms to enter; ancl the expansion of the 
whole industry is therefore less than it would otherwise have been. In a contracting 
industry. where profiiS are already abnormally low, high wages will accelerate 
decline. ... 

"Whatever may be the-ease with the ordinary Trade Unionist: no one with 
an economic education is likely to deny what bas just been established with perhaps 
unnecessary detail-that a raising of wages in one industry will diminish tbe 
demand for labour in that industry. Gut even economists sometimes find a dif
ficulty in seeing what is admittedly true for each industry separately is also true 
for all industries taken together. Once we have universal Trade Union action. the 
cekm paribus assumptions. with which 1\farshallian economies is accustomed to 
work. break down; it is no longer fair. for example. to suppose that .the demand 
curves for the products of the industries remain unaffected by the changes: and a 
way of looking at the problem which had sufficed with one industry considered alone, 
becomes unsatisfactory in the more complicated ease. 

"But it is not really diBicult to adjust _our views to this ease. It is true 
~at we must not lqok at the various industries successively; we must look at them 
sunultaneously. But we can then prove conclusively that an all-round rise in wages 

I pP. 119·117. 
2Hicb, op. eit., p. na. 
S Hieb, op. cit., p. 18L 
t Bicb, op. cit., p. JM. 
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~D!t came IIDI!IIlployment (apart. agaiD. from reaction oa the dSc:ieacr ollahour) 
by sup~ it doa DOt. aad lhaa prvrin: the conrinnance of 5UCh a Nh"tioa to 
Le impossible."") 

I do not think that il would be anlair to Dr. IUcb to state that he 
seems, Crc:m the way he argues the matter, to look upoo Jhe wage rate as the 
main instrument which CODiro!s the market r~ labour_:/ 

Since the cxpc:ricnce of the dcpreSon. crornnists have leamcd. bow
ever, to be much more cautious in the c:xpression of their opiniaos in this mat
trr. Alrady before the depnssion ProC. Clay had pointed to the DCICd r~ 
caution in iotrrpreting and anal)~ the sitnarim' Prof. Clay was cxmcc:mcd 
with the specific problem of the hard cue of uncmplo)mc:nt in Great Britain 
during the twenties and -.ith namining the suggt::stion ""iUch clc:rMd indirect 
support from the writings of ccnrnn:US that this uocmplO)mc:nt could not be 
reduced without a lowering of the wage b-el. It sbould be pointed out that 
he did not dispute the validity of the gmcral prevalent approach; ""-hat he, 
however, stn:sscd was that the cxistmce of chrooic unc:mplo)mc:nt could nat 
be alwa)'S talm as cvidcnce of the fact that the gmcralJcvd of wages was 
high, that the situation had to be anal)'SCd industry by industry; that it would 
as a result be pc:rbaps found that wages were unduly high not in the cxparvling in
dustries where they were ahso1utdy high. bit in the DOIHbcltcrcd declining 
industries where they -were Jaw; that in these industr'.t:s a further reduction ol 
wages would not help to reduce uncmpla)mc:nt. It was thus evident that the 
main probkm in Prof. Clay's opinion was'not,the adjustment of wage rates 
but a proper cfistribution of the labour supply: 

"'To som·up; the eonnrdioa IJetween wa.,-e leftls and IIDII!mpl~ is 
complicated by a JUDDher of olhrr factors which di..ll'ermliale the post-war r rom the 
pre-war indostrial situation,. and render it a clana-erous abstractioa to isolate one 
fador and attribute to it the wlu~le of the present abnormal anemployment. The 
maldistribulioa of labour brought about by the war is a more important cause of 
tmemployment. the influence of which bas hceo limited by the lowerin~ of W&e""e
rates in the OYeJCrowded industries, and is ~ red~ by a fairly rapid spoo
taoeous redi.stributioa of labour. And the same factor in the problem. the uo
ecooomical disbibutioa of labour, so a.ll'ects the productirity of industry ahat it 
reduces the avuage wage that c:au be paid without ca~ uoemployment. 007 

A similar idea was expmcd in a c:h.aractrristi emphatic manner 
by Dr. Cannan when he wrote in an article in 1930 as foDows: -rhe true 
remedy for long-term uncmplo)mc:nt alwa)'S applied through history, and al
ways efl'rdual, is neither rationalisation nor reduction of wages, but redistribu
tion of labour fortt between the diffc:rmt occupations. ... 
·.,..-~--~ ------ ~- - -------- ~-·· ·- . 

After the cJ.rprcSao, hmocrtr,_ the cf5cacy of the wage rate as an instru
malt f~ dearing the labour marh:t came to be qurstioocd more ~
It was found during this time that in particular industries, and aha in aD in
dustries together, cmpJoymcnt couJd not be incrcascd beyond a urUin point 
however Jaw the reduction dfa:tcd in wages might be. It was obvious, there-



Core, that(at least in times of a severe depression other factors were much more 
important than the ·level of wages in determining the total volume of employ
ment ofTered by industry.)· For the time being, at least, wages fell into the 
background as a factor responsible for creating or maintaining unemp}oymcnt. 
The full extent of the resulting reaction on theory is to be seen in Mr. Keynes' 
"General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money." Mr. Keynes is definite 
that the classical approach to wage theory is useless. He says: "Professor 
Pigou's 'Theory of Unemployment' seems to me to get out of the Classical 
Theory all that can be got out of it; with the result that the book becomes a 
striking demonstration that this theory has nothing tq offer, when it is applied 
to the problem of what determines the volume or. actual employment as 
a whole."' · ·..; · . 

He follows this up by challenging m~t of the conclusions obtained as a 
result of analysis on the traditional pattern. It will be remembered that on 
the basis of the marginal productivity approach the conclusion reached was 
that a flexible wage was at least thcoreticall~ desirable. The result arrived at by 
Mr. Keynes is the direct oppa;ite of this. U:Ie lays down: "To suppose that a 
flexible wage policy is a right and proper adjunct of a system which on the 
whole is one of laisse~ faire, is the opposite of the truth. It is only in a highly 
authoritarian society, where sudden, substantial, all-round chan~es could be 
decreed that a flexible wage-policy could function with success.J10 It is no 
wonder that with such a complete alteration in the attitude towards the wage 
level the practical advice ofTered, and the share of praise and blame distributed 
also change radically; Thus Mr. Keynes comments in the following manner 
on the general attitdde of workers and trade unionists towards a change 
in wages: ., 

"Thus it is fortuqate that the worken. though unconsciously, are instinctively 
. more reasonable economists than the classical school, inasmuch as thev resist re· 

ductions of money-wages, which are seldom or never of an aU-round character, 
even though the existing real equivalent of these wages exceeds the marginal dis
utility of the existing employment; whereas they do not resist red~ctions of real 
wages. which are associated with increases in aggregate emplo~ent and leave 
relative money-wages unchanged. unless the reduction proceeds so far as to threaten 
a reduction of the real wage below the marginal disutility of the existing volume 
of employment. Every trade union will put up some resistance to a cut in money· 
wages, however sma11. But since no trade union would dream of striking on every 
occasion of a rise in the cost of living, they do not raise the obstacle to any increase 
in aggregate employment which .is attributed to them by the classical sehooJ."ll 

Thus the trade unionist who had been the general target of criticism of 
the economist a few years before-he is accused of special obtuseness by Dr. 
Hicks in the quotation given above-suddenly finds himself praised for re
markable perspicacity. I Perhaps he deserves the one no more than he did the 
other: It .is, for example, not quite true to say that the trade unionist did not 
concern himself about changes in the ca;t of living. Mr. Keyr[es should have 
noted that quite a large number of collective agreements in Great Britain in
clude in one form or another arrangements to \'ary the rate of wages accord-

9P. !00. 
10 Ibid, p. !89. 
lllbid, p. u. 
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ing ~ a sliding scale connected with an index number of pricc:s. \Whatever 
that might be; there bas been wide acceptance of Mr. Keynes' ideas on the 
subject. and the conclusions of economic theory today on the. connection be
tween wages and employment are largely of a negative character. They are 
best exemplified in the following extract:') 

... Any change in money wages will set up a number or complicated repereus
&ions, which may lead to a change in employment, in 1:1ne direction or the other. 
to some extent, bot fapart from reactions upon the rate or interest. which we shall 

,discuss later) a change in money wages is not likely lo lead to any great change iu 
employmen_t in either direction. "11 

Two important reservations must l:e made in the application of this body 
of conclusions to the series of problems with which we are concerned. It 
should be rememl:ered in the first instance that the main reason which leads 
:Mr. Keynes and his followers to ilispute the conclusions yielded by the claS"icaJ 
approach is fthe effect of the reduced wage rate on the purchasing power of 
consumers.) The workers themselves, it is argued, fonn the bulk of the con
sumers, and the size of the income of the workers determines to a large ex
tent the demand for coilSiliD,able goods in the community. An attempt to 
stimulate the labour market by reducing wage rates is bound to fail tecause 
while it may increase employment temporarily in industries where the wage 
is reduced, it must at the same time reduce employment elsewhere because of 
the smaller siZe of the income of the workers and the consequent decrease in 
their demand for commodities. Ut is clear that an argument of this character 
bas great force in a country which is highly industrialised) The greater the 
proportion which the income of ~ workeiS tears to the total income of the 
whole body of. consumers, the greater the validity of the reasoning. But where 
workers as a whole and industrial labourers in particular form a small propor
tion of the total population, the argument has not to be regarded to the same 
extent. .· .secondly, most of the new writers mostly .leave out of consideration 
the problem of the relation between real wages and employment.) & a matter 
of fact it would seem that while any connection between money wages and 
employment is denied, such a connection between real wagts and employ
ment is, by implication, often conceded. (We are concerned not with a regula
tion of money wages alone but with~ p<mible regulation of real wages also.· 
An examination of the connection between... real wages and employment D. 
however, analytically very difficult. Once you give up the cla&"ical structure 
which confines itself to reasoning in terms of real goods and introduce the 
monetary mtthanism as an important integral factor in the si~tion, you 
must first establish 6omc conntttion between money wages and real wages1 be
fore you can analyse the situation as a whole. But no invariable connection 
between money wages and real wages can theoretically be postulated, and such 
light as statistical studies can throw on the prob~ sccms to be yet meagre 
and inconclusive. D .. 

This account of the presmt position of economic theory u not of material 
help to us. It would seem that while a large body of modem economists may 

12 Robm-, J .. •Jntrodudioll to the Theory of Employmeat. • 1937. p. 5_1. 
DJ. K. Keynes. "'RelatiYe llovemeata of Real Wags ·ua Output.• Ec.om~~: Joanaal. 

:M.reh 1939. IluDJop. '"The lloYemellt ol Real aDd llaDeJ' Wage Bata.. ~jc Joarulo 
Se ... _,,_ 1938. 
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not oppo!e wage rigidity in a coun~ like Great Britain, their attitude towards 
wage-regulation is not clear. Thus while trade union action in collective bar
gaining may receive support at their hands it is not sure that they would hold 
state interference to be justified. Further, the arguments usually urge~ by them 
would not apply with equal force to Indian conditions. In any case they would 
at least not apply to regulation or even collective bargaining which involved an 
attempt at raising the level of real wages in any occupation or in the industry as 
a whole. 

Before we revert to a consideration of the specific problem before us I 
may note a result which the ,depression of 1929 has. had on practical policies. 
I have remarked above that (during the depression i~ ~as found that ~t would not 
be possible to reduce unemployment by a mere lowering of the wage 'rates.:) The 
result of notidng this was a change in the position of the theoretical economist 
regarding wages. The practical consequences of this phenomenon on the 
labour market were very serious. During the depression there was in certain 
industries practically no level below which wages could not be ·reduced. If a 
lowering of the wage rates could not increase the volume of employment offered, 
the existence of an undiminished labour supply must lead, in the absence of 
collective action by workers, to continuous rate-cutting by employers which 
could not be resisted by labourers and which ~ld not lead, in the ordinary 
course of events, to any corrective movements. (The bottom would thus be 
knocked out of the labour market) This is what actually happened in a number· 
of occupations in a number of countries in the period of. the depression after 
1 ~2Q. The result was that under pressure of. public opinion laws regulating 
minimum wages were adopted widely all o;er the world and the lesson was 
not unlearnt even when the depression lifted. The Labour Year-Book ( 1936-37) 
describes this lesson of the depression and its results in the following terms: 

"It is a point worthv of note that the development of minimum wage-fixing 
machinery has continued with unabated vigour during the period of economic 
recovery. When the depression was at its worst. and the pressure for wage reduc· • 
tions most severe. the need for such legislation as a measure of protection for un· 
organised or weakly organised workers was clearly demonstrated. As conditions 
improved, the danger of cut-throat competition at the expense of wage rates was 
lessened; hut the continued development of minimum wage-fixing machinery is 
evide!'lce of a recognition that thiS' danger is never entirely absenL and that such 
machmery forms a necessary part of the normal mechanism of economic control."l4 

It will be noticed that, in the view of this Year-Book, wage regulation has 
now reached the position of a necessary part of the normal economic mechanism.:) 
But it is not enough for our purpose that' an institution or a practice should be 
well-nigh universally established; for, its existence or adoption does not mean 
that the practice or institution is either necessary or justified. Economists are 
very food of harping upon the contrast between the enlightened views that they 
hold and the practice of government and the.sJogans current in the public at 
large. 

/ We must, therefore; go on to examine ~he possible effects of an attempt 
at a regulation of wages in India on the volume of employment off ere~.) How 

lf 1'. 291. 
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is the volume of employment in particular industries in India and the total 
volume of industrial employment likely to be affected by a movement of the 
wage rates? While no general answer to such a question seems possible, cer
tain broad considerations in connection with it may well be set down. In the 
first instance attention may be drawn to certain pecularities of the employment 
~Indian industrial labour. (Qne is that Indian labour is reported to be working 
at a very low level of efficiency:) This factor may lead to either of two op
posite results in .. the events of a wage increase which forces up the rates. On 

, the one hand, \!I_ may result in a substitution of machinery for labour and thus 
mean a reduct1on in the volume of employment offered. On the other hand 
th~ higher reward offered· to labour may increase its standard of living and 
consequently its efficiency] With increased efficiency it may be as profitable 
to employ labour in given numbers at the higher rate as it was at the lower 
rates previously. Hence the volume of employment offered may continue un
diminished at the new level of wages. Possibilities of this character are, no 
doubt, to be visualised in the labour situation in any country. But they are, 
with our standards of living and standards of efficiency, more readily observable 
in India than elsewhere. I shall deal later with both aspects of this phenomenon. 

..._ Another _peculi~ty of the Indian labour situation to which attention may 
be drawn is the allegation that (an increase in wage rates in India results in a 
falling off, at least temporarily, of the labour supply.> The allegation is of long 
standing and has at every stage been reiterated by employers. The employers 
·of labour in coal mines have, for example, always alleged that the better the 
condition of their labouring class~ the shorter was the labour supply. The 
bulk of labouring class in the main coalfields in India consists of members of 
families of local aboriginal agriculturists. Cit is said that a famine makes the 
labour supply at mines plentiful, while an increase in rates has the result usu• ~ 
ally of inducing a labourer to absent himself from work for a longer number of 
days than he would otherwise do.) The following extract relating to this ques
tion from the evidence submitted by the Government of Bihar and Orissa to 
the Royal Commission on Indian Labour will be found interesting: "Wag~ 
changes may be said to have practically no effect on labour supply. In the 
coalfields it is commonly stated that an increase in the rate paid per tub of co 
raised is likely to be followed by a decrease in output. This statement was 
also commonly made at the strike period of rg2o-21, when the Deputy Com· 
missioner reported: 'I tried to obtain some figures on this point, but the condi. 
tions vary so greatly from time to time and the factors which determine the 
amount of output are so many, that· I could find no proof one way or th~. 
other. So far as l can judge, however, a sober and industrious man does not 
relax his work because he gets better pay, but I should say that the tendency 
of the less industrious class is undoubtedly to work only when they require 
money and to be idle when they have money in their pockets, and to this ex
tent a_!~is~g_()f ~ages_ JI1eans __ aJ~!ni~? ofc:!fort.'" 

The Indian Mining Federation reports that the raising of wages in I 92 r 
by roughly 25 per cent had the result that the average working days per week 
dropped.from 6 to 4Yz· The· facts that: (a) In some mines an increase in 
the rate per tub raised on Monday is offered and yet fails to attract any ap-
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preciable number of miners to wo~k on that day, (b} aU colliery managers 
consulted stated that an increase of rates per tub in the busy cultivation seasons 
would not prevent the miner leaving the mine at those seasons, seem to show· 
that a rise in wages would not be followed by any increase in the lcJbour sup
ply, as the labour works when it wants to and then only."" • 

This. is not conclusive one way or the other, and there are, unfortunately, 
no statistical data available which could definitely settle the issue. It should 
further be noticed that in no case could it be maintained that the effect is more 
than temporary. (it is usually urged by employers that wage rates and earnings 
have been steadily moving upwards during the last few decades. U there was 
a definite correlation between higher earnings and higher absenteeism there 
should have been evident pa!J passu a tendency towards increased absenteeism 
during aU this period. No such tendency is even alleged to be in evidence. 
Yet connection between higher wage rates and higher absenteeism still continues 
to be often harped upon.) It was, for example, maintained by the Millowners' 
Association, Bombay, before the Textile Labour Inquiry Committee, that as a 
result of the wage inCrease granted in March 1938 an increase in absenteeism 
was observable in the months following. The main ground on which the mill· 
owners based their case was the statistics of absenteeism published by the 
Bombay Labour Office. These statistics no doubt reveal an increase in absen· 
teeism in the months following February 1938 as compared with the first two 
months of that year. (Jbe Millowners' Association was, however, not justified 
on this account in drawing the conclusions that they did; for the increase in 
absenteeism in March and subsequent months is a recurren~henomenon which 
is to be observed in the absenteeism statistics year after year And though it is 
true that the absolute level of absenteeism in 1938 is hi er than in previous 
years, the proportionate rise between the fli'St two months and the subsequent 
months is not greater in 1938, than in 1936 or 1937· It is clear that the level 
of absenteeism as such rose in Bombay from about the middle of the year 1937 
and kept high for the subsequent period of increasing production. This increase 
in the level of absenteeism, however, could have had nothing to do with the 
wage increase as it preceded the grant of increase by many months. It was 
most probably due to the greater prevalence of night shift working-in which 
absenteeism is usually greater than in day shift-and the employment of a con
siderable body of recruits new to the industry. It should in addition be noticed 
that statistics of absenteeism collected and published by the Bombay Labour 
Office for the Cotton Textile industry in Ahmedabad and Sholapur, on the 
same basis as those for Bombay, fail to reveal any marked movement in March 
1938 even though the increase in wages was of a similar size and was granted 
at the same time in all centres of industry in the province. This question has 
been referred to at this stage merely to point out(how old ideas die hard and 
how statistical data needs to be handled carefully.) 

We shall now turn our attention to the( short time repercus;ions of a wage , 
increase on the emplQ}'l!lent situation) It is obvious that the extent of these 
repercus;ions will depend largely on' the measure of(unportance attached to 
wage costs in the total expenses of production. ) In industries in .whic)l wage 1 

l5 RoJal Co1111Diuion on Labour in India, Writteu Evidence, VoL IV, Part I, p. 70. 
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1 costs bear a high proport.ion to the total, movements of wages may have con
I siderable influence: on the volume of employment offered by the industry. The 
' mining of coal seems to be the one major industry in India in which labour 
casts play an important part in this manner. In the major manufacturing 
industries in India, however, their share, though important, is not dominant. 
For the Cotton Textile industry of the Province of 'Bombay it has been cal
culated that costs of labour work out at between (a fourth and a fifth of the 
cost of the finished producv Now, in industries like the Cotton industry or the 
Jute industry in India, wage rates are stationery over comparatively long periot;ls, 
and the volume of employment oflered in these industries varied over short 
periods by means of greater or less short-time working as in the Jute industry 
or by a lesser or greater resort to night-shift working as in the Cotton industry 
centres of Bombay and. Ahmedabad. The level of wage rates or their move
ments have little effect on these short-time adjustments in the extent of e~Toy
ment offered. These adjustments seem to depend almost entirely on the tempo
rary changes in the state of trade and industry. The various ste~ taken from 
time to time by the Jute industry to regulate hours of working within it during 
the last twenty years seem mostly unconnected with the movements of rates of 
wages. The same remark may be applied to the short term variations in the 
volume of employment in the Cotton Textile industry in the Province of Bombay. 
This, of course, indicates nothing more than that an adjustment of wage rates 
is not attempted by employers whenever a temporacy variation occurs in the for-
tunes of industry:) Such a temporary variation has, on the other hand, influence 
on the total volume of employment offered by 'the industry. 

It is en*ely a different question as to what the effects of a wage increase 
will be on these short term movements in employment. According to ordinary \ 
reasoning the effect should be to reduce the amplitude of the upward move
ments of employment. Doubts may, however, be expressed whether in reality. 
there will always be such an effect. It is, for example, not all establishments 
that can resort to night-shifts. It was found that in the Bombay Province 
difficulties in connection with getting a sufficient supply of skilled labour made 
it unprofitable for mills in all the smaller centres to undertake night-shift work· 
ing. Even in centres like Bombay and Ahmedabad it is not all mills that under· 
take night-shift working. The number of mills that do not undertake night-shift 
working is quite substantial. What is the extent to which those that do undertake 
night-shift working are likely to be affected in the extent of night-shift working 
by a movement of the wage level? No categorical answer can be given to this 
question. But I suggest that the usual assumption that there is a very large 
number of employers who can be arranged in a closely graded series and their 
marginal operations would be affected all along the line by any wage movement, ' 
which is usually at the bottom of theoretical reasoning, does not seem always 
to hold good even in an industry like the CottoJ.l. Textile industry. The difficulties 
involved in the assumption may be well drawn out by putting the question in 
another form. It is well-known that for a considerable period after the begin· 
ning of 1937 the Indian Cotton Textile industry experienced a sharp upward 
movement in trading conditions. The result was an agitation for an increase 
in wage-s by workers all over India. During 1937 and 1938 wage increases of 
varying proportions were granted by employers in response tO this agitation and 
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. 
owing to pre.rure exerted by governments in almost an the provinces. The up
ward movement in trade was reflected in an increased production of piece-goods 
by the Indian industry throughout this period. The increase was evidenced first 
in the third or fourth quarter of the year 1936 and went on progressively almost 
month by month till about the end of 1938. Production of piece-goods by 
Indian cotton mills went on increasing progressively for many months after 
suootantial increases in wages had been granted in the various provinces. It 
should further be noted that there was no contemporaneous movement of the 
cost of living commensurate: with the upward movement of wages in this industry. 
The rise was, therefore, not a rise only in money wages, but must be regarded as 
a rise in real wages as well. Can it now be argued with certainty that theJ 
volume of output and the volume of employment offered by the industry 
would have been greater if the wage rates had not been increased? . 

If one watches the figures for the production by provinces, no check to 
the movement upwards of production or to the number of persons employed on 
night-shift is to be ob!erved in months immediately following the months in which 
the increase in wages was granted in the particular province. It is arguable that 
the volume of both these would have been greater if the increases had not been 
granted. Considerations of the technical and financial capacity of individual 
units and the total volume of skilled labour available in any particular centre 
could, however, well be made to support a strong case on the other side. It 
seems to me that when a trade recovery is well under way an units who can 
afford to expand production expand it readily and continuously, and that such 
expansion is governed mostly by considerations of their individual capacity and 
their estimation of the future trend of the fortunes of industry. In determining 
the extent of the expansion, an increase in wage costs would ordinarily not 
have much weight, unless it was unusually large. It should be made clear that 
I am not arguing for holding that for short periods all movements in wage 
rates have no connection with the volume of employment offered by industry. 
I merely suggest that it is necessary to pay close attention to the limited 
capacity of concerns to offer immediate increased employment, the limited num
ber of concerns in any industry that can increase production or employment 
readily, the size of the inducement required before most concerns will take 
action in this direction and the paramount part that estimates regarding the 
state of industry and trade must play in all decisions regarding increased 
production. I If all these considerations are properly weighed it would appear 
that movements of wage rates of a limited size should have little effect on in
creases in production or employment in industry during a short periodl Similar 
considerations will apply to a short term downward movement of trade and 
industry. 

I shall now tum to a consideration of the long term effects on cmploy
'?-ent. of regulation which attempts to increase wages. We shall have to dis
tmguJSb between at least two different kinds of aims.__towyds which regulation 
may be directed.t Regulation might aim at fixing the \Vage at the level of the 
gcn~ average. or~ a little ~hove it as is usual in an attempt at standardization 
o~ m the ~rking of English Trade Boards. -;,.Regulation may, however, also 
aun at fixing wages for certain occupational categories or the average wages 
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Cor a whole industry at levels much higher than ruling c:urm1t average wages. T~ 
r,ffects of regulation or intederence of the two types will have to be considered 
separately. ~ regards the tim type of regulation it may be noted in the fust 
instance that we have no factual data in India from a study of which we can 
judge of the pa;sible effects which such regulation may have on employment. 
There has been hitherto an almost complete absence of any regulation of 
wages in India. We can, therefore, not draw upon the results of any experi
ence of such regulation under Indian conditions. Regulation bas, however, 
been quite common of late years in other countries. In Great Britain and in 
most of the Dominions minimum wage legislation has been in operation for a 
comparatively long period. We cannot in this instance utilise the experience 
of Australia where wage regulation is perhaps of an older standing and more all
pervading than anywhere else. We cannot do this because minimum wage 
fixation in Australia for particular industries operates within the framework oC 
national minima of wage rates. Where the whole system is thus regulated it 
llecomes difficult to judge oC the special effects of particular measurtS oC regu
lation. ~e have, however, the experience of the working of English Trade 
Boards to draw upon. In a recent study of the British Wages Boards, Ms 
Dorothy Sells examines in some detail the effect on employment in industries 
in which Trade Boards have been established. It should be remembered that 
in Great Britain Trade Boards are established only in those industries in which 
labour is unorganised and in which the general rate of wages or at least the 
wages in some establishments rule at a specially low level. The industries in 
which Trade Boards are established are, therefore, usually those which are of 
minor importance and which are not ainong the more prosperous. As a result 
of her investigation ~ that "with the establishment of each new 

· Trade Board there haS been a tendency towards elimination both of the least 
efficient workers and the least efficiently managed busines5 from the industrial 
field."16 There has, however, been in her opinion no tendency as a result oC 
the establishment o.Yfrade Boards towards a diminution in the volume of em
ployment offered....J'She notes that in the period after 1921 a large number of 
complaints emanated from certain groups of industries that the fixation of 
minimum rates by the Trade Boards had resulted in unemployment. S~, how
ever, finds on examination of certain specific complaints that the unemploy
ment caused was due principally to fluctuations in the state of trade and in
dustry and not to the action of the Trade Boards. The conclusiODS of this 
study are stated by her in the following terms: 

"During the transition period of the early twenties when new Trade Boards 
were being established in. a number of industries. they were made the scapegoat for 
unprecedented conditions in several trades other than those named. Mistakes were 
doubtless made by some of the relatively inexperienced Boards. notably those rov· 
ering dress-making and millinery. but other faf'tors such as changes in fashion. 
depreciated foreign currencies. previous exploitation of workers. or other cin:urn
stances peculiar to the trade in question. invariablY offer major explanations for 
the unemployment then laid at the dof'r of the Trade Boards. As employers llave 
become accustomed to the Trade Boar~ and the Trade Boards have had an oppor
tunity to grasp the whole problem with which they have to deal. charges tltal they 
have caused unemployment are rarely. if ever. heard. Even during the aevr~ 

i&Britiah Wagea Boardl, 11139, pp. 294-S.. 
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depression ol the thirties no cry ol unemployment was raised against minimum 
wage lepslation, in spite of the fact that Trade Board rates maintained remark· 
able stability during that period. "17 

\..!n._the same section MiS! Sells points out that the employment of home
workm has diminished considerably in industries in wblch Trade Boards were 
tstablished. This, of course, was one of the consequences which was partly 
anticipated and also desired by these who advocated the tstablishment of Trade 
Boards_:.~ The result of the investigation seems to be this:- that while Trade 
Boata regulation has little effect on the total volume of employment offered 
in the industry, it seems to leave leS! room in these trades for the employment 
of the less efficient workm, the aged and the infirm, etc.) 

It has aln:adv been pointed out that in Great Britain trades and industries 
subjected to Trade Board regulation constitute a somewhat special class. They 
an: likely to contain more sweated and inefficient workm than other trades and 
also similarly a larger proportion of inefficient, ill-equipped, or uneconomic 
units. Any effects on employment that regulation may have, should, there· 
fore, be specially marked in this group of trades and industries. II re~
tion is adopted in India almost no industry could be exempted from it, ancT it 
would perhaps begin with the larger and better organized in~ II the 
analogy of English experience could be applied to Indian condittons, the ef
fects on employment of regulation of the Trade Board type should be even 
lCS! marked in India than they an: in Great Britain. There seems no special 
reason for holding that the results of English experience in this matter an: in
applicable to India. ~As labour is much less organized and employment and 
wage conditions more diverse in Trade Board industries than in other British 
industries, their general character approaches that of Indian industries. Hence 
their experience is more relevant to us than experience gained in the working 
of the other parts of the British industrial syst~ 

On a priori grounds again there is no reason to believe that regulation 
which levels up the average wage in tstablishments which pay a comparatively 
low wage will result in the creation of unemployment. Such regulations may 
no doubt lead to the elimination of the least efficient units and the curtailment 
o£ the size of the operations of some less efficient units. But this should not 
mean a diminution in the volume of total employment, as the gap left in the 
market by the· effect on the less efficient should be compensated for by the in
creased activity of the more efficient./ The only exception to this propa~ition 
would be an industry in which the labour force employed per unit of output 
by the more efficient units was markedly less than the labour force employed 
per unit of output by the less efficient. This does not, however, seem to be 
the case in the major Indian industries. On the other hand, there is little doubt 
that regulation will certainly affect the employment offered to that class of 
specially inefficient workm whom the industry -can absorb only at very low 
wages. Such c:la$CS of workm will tencf' to be eliminated !rom industrial 
employment. 

11 Op. cit., pp. aQO-L 
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. It is appropriate at this stage to introduce considerations regarding the 
1 effect of a higher rate of wages on the efficiency of workers.t It has often been 
argued that the Indian employer can afford to pay a higher wage, for it will be 
repaid to him by the increased efficiency on the part of his worken. This ~ 
of course. nothing more than the argument about the"economy of high wages 1 

which is heard of everywhere and which was specially prominent in ~ns 
before the depression of 1929.(..As applied to an individual employer, the 
argument can be taken aJso to imply that an employer who pays wage rates 
which are distinctly higher than tha;e of his competitors will get the pick of 
the labour supply. If the complement of workers of an individual employer is 
specially efficient, then his cost of production per unit of output may even 
be less than that of his competitors in spite of his paying higher rates of ~ 
This aspect of the argument cannot, however, apply when we are considering 
the effect of regulation . on industry as a whole. The average efficiency at
tained by the worker in industry must be taken to be the same after regula
tion is introduced as before it, unless regulation itself can be shown to have 
some direct effect on it. A slight improvement in average efficiency will no 
doubt take place by ... the elimination, as pointed out above, of the least efficient 
class of workers. t:fhe direct effect with which we are concerned is, however, 

,f.he effect on the efficiency ol workers after they are in receipt of higher wages 
as a result of tlie regulation. It has been usually conceded that the worse· the 
condition under which the labourer lives and works, the more marked is likely 
to" be the effect on his efficiency of an improvement in his standard of livin&J 
A large part of the system of regulations enforced ~der the Factory Acts has 
been justified on the basis of similar reasoningJ The case for a reduction of 
hours of work "has usually been put forward on the plea that long hours of 
work are essentially uneconomic, and that with shorter hours the output will be 
unaffected because of increased efficiency:) This 5eem5 to be supported by 
actual experience after each successive revision of the Factory Acts, though 
no statistical proof has been forthcoming on a large &cale. Some months after 
hours of work in factories were reduced from 1 o to 9 in 1934. the Labour Office 
of the Government of Bombay carried out an inouiry into the effect of this 
measure on the efficiency of workC!'S. The enquiry was confined to piece 
workers. It showed that both in Bombay and Ahmedabad, workers had made 
up to a considerable extent, within a few months, the deficiency in earnin~ 
caused by a reduction of hours. The exoerience of employers generally tallied 
with the results of this enquirv. Similarly the Chief Inspector of Factories of 
Bombay Province holds that{;be installation of an air-conditioning plant by 
large factories in the province is economic, because he has found as a result of 
investigation& that the increased efficiency of workers copsequent upon the im
proved atmospheric conditiOn& due to the in&tallation of the plant brings about 
savings to the employer more than sufficient to compemate him for the ex
penditure in in&talling and maintaining the plant..)' 

It may be pointed out that the effect on the efficienev of workers of 
such measures. as the reduction in hours of work or the in&tallation of an aifoo 
conditioning plant, is direct and is likelv to be observed immediately or with 
only a short lapse of timC:: ~ in ~ could not be argued to have 
an equally direct or immediate effect. \ It is expected that with a higher Jcvd 
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of wages the worker's standard of living will be raised; This may• mean lor 
him more and better food, better housing, better protection of clothing against 
inclement weather. He may thus become physically more fit, may have· more 
stamina, and be less liable to suffer from ill-health. He may also be more con
tented and thus psychologically better fitted for his work. To the extent that 
any of these effects take place they are bound to affect the efficiency of the 
worker. Changes in the standard of living, however, take ~ce slowly, and 

. \the effects that they may have on efficiency can become apparent only 
pdually. These effects are thus not readily measurable and are not likely 
to be counted in or appreciated by the individual employer. They, however, 
possess great importance from the point of view of the community as a whole. 
It is not possible at any particular stage to estimate the indirect effects of this 
character on efficiency which a given increase in wages may bring about. But 
this aspect of the Indian situation cannot be ignored in any consideration of 
the question. The standard of efficiency of our workers is notoriously low, and 
there is general agreement that perhaps the most important cause of the low 
level of efficiency is their deplorable state of physical well-being. CA rise in 
wages, in so far as it affects the worker's standard of living and improves his 
physical condition, may not mean an addition to the unit cost of production. 
It may be urged that such increased efficiency on the part of workers may mean 
unemployment for some even though it does not lead to an •increase in the 
unit cost of production; for, with increased efficiency, a smaller labour force 

, will be required to produce the given output. )This will, however, happen only 
in case the market for the product of the industry was entirely rigid. As a 
rule, however, we may, in India, count upon markets which are fairly clastic. 

Before we proceed further it is necessary to take account of a more 
fundamental and comprehensive objection to regulation than any we have 
noted before. The economist argues that while it may be proved that wage 
regulation has not resulted in any unemployment, this does not mean that it 
has not checked expansion that might otherwise have taken place in the same t 
industry or in other occupations. The data regarding production, persons em
ployed, or unemployment percentages which are usually used in such discus
sions are incapable of disproving a hypothetical argument of this character. 
And if a priori considerations are strong for holding that a certain effect must 
take place, the non-observance of it in a particular case can only lead us to 
believe that its presence is concealed in the statistical data; that other forces, 
such as, for example, those making for an expansion, were operative at the 
eame time, and that the statistics reflect a neutral position gained as a result 
of two contrary forces mutually cancelling each other's effects. rTt can further 
be argued that while ~ge regulation may succeed in a particutir'iiidustry, its 
effects on employment m general must always be harmfulJThe general argu
ment p~ving the inefficacy of wage regulation may best be presented by means 
of extracts taken from a recent article written. by Prof. W. H. Hutt. Prof. 
Hutt writes: 

"The starting point of all serious studies of the poverty question must be 
the acceptance of a quite simple truth, namely, that the fixing of wage rates by the 
state or by trade unions cannot benefit workers in general •••• On the othe~t hand 
it must be recognized that individual groups of workers may benefit from warC: 
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&ution or·tracJe.tmioni.sm; that individual groups or capitalists may bene£t from 
state restridionism and printely ananged monopolies; and that both capitalists 
and workers in ~ industries may benefit from the fixation or prices or 

·commodities by control boards or through collusive arrangements. ••• The group 
gains which are achieYed in these eases are partly at the expense or the -com
munity at large (i.e. of "the consumen"), and partly at~ -expeose or those •ilose 
labour or resourccs are excluded. Thus. a legally enacted wage-rate in a trade 
often acts in yery much the same way as a restriction on the number or workers 
allowed to be employed in it. The higher the wage-rate -in any occupation. the 
smaller the amount of work it is profitable to pay for. Nevertbcless. the aggregate 
c:amings or the workers in that trade may be increased by a wage-fixation. and the 
numbers employed in it need not fall il the hours of wolk c:an be reduced or 
ca'canny c:an be practised. 

"Wage-fixation is certainly against the capitalists' interests as a class. for 
eVery diversion of labour from its most profitable fields of utilization implies a 
parallel diversion of the co-operant capital resoun:es. But this does not prove that 
there is any pin by labour at the capitalists' expense. ••• A group or workers c:an 
only gain at the expense or the capitalists wbeD c:ircumstances are such that the 
group c:an suc:c:emully force the abandODJDelll or labour-saving machinery or 
labour-saving organization; i.e. when it c:an eliminate capital resourccs which com
pete rather than co-operate with it. And although this is &ornetimes practicable, 
it can be shown that labour's opposition to machinery, when truceeSSful. has tJDi. 
YerSally been against the long-run inlen:sts of the working class as a whole. ••• 
IEgh wage-rates may c:anse unemployment. But it is, in geueral, wrong to imagine 
that the fixing of wa.,~rates above the competitive causes unemployment. ID the 
loog run. the effect is more often to c:anse a larger proportion or workers to be 
employed in the lower-paid types of occupations and to cause the rates of pay in 
any uncontrolled employments to be lower than they would otherwise be. Em
ployment continues to be offered. but only in those sorts of work for which low 
wage-rates can JJe earned. ••• It follows from the above reasoning. that all argu
ments to the effect that minimum rates for unskilled labour would result in an 
increase of purchasing power are completely fallacious. Other things being equal. 
the nearer to the competitiYe level wage-rates happen to be. the greater the ag· 
gregate earnings of labour as a whole will be. Moreover, as wage-rates generally 
move towards -the competitive level. the earnings and the wa.,~rates or the lower
paid groups will tend to rise. For expanding emplc:roent in well-paid trades 
means relative labour sc:an:ity for the low-paid jobs. • _ 

The views of economists are strongly coloured by their enviroiiDlCilt-a 
proposition abundantly proved once for an by Cannan in his "'Theories of 
Production and Distribution." One can, therefore, well appreciate the point 
of view of Prof. Hutt. writing as he does from South Africa-a country in
flicted with more obstructive and iniquitous wage laws and regulating practices 
than any other in .the world. On the other hand, we who have been cursed 
with Lzisselfaire in practice for over a century may well feel entitled to raise 
a c:~Sntient voice. Prof. Hutt's reasoning is logical; but is not the whole 
structure raised cntirdy on the assumptions of a pc:rlcct market? We have the 
picture of a hypothetical world of all-knowing cnt:ttprc:news who arc an the 
time making the appropriate adjustments closely and continuously. The result 
is the optimum distribution of resources and the maximum production of wealth 
and welCare. But does anything approaching this hypothctical world exist in 
reality? I am convinced that it dot$ not, at least so far as India is concerned. 



I have already given enough evidence regarding wage levels from· major in
dustries in India to prove that l4isse~ faire means in practice not a perfect \ 
market but cllaos. Where even wages do not tend to move into position of a 
competitive equilibrium there is no wonder that either parts of our industrial 
structure reveal equal symptoms of maladjusunent and rigidity •. the data 
presented by me in the last lecture are proof enough for the purpose in band, 
but I shall supplement them by pointing to some instances of other types of 
maladjustments which !hould convince anybody bow utterly irrelevant the 
hypothesis of the competitive market and conclusions flowing from it are in 
Indian conditions. The present economic system is known to be motivated 
entirely by the profit incentive, Entrepreneurs are supposed to be on the alen 
all the time in order to reduce costs and increase profits, and the ad jusunents made 
by each individual entrepreneur and each concern towards this end lead all 
together, by an inscrutable decree of providence, or in the modern version, by 
the operation of a statistical law, to an economic arrangement full of optima 
and maxima. The worst that can be said of an entrepreneur or an en
trepreneurial concern under such a system is that it does not seem responsive 
to the fluctuations in profits and losses.· For, here is a party that does not act 
according to the rules of the game and is, therefore, liable to upset the whole 
of this beautiful structure. In the world of Indian business the behaviour of 
concerns does not follow the proper pattern. Because of a ·variety of con
flicting financial interests and incentives operating on those who actually con
trol industry, the profit incentive does not seem always to work effectively. 
Consider, for example, the following in:stance. In Bombay, which is even to
day the most important centre of the Cotton Textile industry in India, there 
is a group of ten mills which are under the management of one agency house. 
The mill companies are separate independent concerns, but the managing 
agents of all the mills are the same. The result is that management policies 
are commonly laid down and centrally administered for all the mills. The 
group of mills is a large one, and accounts in the aggregate for roughly a 
quarter of the total block account of all cotton mills in Bombay. It is well
known that this group of mills taken together has made almost no profits now 
for a period of nearly fifteen years. The following table, compiled from figures 
published in the interim report of the Bombay Cotton Textile Enquiry Com
mittee, sets out the profits and losses of this group as compared with the rest 
of the Bombay industry for a period of three consecutive years. It should be 
remembered that these three years came at the end of a long period of de
pressed conditions and were regarded as generally favourable. The losses of 
the group for the earlier period must, therefore, have been very large. 

Table19 

No. of mills making Amount of (Rs. Lakbs) 

Profits Losses Profits Losses 
Group Rest Group Rest Group Rest Group Rest 

1934 7 34 3 10 2.07 75·43 3·42 6.67 
1935 0 ·il 10 7 0 57·43 18.74 4·48 
1936 0 37 10 8 0 70.12 10.54 4·48 

19 Report, p. 60. (~J 



The table serves to bring out sharply the peculiar position regarding 
profit-making capacity of the particular group. By all ordinary suppositions 
the group should either have improved its profit-making capacity or should have 
been forced into liquidati~n. Neither of these eventualities, however, came 
about or seemed likely to come abouL It continued, in the meanwhile, to 
influence the statistics of the profit-earning capacity of the Bombay industry 
when questions of grant of protection or an advance· in Wllgt:S, were under 
consideration. It is further by all accounts and by no means an inefficiently 
managed group. , It is not n~ for me to discuss why such phenomena 
arise. I only pose the question whether in these circumstances the effective 
operation of the profit incentive in the management of each particular member 
of this group could 1::1<: taken for granted. I am not contesting the p<>$ibility 
of the existence of other economic incentives. I m~y question the hypothesis 
that each concern does necearlly make continuous and close adjustments in 
its search for profits or else ceases to function in the economic system on which 
rea.'lllJling like that of Prof. Hutt is based. 

I have st:ressed often enough the variations in wage payments. But large 
variations are to be ol:Rrved in the payment also to those who direct industry. 
This is not the place to enter into the great variety of arrangements under which 
the managing agency firms shoulder the burden of directing our industries. 
The basis of payment differs from place to place and industry to industry, and 
when the basis is the same even the scale many times differs substantially from 
unit to unit in the same industry and the same centre. In Abmedabad where the 
c:onuniSon by managing agents is charged uniformly on sales, its rate differs 
from 2 ~ per ~t to 4 ~ per cent from mill to mill. The following table taken 
from the interim report of the Textile Labour Enquiry Committee compares the 
net profits obtained by the Cotton industry as a whole of each of the three 
important centres in the Province of· Bombay with the total charges paid to 
managing agents by the industry in those centres for four consecutive yean: 20 

Annual commission Net profit or loss as per 
actually charged Profit and Loss Account 

1933 1934 1935 1936 1933 1934 i935 1936 

(Rupees in Lakhs) 
Bombay 6- II 8 JO -18 43 21 40 
Ahmedabad 24 29 28 25 27 32 21 13 
Sholapur 1.5 1.0 2.6 5·8 1.0 0.5 

The table brings out a number of points. These are (i) the very high 
Jt'Vd of these charges in certain centres, (ii) the great difference between the 
charges from centre to centre, (iii) the great variation in the relation of these 
charges to net profits in the same centre from year to year. I do not feel it 
neccosary to comment further on this table. I would, however, note, in order 
to avoid misunderstanding, that managing agents' charges are not in the na
ture of residual shares, but are costs proper, charged to the mill company on 
a givCJi basis before profits are taken ouL 
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One last instance in order to reinforce the argument. Not only do pay
menta to workers on the one hand, and to those in control of the industry on the 
other, vary from unit to unit; it seems that the scales of remuneration for similar 
services performed by outside agencies such as brokers also vary. The most 
notable instance of such variation is perhaps the difference between Scales of 
commission on sales of yam and cloth that is paid in Bombay and that. paid in 
Ahmedabad. While in Ahmedabad the usual scale of commission charged is 
W per cent, in Bombay the charges are as high as 1 ~ per cent to t per cent. 
The difference in the character of service performed by the commission sales
men in the two centres is not substantial enough to explain the very high dif
ference in the scale of charges. It could not also be said that the difference 
in managing agents' remuneration in the two centres is partly compensated 
for by the difference in the commission on sales, 'because the parties who re
ceive the two seta of commissions are not identicaL 

The phenomena to which I have drawn attention are no doubt capable 
of being explained in the light of the history or the structure of the industry 
in each centre. I am not concerned here with the adequacy or reasonableness 
of such explanations. Whatever their character the facts clearly indicate that 
the present working of the economic system in India docs not seem to bring 
about, or even to tend to bring about, a similar scale. of charses levied on the 
product of the industry for similar service rendered to the industry. 
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LECTURE m 

REGULATION OF WAGES 
I BELIEVE that I have adduced sufficient evidence to question .the ex

istence under Indian conditions of a competitive or fair wage level or of any 
tendency towards tlie establishment of such a level. I have also indicated that 
Other ~ges·on or shares in the produ~ of induStry are also not levied or ob
tained in a uniform manner. It cannot then be taken for granted that the 
working of a competitive market is naturally leading to a determination of fair 
levels of payments and bringing about a distribution of resources in a manner 
that is the best palSI.ole. In these circumstances, there can be no presumption 
in favour of h.21ding that actual payments correspond to the net marginal 
product 'of the different factors of production.. The marginal concept 1w 
theoretical validity and practical importance only if it could be held or shown 
that the margin is the same not only from unit to unit in the same industry, 
but is also the same in all industries; a margin which differs even from unit to unit 
and centre to centre is of no use for analytical purposes. And we have seen 
that for similar work, paymcmts made not only to wage earners but also to man
agers of industry differ widely. It is, of course, not suggested that these pay
ments are made in a manner that is entirely haphazard. The total net product 
of any economic activity must always remain. under existing arrangements, the 
ultimate governing factor. . It is this that gets distributed between the various 
co-operant factors in production. What is questioned is the measure of ac
curacy and definitiveness that is sought to be imported in the determination of 
the respective shares by the marginal analysis. There is no evidence for as
suming such even and measured determination of wage or other payments. 
And because we cannot presume the operation of the marginal principle, in 
this manner, we cannot also give importance to the conclusions that seem to 
flow from that type of analysis. 

J The a priori considerations against wage regulation are then not relevant 
in a cOnsideration of the Indian situation.. In India wages seem to be deter
mined not by the uniform operation of an inexorable economic Jaw, but ac
cording to considerations in~ which the particular circumstances of each locality 
and each unit seem to play a great part. j And in the mass of historically and 
institutionally determined levels of payments the forces of the competitive market 
seem to operate only slowly and unevenly. Under such conditions it is un
realistic to talk of regulation importing rigidity into the system or making for 
a ~tion from the norm. The system is itself comparatively insensitive, and 
it ill difficult to discern any norms in it. We are then not justified in rejecting 
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. 
_regulation outrigh~ but must consider each proposed method of regulation in 
the light of the effect it is likely to have on the actual situation. 

I The determination of wages in India may be likened to the proceeds
sharing arrangements that are to be found In some collective agreements. Only 
with us the manner of proceeds-sharing seems to differ from unit to unit.' Low 
wages in particular units or industries or in the industrial sr.stcm as a whole may 
be due to either of two £acton, (i) an absolute low level of the_total proceeds 
to be shared, ( ii) a low share of the proceeds accruing to the wage earners. 
The former can be affected only by an increase· in industrial efficiency; the 
latter may be affected by an increase in the bargaining power of the workers 
or by outside interference., 0£ COUille, when all scales of payments are sup
posed to be determined accurately at the margin it can be easily proved that an 
increase in bargaining power can avail little, and if interference forcibly in
creases payments, it will have consequences which are in the ultimate analysis 
undesirable. As we see that such a distribution docs not actually take. place 
we must hold that the proportions in which proceeds are shared are all amcnahle 
to change as a result of either collective bargaining or outside interference. 
The structure of industrial costs is essentially not rigid. A considerable number 
of adjustments are pa;sible and are always made under external pressure; and 
ideas regarding the proper magnitude of commissions, dividends, and other 
business charges can also alter or be made to alter. • 

The effects of a diminution in the share accruing to the entrepl'eDCim5 
may be varied. It may mean a cut in their incomes which they may merely 
acquiesce in, or it may lead them to take steps to prevent waste and ensure 
an economical working of their concerns whicl) . they might not have thought 
of otherWise. l Studies of the operation of Trade Board regulation in England 
have shown that in most industries where regulation has been introduced an 
improvement in the methods or· prooucti.on and managemeni have generally 
taken place, especially among the less. efficient concerns.'· There are, of course, 
limits to such increase in efficiency. In case a diminution in the income of 
the entrepreneur class is the result of the increase in rates of wages, it may be 
apprehended that this would have some effect on the formation of capital and 
thus on the progress of industrialisation. Such effects are, however, of a 
secondary character and cannot be of a significant magnitude as long as out
side interference is limited in extent. 

Most of the for~going considerations can be illustrated by reference to 
the history of wage rates in the Cotton Textile industry in Ahmedabad during 
the last twenty yeal'll. Twenty yeal'll ago the level of wages in the industry 
at Ahmedabad was distinctly lower !}lan that obtaining in Bombay. Today it is 
distinctly higher than in the latter centre. During these twenty Yealll the in
dustry in Ahmedabad has been expanding continuously. Its production and 
the number of persons employed by it hav.e both increased in a large measure. 
The efficiency of units has been all the time on the increase, and it is gen
erally conceded that the Cotton Textile industry of that centre is, at present, one 
of the most progressive in the country. The efficiency of labour in the centre 
is also generally held to have improved considerably during the last twenty 
yeal'll. The installation of modem plants and UJ>:'to-date labour ~~_,g 
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machinery has also been a marked feature of the industry in Ahmedl.bad. 
Labour in the industry is cc:rtainly better organised in Ahmedabad than any
wht:rc else in India. Coilectivc bargaining and, to a certain c:xtm~ stand
aniisation of wages have been csrabliwed for many years past. I do not 1» 
Iicvc that it will be po9iib1c for anybody to unravel what may with any cer
tainty be called casual relationships in the compla of this situation. The 
various factors arc interdependent to a very large c:xtmt and the dfects of any 
one cannot easily be isolated I may, however, raise cc:rtain specific quotiom 
in order to throw some light on the subject under consideration. In the fiiSt 
instance, would the level of wages in the industry have moved upwards in the 
absence of a strong organization of labour? It may be doubted whether this 
would have happened; it may equally be doubted whether any noticeable ~ 
crease in the effidency of wockcrs would, in that even~ have come about. Ptt
haps in the amence of a fairly high level of wages the incmtive to progress ~ 
wards more efficient methods of production may also not have operated to 
the same extent; but of this one cannot be 5l.lJ'e in the situation in Ahmedabad. 
On the other hand would the industry have expanded to a larger exten~ and 
would the volume of employment offered in the centre have been greater if 
the wage had been lower? No categorical answer can be given to this ques
tion; but taking into account both the general cmsiderations which lead to 
e:xpansion of m.!ustry in particular centres and the relation of this to the ci
ficiency of the worker it seems diffimlt't6believc that with a lower wage level 
a greater expansion of industry would have taken place in Ahmedabad during 
the hst twenty years. It may, of comse, be also pointed out that without cer
tain favourable cin'lm!SfanCJ'S collec:tivc bargaining may itself not have come 
into ~ Looking at the situation as a whole it would c:ertainly appear 
that a favourable environment, an alert and progtemve class of employers, 
and an prganised body of workers all bel~ 

.. 'v'rhe three main grounds on which I have p;'rt forward the case for at
~ the· regulation of wages in India are (i) the unduly low wages in par
, ticuiar occupations and units, !i!l the undcsi@lle dfccts of the possibility of 
the undercutting of wages by employers, ~ difficultits created, for the 
maintenance of industrial peace, by disparitleS in wage-rates bctwtt:n unit and 
unit. By the term unduly low I indicate at this stage nothing more than a 
wage that is at a level lower than is warranted by emting conditions in other 
similar units or similar occupations. \V"Ithout regulation all these ddecta 
will persist. • 

· Regulation of wages may be brought about by a number of different 
agmcies and through a number of difien:nt devices. We shall consider ocly 
the more usual and important typrs of regulatory agencies and measures. These 
are (i) cxillectivc bargaining between both sides, (ii) OlJOo6ided regulation by 
one party to the wage bargain, (iii) action by the state. Of these three methods 
collective bargaining is generally comidered as the malt desirable.. For the 
purpose we have in mind it is, however, necessary that the field covered by 
c:oiiective bargaining should be fairly wide; because if only a part or the total : 
field of labour employment is covered by collective bargaining and the rest is' 
left unregulat.c:d, there may still remain diversities in wage rates of the type ' 
~to avoid. Regulation to be dfective and useful must extend in a uniiorm 
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manner to all units in a contiguous region; otherwise it will not fulfil its purpose. 
The uniformity in rates brought about by collective bargaining is, however, 
in a number of countrie! limited in scope and area. When this happens the 
work of collective bargaining has to be supplemented or to be completed by 
state regulation.# This was made clear during the course of the discusSions at 
the Tripartite Technical Conference on the Textile industry held at Washington 
in 1937 under the auspice! of the International Labour Office. The gen
eral conclusions of the discussions at the conference regarding this matter 
were summed up in the following manner: ( 1 ) Collective agreements are of 
special importance mainly in the regulation of matters which are not dealt with 

. by legislation, and may serve as a useful preparation for future legislation. 
They may also be of great utility in the working out and application of the 
detailed execution of legislation, subject to and within the general limits laid 
down by the law. (2) Even in the national field, recourse to legislation in 
soma case! is indispensable to secure a sure and comprehensive basis for the 
establishment of conditions of fair competition between employers and the 
proper regulation of conditions of employment. These two statements bring 
out clearly the utility as also the limitations of collective agreements. I Legisla
tion can usually be passed only in matters where rules of general applicability 
can be framed .and where certaiti measure of agreed opinioa exists already. 
For particular circumstances and for spheres in which as yet no agreement has 
been evolved, collective agreement is indispensable. Collective agreements can 
provide for a large variety of matters and can enter into details of arrangement 
in a manner not possible for general legislative regulation. On the other hand 
because the membership of either the organisations of the employers or of 
workers is not fully inclusive, the sphere of collective agreements may not be 
all-embracing. They may, a number of times, leave out workers from their 
scope who stand the most jn need "'f protection. Collective agreements again 
do not afford as sure and permanent a system of regulation as legislative enact
ments. They may be denounced, with notice of a given period, by either party 
to the bargain; they thus rest on a foundation that sometimes appears to be 
precarious: Hence there is a general tendency at present to guarantee certain 
minimum conditions for labour universally by legislative regulation and leave 
the rest to collective bargaining. 

In the specific matter of wage regulation there is usually no need to sup
plement the action of collective bargaining within the field over which it operates; 
for, the effect of collective bargaining is usually to standardise rates of wages 
for the occupations and the area covered by each collective agreement. The 
chief difficulty that arises in the matter is when collective bargaining · only 
partially covers the field. In the United Kingdom, wherever collective bargain
ing has been in existence, the tendency has been gradually to broaden the field 
and to bring about standardisation of . wage rates over larger and larger areas. 
In Lancashire, for example, the gradual adoption by neighbouring areas of 
standard lists of rates evolved in particular important regions led ·ultimately 
to an almoot complete uniformity of rates over the whole industry. In the same 
manner in England, the twenties saw a standardisation :o;cheme for the whole 
country evolved for the building industry, and a national standard schctt:"' o{ 
rate# e-stablished for a brief period in the coal-mining industry. '\ 
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In India, however, collective agreements dealing with rates of wages are 
almost completely ab!e:nt. The only in<:tana: in Indian industries of such an 
agreement is, to my knowledge, the arrangements existing in the Ahmedabad 
Cotton Textile industry. ·We cannot, therefore, depend on collective agreements 
to regulate, at least in the near future, conditions regarding wages in industry 
in~ 

There is the alternative of ejther the employers or labour-en regulating 
in a one-&ded !Danner the rates of wages. Such regulation on the part of 
labouren is merely a theoretical possibility which may be neglected in a practical 
discussion. Employers' organizations may, however, and often do, act in order 
to lay down uniform working conditions or wage rates for all their member ' 
units. In India even such action is not, however, common. The absena: of or-· 
ganisation on the part of labour has led naturally to a neglect on the part of em
ployers of the regulation of conditions of labour. j It was noted, for example, that 
one of the oldest and strongest among the organisation of employers in India, the 
Indian Jute Mills Association, never concerned itself with labour conditions 
till the big Jute Mill Strikes of 1929- "It was part of the creed of the Association 
that each mill or group of miiJs should be allowed to manage its internal affain, 
including wages and shifts. The Association attended to general trade condi
tions and pollen- and it was from action dictated by the association on trade 
policy that the 1929 strikes arose."1 

In the Cotton Textile industry in the provina: of Bombay, employers' or
ganisations have been acting to~er in these matten; ever sina: the close of the 
last war. The Bombay Millowners' Association was chiefly instrumental in 
preparing the·scheme for standardisation of wages submitted to the Bombay 
Strike Enquiry Committee (1928-29). This scheme was, however, never 
adopted, and the wage position in Bomba~continued to be chaotic till 1934-
Following the cuts in wages made by individual mills in 1933-34. however, the 
Millowners' Association felt that it was necessary to pay attention to the wage 
position. Hena: partly under pressure from Government, and partly because 

· all the better wage-paying units feared the consequences to themselves of 
continuous, unlimited· cuts, the Association introduced in 1934 a schedule 
of minimum wages. This schedule was confined to certain important time-rated 
occupations, and no member mill was expected to pay a wage for any occupation 
lower than the rate given in schedule, and member mills were also not expected, 
without ~on, to lower their wage rates if they were paying rates higher 
than those indicated in the I!Cbedule at the time of its introduction. The mini· 
mum Wage Schedule of the Association has been continuously in operation 
since 1934. and its scope has been increased a little in rea:nt years. The 
Association is said to keep a continuous watch over the working of the Schedule, 
and it is said that it is o~Rrved in practia: by all the member mills in Bombay 
(mills in Bombay which are not members of the Association are negligible in 
number) •• The framing and enforcement of the minimum Wage Schedule by 
the Millowners' Association, Bombay, has for us an important lesson. It shows 
that in times of depression the wage situa~n became :so chaotic that the better 

\.~ l "Boya1 O,mmiaeion on Indi&D. Labour'" Evidellce, VoL V, Part I, GoTernmmt of 
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placed among employers felt it absolutely necessary to intervene. And the only 
effective way in which they could do this was by enforcing a minimum Wage 
Schedule. This mode of regulating wages is, of co~me, not one which can be 
copied elsewhere or commended for adoption generally, for, it is obviously 
regulation that is too one-sided. The level of minimum rates is fixed by the 
employers, it is also enforced by them alone. Neither in framing nor in enforc
ing it can it be presumed that careful attention will be paid to the interests of 
workers. And, however proper the action of the employers, it is not to be 
expected that it will inspire any confidence among workers. 

We are thus left with the third alternative agency-the State. Regula
tion of the wago of industrial labour in India must be undertaken by the state 
itself. By the state here I mean the Provincial Government. It was urged 
by IOJJle witn~ before the Royal Commission on labour in India that the 
regulation of wago must be on an all-India basis. There seems no reason why 
this should be so. The provinces in India are large enough for the purpose. In 
Australasia and U. S. A wage regulation differs from state to state, and even in 
U.K. the systems of wage regulation are not necessarily the same for England 
as for Scotland. The English Trade Boards again prescribe different regional 
rates within their jurisdiction, and the tenns of the collective agreements for the 
coal-mining industry in England differ from district to district. With the great di
versity of conditions of labour in India, it is not at all necessary that a uniform 
system ~hould operate throughout the country, though it may be highly desirable 
that the various provinces should adopt a similar policy in these matters. 

\ !]te question that arises next is the type of regulation of wages that should ~ 
~11_dopted by provincial govemrnmts. The most suitable type under Indian 
conditions is the fiXing of ~ It is necessary in this respect to 
clear some initial misunderitanrung arising out of the Draft International Con
vmtion of 1928. This Draft Convention laid down that wage regulating 
machinery should be set up in th06C trades wherein ''no arrangements exist for 
the effective regulation of wago by collective agreement or otherwise and wages 
are cxceptiona1ly low." It has been argued, among others by the Royal Com
mission c.n Indian Labour, that the second condition--that wages are exceJ>
tionally low-cannot apply to the major Indian industries, and that hence they 
do not stand in need of minimum wage regulation. It should, however, be 
noted that the Draft Convention was framed before the dep~ion of 1929. 

j 
Before the depression, minimum wage-fixing machinery was looked upon in 
the ~uropean countries as being needed only by sweated industries. It was 
presumed that in industries, other than those in which particularly unfair wages 
were proved to exist, fair wages would be obtained by the operation of ordinary 
economic laws. As pointed out above it was during the period after the de-
pression that ideas on this question underwent a change. Today an excep
tiona1ly .low level of wago could not be considered even in the European 1 

countries as a necC$ary condition precedent to the setting up of minimum wage . 

~
gulation; for it has been found by experience that even in trades that nonnally 

ay a good wage there may be no limit, in the absence of labour organised to 
resist, to the cut that may be imposed in bad times. The only condition to be 
satisfied today before minimum wage regulation is introduced is, therefprc, the 
bsence of labour organisation ·. ' · 
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_ _ _In India, of cowsc; the conditions were bad enough even before the de-_ 
pression, and this was evidently realised by the Royal Commission on labour 
itself. While the Royal CoJJUDission did not seem to favour the estabmbment 
of minimum wage regulation in the major organised industries, it thought it 
highly desirable that standardisation of wages should be brought about in in
dustries like the Cotton and Jute industries. Now, stan<lardisation of wages is 
a step, that, in regulatory practice, follows and does not precede the estab
lishment of minimum levels of wages. (!Jte minimum regulates merely the 
level below which nobody shall pay. Under minimum wage regulation it is 
still open for the more efficient employer to offer rates in all occupations or in 
particular occupations higher than the minimum rata. This is what happens 
under Trade Board regulation in England or in Bombay with the working · 
of the Millowners" Association's minimum schedule. Under a scheme of 
standardised rates of wages no such variation is allowed, and all units must 
pay a uniform wage. Where, as in India, rates of payments differ widely 
from unit to unit and some concerns pay a very low wage, it is both more de
sirable and more feasible to introduce immediately a system of minimum wage 
regulation than .that of standardisation. Standardisation would mean, in these 
circumstances, either too great an additional burden on some units or $-o great 
a reduction in the level of earnings of workers in some others. It is, therefore, 
difficult to reconcile the recommendations of the Royal Conunl$ion on La
bour in this matter. One may merely note that in putting forward a forcible 
plea for the standardisation of wages in the major industries, the Royal Com
mission was emphasising the great need for establishing wage payment in 
Indian industries on a regulated, systematic, and uniform basis. 

I shall now tum to the question of the ma5t suitable system for the 
establishment of minimum wage regulation in India. Th~ is large variety 
in the types of machinery adopted in different countries for enforcing minimum 
wage regulation. For our purpose we need examine only the two broad types 
in which such machinery can be c:lalmfied. The first is the machinery of the 
type of· an arbitration court, the second is machinery of the type of the Trade 
Board. (In some cases a minimum wage is fixed by an enactment, but this 
method is obviously very rigid.} In ~g the merits of the arbitration 
court method it is necessary to bear in mmd the conditions under which it 
has been developed. The arbitration court arose chiefly in Aust:ralasia. In 
this country wage regulation was brought into being not so much to raise un
duly low wages in sweated industries as to prevent industrial disputes and to 
protect a national standard of living. The machinery appropriate to settle 
industrial disputes was suppa;ed to be an independent court, and to it naturally 
aoo fell the duty of determining minimum rates of wages that should rule in 
an industry. Concern with the maintenance of the national standard of living 
has further given rise in Australia to the concept of a basic wage as apart 
from a ~um wage. The basic wage may be described as the general na
tional minimum. The basic wage decision binds the entire country and all 
occupations; the minimum wage for each industry regulates in addition par
ticular industrial conditions. The determination of the national basic wage 
has? entrusted from the beginning to the Commonwealth Arbitration 
~ It is in this manner that the minimum wage ~tan has come to be 
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linked with the procedure of a judicial court, and minimum wages have been 
established as the result of awards of an arbitral tribunal. In England, on the 
contrary, the concept of the minimum wage was introduced mainly as a result 
of the agitation regarding conditions in the sweated, cspecially the home-work, 
industries. Opinion was pronounced against any measure of general regulation 
and Parliament was prepared to take only a cautious preliminary step. Hence 
the evolution of the trade board type. Each individual board, being compmed 
of representatives of actual employers and workers, could be depended on not 
to recommend any drastic step forward. There was the desire not to disturb 
too much existing conditions. In course of time it has been found that the 
results arrived at by the two different methods do not materially differ from 
each other, and as Prof. Pigou has pointed out2 the nature of the English trade 

' board lists is much the same as that of the arbitral awards of Australian Courts. 
The method, however, of arriving at the result is materially different. 

At this stage it may be profitable to turn aside and consider the principles 
and the procedure adopted by arbitral boards or committees of investigation in 
giving wage awards, for this will help us in understanding more clearly the 
nature of the award or finding. I may begin this discussion with quoting a 
somewhat lengthy extract from a recent study of the Industrial Disputes Inves-
tigation Act of Canada: _ 

THE BASIS OF BOARD DECISIONS: WAGES AND HOURS 

Boards Not Guided by Formulated Code or Precedents 
I 

No attempt has been made in Canada to build up precedents or to formulate 
a code of industrial principles to guide boards in their proceedings. .Now and 
then the findings of some previous board may be quoted as precedents; other boards 
again explicitly reJect considerations accepted in an earlier case as a basis for 
recommendations. But ordinarily each dispute is handled independently, and on 
its own merits. Nevertheless, a study of the arguments made before boards, and 
decisions handed down by them during the operation of the Disputes Act over the 
past 28 years. reveal certain broad uniformities in underlying principles. It reveals, 
also, modifications of these principles to suit changing conditions, as well as par
ticular circumstances involved in any given dispute. In other words, board mem
bers, while bearing in mind certain economic and social considerations, have not 
attempted to establish an exact and absolute, but rather a relative and rough, 
justice-one that would work, that would maintain equilibrium and keep industry 
functioning with the consent of the parties concerned. That is why we find that 
the same principle accepted by one board is rejected by another board, or even 
by the same board sitting in a different case. 

ADVANCING CUSTOMS AND STANDARDS EMBODIED IN BOARD 

DECISIO~s· 

On first view the practice just described may seem inconsistent and eon· 
fusing. But the practical administrator will recognize that here may lie one clue 
to a way of maintaining stability and yet permitting progressive change in so 
dynamic a social situation as is involved in industrial relationships. Even more 
imp~rtant, a review of decisions with the passage of time reveals how the ad
Yancmg standa!ds of • industry receive consideration, enun~iation, and finally ac
ceptance. \As mdustrial mores. and customs progress to higher levels of welfare. 

2 "Essays in Applied EC!OIIOmies," 1923, pp. 59-89. 
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hoard cleeisiooa tii:Dd to formulate them as standards of best practice. This aig
ailicant laldeDcr is illastrated iD nay issue brought before ~ wages. 
hours, general Worldng conditions-oD all of which both~ doctrine from develop
ing economic theory and evolving ~miD industrial relations receive formu'ation 
by board hearings and decisions."\ Still more impressi-nly is it demonstrated by 
the IIUIJUlel' iD which the dillicult issues of employees• representation and collective 
bargaining. once rejected as tmbjects for board procedure. have been assimilated 
into the agenda of adjudication, as after the War they become more widely. to uae 
the language of the Act itself. "matters relating to any established custom or usage. 
either geuerally or in the particular district affected. • 

SEVEN BROAD FACI'ORS CONSIDERED IN WAGE DECISIONS 

The issues most frequently brought before boards in Canada. as is true in 
indastrial disputes elsewhere, ft'Yolve about wages. From the initial passage of the 
Act to the present day. eeYeD broad factors have been considered in evidence and 
decisioM on wage matters. each, of course. comprising within its ~pe a uriety 
of detailed arguments. These are:~l) geo_eral economic conditi~; "2) financial 
coudition of ..,the employer involved; (3)\llhe cost of living; (4Y the standard of 
living; (SY co!!)PU!Uive wages in similar trades. in similar localities. and in the 
United ~tates; l6) the value of the service labour renders; and. in the most recent 
years, '(7) broad policies of economic and social welfare. such as sharing in gains 
from technological improvements. maintaining wage levels to sustain purchasing 
power. and. conversely. reducing wages to stimulate revival. Thouqh cases are 
found year afteFyear that accept or reject one or more of these consulerations in 
recommending wage rates. or. on the other hand. that use all of them. what be
comes particularly interesting as one reviews the body of decisions is the new turns 
and the. changing emphasis given the same arguments. 

By and large. arguments based upon general economic factors and business 
couditions are given more consideration in times of depression. In recent years 
labour spokesmeD. particnlarly. have sought to counter such arguments by introduc
ing into specffic cases the new doctrines of the "economy of high WB.o"f:!!J.. and 
•sociaJ ptm:hasing power.• They have also shown an increasing tendency to chal· 
le:nge the COIIt of !iving as a major determinant of wage rates. The arguments based 
on comparative wages receive a varying emphasis. hut boards are seemingly chary 
of aecording any considerable weight to them. rmally. while the value of labour•• 
eerrice has not been urged so frequently as the other facto~ in recent years an 
attempt has been made to bring before boards the bearing of technological changes 
on wages.' 

What has been said in this extract applies not only to Canadian Boards 
of IIm:stigatiaD, but to aJmast an bodies dealing with wage awards in most 
countries of the world. The decisions of Australian Courts, for example, though 
nect:SSarily llaving more continuity than might be expected of the separate 
tid Aoe Canadian Boards, show similar development in the range of considera
tions to which courts _attach weight. The Australian Courts equally with the 
Canadian Boards establish a relative and rough justice rather than an met 
and absolute one. And this is so not bccawe no attempt has been made to 
achieve an c:xact and almlut.c justice. but bccawc in wage determination this 
cannot be achieved. It is pertinent in this coonection to point to two failuns 
and one outstanding success in the history of Australian wage regulation. The 
failures are the failures of the Royal Commission on the Australian basic wage 
and of _the Econnmic Cornm&ion on the Queensland basic wage. The first 



attempted to fix a basic wage in accordance with certain thcoreticalllOI'IJIS of a 
standard of living. Its recommendations could not find acceptance because 
the resultant figure was very much higher than ruling ratcll of basic wages. The 
Queensland Economic Commission, on the other band, tried to move away en
tirely from considerations of standards of living and to fix a "scientific" rela
tion between the level of wages and the capacity of the employer to pay. Its 
report may be considered as embodying a heroic attempt to devise a workable 
formula for linking the level of wages in a definite manner to the valu~ of the 
product of industry. But the difficuJties revealed in the solution of even the 

· comparatively simple problem to which it set its band demonstrated the es-
sential impossibility of a determinate statistical solution in this direction. The 
failure of these theoretical attempts demonstrates convincingly the absence of 
any scientific or theoretical basis on which an absolutely just division of pro
ceeds can be founded and on which an accurate assessment of wage levels 
can be made. 

The particuJar achievement of the Australian system is the all round 
cut in wages that was irnpa;ed by the Courts at the time of the depression, a 
cut which was part of a deliberate plan towards attaining solvency. It was 
demonstrated in this manner that under state regulation, political forces, as 
had often been feared, do not necessarily prevent a downward movement of 
wages where such was urgently called for. The succe&'l of th~glish Trade 
Boards in maintaining the minimum level of wages during the depre&'lion was, 
on the other band, equally remarkable. The two opposite cases taken together 
fuDy exemplify the cflicacy of a regulated system in adapting wage policies 
appropriately to the needs of the times. And these may well be compared with 
the straits in which under a regime of laisse~ faire the Bombay Cotton Textile 
industry found itself when faced with the problem of making adjustments. 

The recent tendency of arbitral bodies to go beyond the stock considera· 
tion into arguments based on advance in economic theory is also exemplified 
in the decision of the Commonwealth Court of Arbitration. For example, we 
find that court in the basic wage enquiry of 1.937 summoning expert economists • 
as witne&'ICS and basing its decision partly 'fut the argument that ''unle&'l• wage 
ratcll wen: increased, the expectation of increased profits will cause entrepreneurs 
to start superfluous new enterprises or exee&'lively expand existing ones," and 
further that a "redistribution of income in favour of wage earners, who unlike 
other classes spend their share of income without delay, will accelerate the .de
mand for products and so provide solid support for legitimate expenditure on 
capital goods." 

The essentially elusive and changing nature of the problem of wage 
determination· may be further illustrated by the experience of the British In
dustrial Court. It might have been expected that in the decisions of the British 
Industrial Court a volume of case law would become available in course of time 
from which clear principles regarding wage fixation could be inferred. In 
actual fact this bas not happened. The following extracts from a recent study 
of ~e _yrking of these courts will be found illuminating: · · 

"'f' "The principal grounds •on which wage issues have been debated "'and de
cided by the Industrial Court may be summarized in the four principles involving: 
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r the ltaDdard of~ the coet ~ Imn~ ability to P.r. and fair wages. all of which 
allow differeut eomhinarious under dilrereut cin:umswacea. ... 

""We may fairly s.y that in the particular ca!leS hrougbt before it the ID
dustrial Court has failed to apply its gmeral priociples witk the c:onsi.ster.cy ~ 
qu:ired for the lii:ICCe!!ISful discharge of its ftmerion as a wage co-ordinating authority. 
lord Amuhee eq»ressed the opinion that. in disclosing the ~ grounds of its 
decisions. the Court has tahn a tentative step toward the formation of a body of 
industrial case laws. Our Rriew of the Court's decisions seems hardly to •-arrant this 
eooclosion, for the geoeral priociples amnciated by the Court haYe often 8elftd 
as a cloak, and have home no real organic relationship to the point actually made 
in a parricuJar decision. A direct .relationship hetveeo general principles and a' 
particular ease is rally the essence of the "precedent' that is the key-Dote of any' 
srmm of case laws. The actual result of the Court's decisions has been more in 
the nature of compromise or conciliation than of a strict award of justice as is 
shown in the following tables. It is interesting to note that in ins>.JlnCeS both r.f 
arbitration by the Industrial Court and of direct industrial action a large number 
of disputes were settled by compromise, with the pen:entage figures running p~ 
lically as follows: 4243 per cent compromise. 35 per cent in f.uonr of the 
employen. and 22-23 per ant in fnonr of the wotb:rs.. "'5 

The grounds on which the Industti.al Court based its decisions wm: no 
. different from those which the Canadian Boards of Investigation took into c:on
lidc:ration.. And the work of the court is seen to be much more in the nature of 
arriving at a ~ ampromisc than of rnnnciaring a judicial finding. 

This SOilleWhat lengthy digression on the prottdure followed by imu
tigarional or arbitral bodies has bun inserted in order to bring out clearly the 
cbaracter of coosiderarion that must be taken into aa:ount by any authority 
that attempts a regulation of wages and the natDre of the work that such an 
authority attempts. It must be cmpbasisrd, as a result, that the task involved 
is not so mnch of iutoptding legal provisions or precedents in case law as of 
tmderstanding ~ evaluating businf:g and economic data. The guiding prin
ciples and methods again Sttm not to be fixed but to be changing fairly quidly 
with advance in economic theory, in statistical data and technique, and a change 
'in poliic smtimmts.. The work is then ooc which caDs for an acquaintance 
with actual bWIJCil!! conditions and ~-age Jevds. and the expert tfSring required 
is chidly that of ~ and starisriciam. This, of cowse, does not mean 
that a judicial tribunal lih: the Australian Commonwealth Court will nec:cs
sarily fail in the work. What is implim is that it is not particularly suited to 
it. ·In Auslraiia it may again be noted that a single bench ckais c:onrinuously 
with these se.rits of problems. Its manhos llCCC!S3rily acquire, thereby, inti
mate knowledge of wage questions in cowse of time which, mon: than the 
judjclal training, is hdpful in dealing with questions referred to iL 

The !hortcomings of the jwficia1 Dlcthod of wage dctc:nnination become 
cwm more apparent ~-bm we considt:r the dctaikd scheme of wage gradation 
and the problem of wage difl'ermrials. Boards of invcstigarion and industrial 
CXJUrts are ·usually conccmed with the gem:ral problem of "·cigbing cimnn
stanccs which may justify either an advance or reduction in wages. The 

4 DatU» Qaag, A. lL, '"BritiM K..thada of IadustriaJ PrM:e. • Columbia UlliYS'dty. 
1936. p. I». . . 
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various facton enumerated above refer in the main to decisions regarding these 
general movements of wages. But minimum wage regulation involves not only 
the determination of the general level, but also the fixation of ingividual rates 
for each occupational category in the industry concerned. \JI1ien.! are, no 
doubt, some minimum wage fixation arrangements which confine their at
tention only to a single general minimum and have nothing to do with the dif. 
ferent occupational wages. Such arrangements are to be found chiefly.in coun
tries in which the main aim of the regulation of wages is the protection of the 
national standard of living. The Australian national ba!ic wage is itself a 

• fixed general minimum of this character. In new countries in which standardJ 
of living have been fairly high since the beginning of their coloJli,ation, the de
lire to prevent a lowering of these standards has always played an important 
part in shaping political and economic policies. The wage policy of these 
countries has always aimed at preventing the deterioration of wage standards be
low a given level The desire for the protection of the national standard of 
living inevitably led to an attempt to lay down a general minimum level This 
general minimum had nothing to do with any particular occupation or industry, 
it was a national minimum applying to all employen in all walks of life. It 
often happened that wage policy was actuated by this single aim and no other. 
In such a case regulation would not go beyond the fixed ~ minimum. 
In older countries, however, a single general minimum covering all occupa· 
tions and industries would be impossible to formulate, and if formulated it 
would be placed so low as to be, for all practical purposes, ineffective. In the 
older countries not much importance, in fact, could be attached to such a phrase 
as the protection of the national standard of living. The problem here is how 
to raise by a series of particular measures the standard of. living of those in ~ 
ceiptofveryrowincomes. 

The concept of the single general minimum or a fixed minimum is thus 
inapplicable to Indian conditions; it would not also fulfil the objectiv~ )thicb 1· 
I have indicated should be the objective of wage regulation in India.\.(Wage 
regulation is desired in India in ~rde~ to prevent an unduly low ~wage 'in ~cer· 
tain occuJlational categories, to prevent the subsidising of the low-wage paying · 
employer, and to allay l~bour discontent. Wage regulation must, therefore, ~ 
cover with us all the main occupational categories. A fixed minimum will give 
protection only to the lowest occupational category. This category acc:Ounts. 
for only a small proportion of the total number of workers. Variations in wage 
rates and exploitation by employers, however, characterise all categories of 
w?'"kers, and these stand ~ .need of protection as much as the lowest paid. \ It 
will be noted that the DllDlDlum wage schedule of the Bombay MillowneB' 
Association covers all important classes of time-rated workers (including semi
skilled and skilled) up to the rank of ·jobbers and supervisors. This is also 
the case with Trade Board lists and schedules of minimum wages in most coun
tries of the world. 

\~age regulation in India must, therefore, take the fonn of schedules or 
lists of rates of wages which lay down the minimum rates for all occupational 
categories of workers included in the industry for which the regulation ia 
~ed. The framing of 1uch a list naturally involves the consideration o( 
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occupational gradation in industry and of the differentials in wages between 
the different occupations. This is a complicated task which would ordinarily 
require a cl~ acquaintance with the processes in any industry and with the 
work performed by each ~of worker. \Occupational differentials in earn
ings depend on two factors. The first factor is the difference in the quality of 
the work performed by workers in different occupational categories; the second 
factor is the scale of differentiation in payment to be adopted as appropriate 
for given differences in the quality of work. )lAccording to the general theory 
of wages, the scales of payments for the important or key categories of various 
types of workers get settled by the operation of the ordinary economic laws of 
the competitive market.\ And once you have obtained these competitive norms 
they can be utilised as the starting points from which to measure, according to 

. ascertained differences in the quality of work, the rate of payment to be made 
' to any particular type of occupational category. It is held by many that sci

entific measurement of the difference in the type of work and effort called for 
from different ~ of workers is pasible within close limits, and that wage 
rates for separate ~ can be determined in a scientific manner following 
such a measurement of the differences in the quality of effort required. This is 

'the view evidently taken by Prof. Pigou in the chapter onf'Fair Wages Inside 
Particular Ind~es" in his "Economics of Welfare'" \ 

I shall proceed to examine certain difficulties which appear to me to 
intervene in the application of this view of wage determination to conditions in 
India. I shall, in doing this, ignore the absence of competitive market norms 
on which I have already laid sufficient stl'e$. The first difficulty to be en
countered is one which is largely peculiar to Indian conditions. This is regarding 
the spread between the earnings of different ~ of workers. One of the 
peculiarities of the Indian system of graded payments to different types of work 
has been the very large differences in the level of payments to different ~ of 
workers. I have in a brochure on the "Salaries of Public Officials in India .. 7 

.described. the extent of the variations obtaining between payments to different 
~ tnf public employees, and discussed the reasons which seem to have led 
to these variations and which seem to be psponsible for their maintenance. A 
somewhat similar phenomenon is ~bservLble in the ra~ of payments to different 
ranks among industrial workers ~ one takes, for example; the difference 
in payments to the three broad types of workers in India-the unskilled. the 
semi..&cilled. and the skilled-and compares these with similar differences 
elsewhere, one will be struck by the wide disparities that obtain in India. The 
disparities are even greater when the level of payment to workers is compared 
with levels of payments t,o the clerical; the technical. and the managerial staffs. 
These disparities are no doubt the result of certain forces which operated in 
the early days of large scale industry iB India, and which perhaps continue to 
operate to some extent to this day. Machine industry was entirely new to 
India in the last century. In the centres in which it was established there 
existed no semi..&cilled or skilled classes of even machine craftsmen. These 
classes of workerS came into being as a result of the gradual process of training 

6 3rd Edition, Part m, Chapter XV. It is significant that the torresponding chapter 
in the lst Edition was called "The Statistical Determination of Fair Wa.p.• 

7 Gokhale lnatituta of Politica and Economic:&, Publicatiou No. 1. 11131. 
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that they received in the new factories themselves. The general prevalence 
of illiteracy and the entire abience of any facilities for technical training 
rendered impossible the ready accession of any supply of such labour from 
outside. The numbers of semi-skilled and skilled workers were thus restricted, 
and their position in the indll!try was of vital importance. The numbers of 
unskilled workers were, in comparison, plentiful. These seem to be the main 
reasons for the great diversity in payments to different types of workers that is 
prevalent in India today. We may cite a significant feature of tlw present 
situation in support oC this hypothesis. \ This is that the disparity in earnings 
between the skilled and the unskilled is greater in the smaller centres of industry 
than in the larger centres\. Thus while the rates of payment to · doffers and 
single side ring-siders arc distinctly lower in Sholapur than in Bombayl the rates 
of payments to weavers in the two centres are almost the same. The explana
tion of this feature appears to be that while in the larger centres a fairly 
numerous class of semi-skilled and skilled workers has been built up in course 
of time, the paucity of skilled and semi-skilled workers continues to be marked 
in the smaller centres of industry . ..the levels of the remuneration of the higher 
technical staff seems to have been determined by the necessity for importing 
such staff from abroad in the initial stages. There is thus an adequate explana
tion available for the wide disparities. While they can thus be historically 
explained, their continuance today is neither equally necess!ry nor is it de
sirable in the long run. ...; · • 

The slowness with which adjustments take place in India is reflected in 
the continuance of these wide disparities long after the need for them seems to 
have passed away. Thus we find that the millowners of Bombay have always 
complained of the unnecessarily large spread between the earnings of spinners 
and weavers in that centre. The Tariff Board (1926-27) which examined this 
question at some length found that the spread was large in most centres of the . 
industry in India, and that there was not sufficient justification in existing 
circumstances for its size. A similar contention has of recent years been raised 
in Sholapur where the disparity is even wider than in Bombay. Employers, as 
a rule, ra:se such issues in order to justify cuts in payments to particular classes 
of workers. I have cited the instances in order to indicate how obiolete factors 
continue to dictate for long the comparative levels of wages. 

1 Therc are two ways in which these disparities can be acted upon from 
outsiie. In the first instance general and technical education can be made much 
more .widely available and its impartation much more systematised than is the 
case today. This would remedy the differences that may exist in the supply of 
different types of labour available. This remedy, while of essential importance, . 
is not sufficient by itself; for, as we have seen, the Indian labour market is slow ' 
to react to changes in underlying conditions, and a regulatory authority must, 
therefore, bear this fact in mind while determining norms of rates of payments 
for the different classes of workers in industry. The regulatory authority will 
then have to act in such a manner as to bring about, in course of timC; a more 
even relation between the earnings of the different categories. By this I do 
not mean that it will so act as to bring about a reduction in the earnings of the 
categories that are paid higher today. What is rather meant is that the authority 
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!will take every opportunity of acting in an upward manner on the wages of the 
categories who are paid the lowest, and further that it will not treat the existing 
situation as indicating a level of permanent epuitable relations. It will consider 
the historical background that is reflected in the present average levels of earn
ings and taking a forward view have an elastic policy in this matter. I realise 
that an elastic policy and a changing relation between the earnings of the dif
ferent categories of workers also characterise the situation in the other countries 
of the world. The situation is, however, more inequitable in India than else
where, and there is more need in this country for deliberate action on the part 
of the regulatory authority in this matter than elsewhere. 

The other difficulty that has to be faced .in determining occupational dif-
. ferences i$. the measurement of the· differences in the quality of the work pe~ . 
formed by different classes of workers and fixing the corresponding money dif. ' 
ferences. It seems to me that the word "scientific" is in this connection used very 
loosely. It should, in the first instance, be remembered that no agreed scales for 
the measurement of given types of efforts have yet been established. Even in 
simple uniform types of work the scales on which work of different intensity 
will be measured are not universally agreed upon; and the difficulties are enor
mous the moment one considers diverse types of works that workers are called 
upon to perform.c--1~ should be remembered that the work of even the unskilled 
labourer requires the putting forth of more than a single type of effort. In the 
least skilled of jobs the application of both physical effort and mental effort must 
be taken into account. \The greatest advance in the scientific management of 
labow has undoubtedly taken place in the U. S. A.~ and even a cursory study 
of the methods evolved in that country will throw a flood of light on the dif-

. ficulties involved. Mr. John W. Riegel, Director of the Bureau of Industrial 
Relations, University of Michigan, published some years ago a study of the 
methods actually followed by a number of leading companies in U. S. A., in 
the matter of grading workers for wage payment. Among the various schemes 
evolved for evaluating the differences in quality between various jobs that he 
describes, the least elaborate has six heads under which each job is rated. 
These are: (i) Mentality; (ii) Training Period (skill); (iii) Seriousness of 
Errors; (iv) Mental Application; (v) Physical Application; and (vi) Work
ing Conditions. But some companies had occupational rating plans in which 
as many as twenty-five factors were considered. It is not my intention to en-

. ter into these technical details. I merely desire to point out that where such 
a variety of divergent factors are involved there is ample room, in a matter 
that' is essentially one of subjective judgement, for wide differences of opinion. 
The weighting in importance of each of the factors involved, the allocation of 
points regarding each factor for each type of job and for the final comp06ite 
grading of each occupation, are processes which, though essential and useful, 
could hardly be called scientific. For it should be remembered that consider
able differences of opinion obtain amongst those entitled to speak on these mat
ters, regarding even comparatively simple issues. Thus as a member of the 
Textile Labour Enquiry Committee I found that between representatives of 
employers from different centres of the industry no unanimity existed on such 
points as to whether the work of the dofler boy was more or less strenuous than 
that of the warping creeler. Naturally, when it comes to detailed calculations 
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rrprding paymentl, the room for dilfc:rmcc of opinion il even wider: Thus 
we find varying relations between the rates of paymenta to the front mcr and 
the back sizer and to the drawer-in and the reacher in dift'erent centres of the 
Cotton Textile industry in the province of Bombay. These are, it should be re
membered, important and weD atablished categories in the industry. When 
one goes on to compare the size of these dift'erences in the various centres in 
htdia, the divergence is found to be even wider. And it could not be said 
with confidence that any one of these relations was absolutely the c~t one. 

A further consideration of this question will lead us to the major issue 
with regard to methods of payments to labour. On the one band there is the 
tendency specially marked in U. S. A., towards a progressively greater develop
ment of job analysis and dift'erentiation of category and individual payments. 
The methods of time and motion analysis are here applied to build up de
tailed systems of rating jobs and grading occupations, and not only are piece 
rates and occupational rates fixed after considerable study, but an attempt is 
made to fix, even in the time occupations, the rates of hourly payments to 
individual workers in accordance with measures of their individual efficiency. 
This is also the country in which a great variety of methods of incentive sys
tems of payment have been evolved. The bulk of trade union opinion in 
countries like England is on the other band opposed to the ~n of such 
methods. It prefers a straight piece-rate system to the incentive wage systems, 
and looks with disfavour on dift'erentiation in rates of payments to individuals • 
within the ranks of a single time-rated occupation. The marginal economist 
should presumably welcome the American developments, though the work of 
Mayo and Whitehead in U. S. A., throws considerable doubt on presuming 
cl011e correspondence between wage incentive and the resultant output even 
in that country. A concern for the solidarity of working classes and a distrust 
of the working of the method of payment by results under existing economic 
ammgcments is at the back of the general trade union attitude. The economic 
and social policies inspiring the two sides are, therefore, widely divergent. 
We arc, however, not immediately concerned with the controversy in India. 
Nobody, not even industrial engineefs. I understand, advocate the adoption 
of incentivt' wage systems in India. Even the straight piece-rate is not, in this 
c:ountry, as widely prevalent as elsewhere. The significance of the controversy 
to us lies in giving an additional warning against the acceptance of the pos
aibility of a "scientific" statistical determination of wage dift'erentials. 

/ 
\/AD this leads to the conclusion that rates of wages in industry are best ~ 

determined by the representatives of employers and employees in the industry , 
itsell; for, an outsider who has no intimate knowledge of conditions in the in
dustry is apt to go wrong. \This is also the opinion of those who have studied 
the Australian system. Mr. Anderson in h~ detailed study of the fixation of 
wages in Australia remarks: 

"'Now a system of wage fixation which requires a judge or an Industrial 
Court to prescribe wages Cor such varied industries-or even Cor one industry of 
which he does no~ possess some tech~cal bowledg&-may well be questioned; but 
unless representatiVes of employers and employees, experts in their callings, fix 
rates of wap at round table conferences, it is diflicult to sec bow the position can 
lie al&ered. Nevertheless we are (orced to the conclusion that neither the Fedcnl 
F-s (~l 



nor State Arbitration Court is a proper tribunal to determine margins for skill, and 
we submit that the material presented in tJlis chapter supports such a conclusion."• 

Ordinarily we possess no detailed description of duties or analyst's of 
jobs entrusted to particular categories of workers; the nature of these duties 
or the strenuousness of the effort required in them for particular types of 
work may again change from time to time with the advance of technical 
equipment or managerial methods. And though in the al:sence of proof to the 
contrary, current practice, as embodied in the average levels of rates, is the 
best guide in these matters, the current wage levels might themselves contain 
elements of local, particular or historical factors which should no longer be 
given weight. The presence of such elemeqts can be detected and steps tQ
wards their elimination taken only by those in actual contact with conditions 
of work in the industry. I, therefore, feel that in India the most appropriate 
machinery for wage regulation would be that of a Trade Board. A board, 
the majority of whose members consists of an equal number of representatives 
of employers and employees, and which includes a few independent persons, 
would be most suited to solve the problems that I have so far indic"ated. A 
schedule fixed by such a body will again have a better chance of wide ac
ceptance among both parties than a schedule fixed in any other manner. 

Another &.Vlachinery for the reguJation of wages that is sometimes ad
vocatt:d is a General Board. The chief advantages claimed for a General·' 

• B:>ard are that it enables the application of a uniform set of principles to wage 
determination in all industries and enables the attainment of a comparatively 
uniform wage level in the entire economic system. The General Board, how
ever, does not posSess the chief feature of the Trade Board, wbicli is, that the 
detennination of the wage level should rest to a large extent with the trade it· 
self. The General Board seems to be appropriate in a country where condi
tions are compar~tively homogeneous and where a certain amount of regulation 
of wages has previously existed. In such a country it may be desirable to ob
tain a measure of uniformity in conditions in different industries through the 
device of the General Board. In India the chief problem with which we are 
confronted is the introduction of some measure of regulation in a situation 
that is essentially chaotic. Further, there exists in this country a very large 
element of diversity in every aspect of the industrial situation, with marked 
differences ~ conditions from province to province and from industry to in
dustry. The extent of the development of the industry,-whether technical 
or financial,-the sources and the nature of supply of labour, the state of or
ganisation among employers and labourers, in all these respects there obtain 
very considerable differences. In view of these it is too early yet for us to 
think of uniformity over all industries or over very large areas. The immediate 
step must be to take up individual industries in each province and to arrive 
at a measure of regulation of wages for them. From this point of view also 
minimum wage regulation through the machinery of the Trade Board would 
seem to be the most appropriate. 

The criticism levelled by Prof. Clay against the working of wage regula
tion in Great Britain is also on the same account not applicable to the proposal 

I George Allderaon, "Fixation of Wagea in Auatnlia,• 10211, p. 30L 
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of actting up Tallde BoarJI in lDdia. Prot. Clay pointed out that iii Great 
Britain almost types of wage payments bad by the twenties come to be 
regulated. In some trades and industries the regulation was through collective 
bargaining. in others through Trade Boards. The regulation, however, was 
entirely unco-ordinated. Wage rates were fixed in particulv coilective agree
ments or by particular Trade Boards with reference only to conditions of the 
particular trade and industry and under the influence largely of factors of a 
temporary character. Wage fixation, however, meant the embodying of par· 
ticular or temporary advantages, into the wage system for a long period. lu 
a result, unemployment, in Prof. Clay's opinion, no longer acted as a 
''barometer" for indicating necessary changes in wage rates, and nobody was 
concerned with the adjUSbnent of the wage level as a whole or with the adjust· 
ment of the mutual relationship between wage rates in different trades .Bhd 
industries. While it may be useful for us t~ bear this criticism in mind in 
order to see that our regulatory system docs not develop similar defects, the 
arguments of Prof. Clay do not raise any fundamental objectiCibs to the adop-
tion of the Trade Board system itself. /. 

I may in passing refer to the question of standardiZation of wages. \The 
essential difference between minimum wages and standardized wages is that 
while under minimum wage regulation it is open to an empm)'er to vary the 
wage in an upward direction, the standard wage rate cannot be varied in 
either direction. The advantages of standardization are that it docs away with 
even that measure of diversity which is permissible under minimum wage regu• 
lation, and by bringing about a measure of fixity and determinateness in all 
wage payments, reduces still furtner the possibility of minor wage disputes. 
Standardization is, however, difficult to achi~e and caJ) be brought about only 
in special circumstances. Standardization cannot usefully be introduced in a 
new industry or in an industry which was st.iii undeveloped in a region and 
in which conditions had not reached a certain degree of stability. It also re
quires the concentration of industry in a particular region. Standardization of 
wages has thus a limited field; but within that field·tt must be set up as an 
oDjective to be attained. The field of standardization may hC indicated by 
saying that it may be ~ible and desirable in centres of Cotton Textile industry 
such as Bombay, Ahmedabad, Cawnporc. and Coimbatore; in the Jute industry 
in Calcutta and its neighbourhood; and in Coal-mining industry in the major 
coal fields. It may in this connection be pointed out that a development which 
is to be desired in this country is that the Trade Boards which regulate minimum 
wages should go on to standardize wages in particular regions whenever they 
find the conditions to be suitable. The Trade Boards can themselves be looked 
upon practically as agencies for collective bargaining, and the experience they 
gather in the work of minimum wage fixation will be of the same character as 
is required in evolving a scheme of standardized wages.; I may in this connection 
refer to the plea forcibly put forward by Prof. L T. Hobhousc for a parmanent 
extended place for the Trade Board in a system of wage regulation.9 Prof. 
HobhoUliC. points out that wage re~tion even in England cannot be perma
nently confined to the fixation of minimum wages, but will have to tackle the 

I "Toward& hdvstrial P-,• 1927, pp. 69 M.. 
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problem of fixing rates in general as well. He says. "Yoa have to find methods 
of adjusting rates for tradrs in general, and I think you will best find it not by 
enacting straight off that there must be compulsory arbitration. but rather by 
showing by experience that you can, by such a system as the Trade Board, fix 
rates of all kinds with success in a way which will command agreement and 
which will be found to work welL Therefore, I should like to see the·Trade 
B'lards expanded upon these lines. " 10 He adds that he dc:sirc:s "an extension of 
the Trade Board method, not of course rigidly the same,· not necmarily under 
the name of the Trade Board, but .an analogous institution with two repre
sentative sidrs and an impartial dement, backed and helped by the skilled 
bureaucratic advice which the Trade Boards enjoy in the extremely ably or
ganised Ministry of Labour, and with ultimately a legal sanction at its back.1111 

I~ may be noted that in England the chief obstacle in the way of such a logical 
extension of the Trade Board system lits in the opp<&tion of certain dements 
in the Trade Union movement. These fear the weakening of the hold of 
labour organizations, if the area and sphere of Trade Board activity ~ ex
tende<\. In India no such opposition will be forthcoming at this stage and if, 
in course of time,\ Tradt" Boards and Trade Unions develop side by side, the 
development of each will be mutually adjusted by the growth of the other, and 
no opposition 11\'!Y later come to be imagined between the two~ 

I have dealt in some detail with the case in favour of the regulation ol 
wages, because in India this type of regulation has not yet been undertaken 
and no considerable body of public or official opinion has yet been organised 
in its favour. Further, even though it has been adopted widely in many coun
tries, the academic economist has yet either looked upon it with disfavour or 
admitted its need only as an exceptional feature in the normal world of a 
competitive market.<- /1 have on the other hand tried to argue that, at least 

\in India, regulation of wages must become a normal feature of the industrial 
situation.) Non-interference has been a doctrine of state policy in India during 
the past. It has resulted in producing conditions not of an orderly competitive 
market but of chaos and disorder, in which unfair competition and low and 
uneven rates of wages have been prominent. Laisse~ faire having thus com
pletely failed, we must have resort to regulation; and this ~ a les.<!On which, 
as we have seen, the better among even employers have now learnt. 

So far the only measure undertaken by the State in India to regulate the 
payment of wages has been the Payment of Wages Act (1936). This has un
doubtedly been a very useful piece of legislation, and it has prevented a num· 
ber of abuses in connection With practices adopted by employers which had led, 
in a variety of ways, to indirect cuts in wages. No legislation ~ of course, 
completely successful, and certain "clever" employers will always find meam 
to evade some provisions of the legal restrictions. Mr. Mallick of the E. I. 
Railway Employees' Association alleges, for example, that the E. I. Railway 
Co. has found a way of practically evading the provision regarding fines in the 
Payment of Wages Act.11 Instead of finding an employee, which the com-



pany cannot now do beyond a certain limit, it reducc:s his salary. This prac
tice Mr. Mallick statc:s has become specially prominent since the coming into 
operation of the Payment of Wages Act, and has resulted in a greater la;s to 
the employee than if he had been fined. 

Another ~ue which has not yet been settled fully under the Act is the 
payment of bonusc:s, like the good attendance or efficiency bonuses. These 
bonusc:s arc incentive payments, the power of granting which the employers 
are usually keen on retaining. I doubt whether in actual practice they are of 
much real use even from the employers' point of view. It should not be dif. 
ficult to {lleasure statistically the effects of the prevalence of a good attendance 
bonus. This effect should be directly visible in the statistics of absenteeism 
in the particular units or departments in which the bonus is paid. I have, 
however, 'not yet come across any instance of a case in support of such a bonus · 
made out with the help of concrete factual data. Such examination as I have · 
been able to make of the absenteeism statistics published by the Labour Office 
of the Government of Bombay and of some additional data collected by a re· 
search student, do not lend support to the case of the employers.13 The case 
against the bonus rests on the ground that it enables an employer to window
dress his wage position. The returns for the full pay period made by the 
employer will ordinarily include the bonus, while in actual (a.ct a large num-

• ber of the employees might not get paid at the rate which is indicated in the 
return. Or to put the matter in another way, the bonus enables the employer 
to impose on his employees, what is in effect, a fine. If, for example, in a time
rated occupation a certain wage for a month of 26 days (inclusive of the bonus) 
is indicated, under the operation of a good attendance bonus system a man at
tending, say for 22 days in the month, will not obtain 11/13th of the total 
wage but only 11 f 13th of the wage indicated minus the bonus. All those who 
are unable to attend, whether on account of remissness on their, part or not, 
for the number of days required to earn the bonus during the pay-period, are 
thus paid at a rate lower than the rate declared to be the standard. The ef
fect of a bonus may then well be said to be the imposition of a fine on a cer
tain numLer of workers, and the more exacting the standard of attendance re
quired the larger will be the proportion of workers subjected .to the fine. 

The effects of an efficiency bonus are not as easily measurable as the 
effects of a good attendance bonus. But the haphazard manner in which such 
bonusc:s have been adopted by employers does not show that even the em
ployers as a· class are convinced of its utility. Such industrial engineers ·as 
operate in India do not, I believe, also advocate its adoption. A case for the 
efficiency bonus has yet to be established; the objections against it are of the 

. same character as those against the good attendance bonus. There is an ad
ditional objection that the standard of performance which is laid down by 
the employer as the minimum to be attained before an employee becomes en
titlc;d to an efficiency bonus is necessarily fixed in an entirely one-sided manner. 
The employer fixes this standard, and the employees have usually no means . 
of judg~g whether the standard is a fair one or not. Methods of wage pay-

13 Dr. M. M. Shah I unpublished thesis), ''Labo~ Recruitment and Turnover in the 
.'J'cxtlle Jnduatl)' of Boiuba7 Praideney," 1940. . 
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mentl which involve the fixation of a unit standard job have always en
countered this difficulty in all countries. The difficulty is comparatively much 
greater in India because the laboureJS are both uneducated individually and 
unorganised in the mass. Abuse of the system is, therefore, on the one hand 
more poosible, and there is, on the other hand, a chronic attitude of distrust 
and suspiciousness on the part of the employees. Whether these bonuses are 
permissible according to the provisions of the Payment of Wagts Act is a mat
ter that has been variously interpreted in different provinces. On a balance of 
considerations it would seem that under existing conditions of industrial labour, 
it is ~esirable to prevent the payment of such a bonus. 

Another peculiar type of wage payment that might in this connection 
be considered is payment in kind. ·This is prohibited by the Payment of Wagts 
Act; but under special powers )lOSl!CSSCd by provincial govemm~thc 
~ a grain allowance is paid at Sholapur in the Province of Bombay. This 
allowance has some features of a good attendance bonus and has led to cluonic 
complaints on the part of employees regarding the quality of grain supplied. 
I do not desire to discuss the advisability of permitting such an allowance, as 
it constitutes an exceptional case, but I want in this connection to say a few 
words regarding a matter which has at the moment assumed and may con
tinue to ~ ~nsiderable importance in India. I refer to the practice of 
the establishment of cheap grain shops by employers. In the first instance. a . 
clear distinction should be made between cheap grain shops established as a 
welfare measure and those wha;e services are counted as a part payment of a 
wage. There can be no objection to a good employer desiring in times of rising 
prices or even in normal times, to help his employees by opening cheap grain 
shops. The employees are, in this case, in receipt of the full cWTCDt wages, and 
they ~ if they find it possible and desirable, increase their real wages some
what by expfnding a part of the wage at the cheap grain shops. The case is 
entirely different when a part of the wage itself is supposed to be paid by 
services rendered by the cheap grain shop. In the first instance the whole 
procedure runs counter to a sound principle established as the result of ex
JlCrience over many decades in most countries of the world and accepted as 
basic by the Payment of Wagts Act. Section 6 of the Payment of Wages Act 
lays down that "all wages shall be paid in cWTCDt coin or cWTCDcy notes or 
lJuth." Payments in kind are notoriously o~ to abuse and corruption. 
Adulteration in the quality of the materials supplied and levying of extor
tionate and irregular charges in particular cases can easily be practised, and it 
would be foolhardy on anybody's part to claim that there can, in the case of 
numerous shops scattered all over an industrial centre, be sufficient supervision 
or inspection to guard adequately against malpractices. Further, even if we 
credited employers and those in charge of grain shops with an extraordinary 
share of good faith it would always be difficult to convince the employees that 
there was in fact no advantage taken of the situation and its possibilities. I 
should like to raise another question also in connection with the operatiQn of 
th.esc grain shops. Agrainshop acts differently from a grain allowance. Astraight 
grain allowance represents a payment of fixed quantities of certain grains in lieu of 
a fixed money deduction from the wagts earned by a worker during a given 
pay period. H the. market price of the grain allowance is higher than the 
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mtount of the money deduction, the employee gains to the given extent. 
Even with a grain allowance complaints of malpract!ces may and do ar.se. 
Moreover, even with a grain allowance one has to take account of these who 
either cannot or do not want to take the fixed quantities of particular grains. 
There is lass of consumers' surplus if such workers take the grain even when 
they do not want it; and there is lass of the money equivalent if they choose 
not to receive the grain allowance. But with a grain allowance the gt'ains or 
losses are at least measurable and they affect all employees in a uniform ~anner. 
This is not so with a cheap grain shop. You may either not use it at all, or you 
may use it to a large extent. The size of the wage of an individual is thus made 
to depend, in part, on his ability to take advantage of the services of a cheap 
grain shop. This surely ought to be an irrelevant consideration in the payment 
of wages, and it seems definitely wrong to attempt to pay part of what is ad
mitted to be a just increase in wage rates in this manner. I have never a1so 
been able to understand how anybody can arrive at any estimate of the measure of 
advantage given to workers by a cheap grain shop, for, in such a calculation, 
the average is of no significance. The wage_ is an individual payment; the in
crease in the wage, if required by such a circumstance as an increase in the 
cost of living, must be obtained in justice by every individual worker in a given 
proportion. There can be no justification for paying it in a form which is not 
equally accessible to all employees and which is not equallrdesired by all of 
them. It can be no consolation to a wage earner who does not get the re
quired benefit from the cheap grain shop that his loss is made l.lP on the 
average by others who gain from the source an extra advantage. It is also not 
easy to understand the insistence on the p~ of employers for payment of 
part of the wage in this particular form. If, as they protest loudly, they really 
lose in money to a given extent by operating the grain shops, they ought to 
have no objection to paying the money out directly in the coin of the realm 
as required by the Payment of Wages Act. The establishment of the cheap 
grain shops to pay part of the wages seems to me to involve the acceptance of 
a position that is thoroughly unsound in principle and is liable in practice to 
give rise to much abuse and ill-feeling. It may well prove the thin end of a 
wedge which may progressively undermine the principle of the money wage 
established after much struggle and agitation. It is all the more unfortunate, 
therefore, that certain prominent labour leaders should have seemed to give it 
their support. Jot 

14Tbla dljzr-lon on eheap grain ahope may apjlear unn-nty long. The (1111!!1• 
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LECTURE IV 

RATIONALISATION 
FROM a consideration or the problem or the general regulation or wages 

~ may weD go on to a problem of wage determination which arises out of the 
changing circumstances or industry especially because or an advance in lts 
technical methods. The problem is, of coune, not one of wages alone. Even 
from the point or view of labour it is a problem that has three aspects: (i) liD

employment, (ii) increased strain, and (iii) additional wages. From the point 
of view of industry as a whole its ramifications are numerous and its impor
tance immense. I refer to the progress or what is indicated by the generic term 
rationalisation. Rationalisation coven a wide variety or measures or improve
ment and reconstruction, and the term was much talked of especially before 
the depression of 1929 as the panacea for all industrial ills. The term itsell 
has been the: subject of caref'ul scrutiny, and its meaning and its component 
parts have been elaborately defined in a number of international conferences. 

E
not my intcl'ot.ion to go over this familiar ground again. I shall direct my 
tion toward those measures included in the term rationalisation which have 
direct efFect on the conditions of work and payment of industrial labour. 

onalisation embraces futancial and commercial reconstruction, among other 
measures, within its fold. These have, however, little to do directly with la-
bour. If as a result or these measures of reco~tru ·on the value of the product 
of industry is increased, labour may, if it is cicntly alert and sufficiently 
powerful, obtain an enhanced rate ol wages. ere are, however, other aspects 
of ntion~ affect labour dU<ctly m a variety of ways. Chld 
among these ges in the technique of manufacture and in the methoda 
of labour managem The two are usually associated together, but are not 
necessarily · New and improved machinery may be installed without 
affecting the methods of labour management; these methods may, on the 
other hand, undergo a rational change without any material alteration in the 
plant and equipment of the factory. In India both these processes have been 
known under different names Ech as ''rationalisation," "efficiency system," 
"intensification of labour," etc., and it is my .intention to treat bri.dly of their 
progress and their efFects on labour. 

It can hardly be as,erted that&ationalisa.tion in the sense of the attempt 
at an improvement of the technique of production in the light of a progremve 
development of ideas and inventions ~is a new phenomenon. It has always 
characterised in a greater or Ies degree human activity in all epochs. It has 
been, of c.~urse, specially prominent in the Machine Age. It may, however, 
be conceded that a large scale and deliberate attempt at improvement in all 
directions simultaneously, became specialJy marked during the twenties of this 
century. The aftermath of the period of inflation and the severe post-war de
pres1ion that affected old-established industries in many countries made it both 
pos;ible and necesary that something of this character should be attempted. 
The aim of all these measures was necessarily the ~reduction of the cast of 
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production per unit and the increase of the margin of profit. or altrmatlvdy 
the diminution of the margin of loss.) Labo~r cost is in most induatries an lm-1 
portant component of the cost structure, and(). reduction of the labour cost had 'i 
also to be attempted. ]'J'bere were two ways in which this could be c!one. 
Either the rate of payment per unit of labour could be reduced or each unit 
of labour could be made to go further in the productive effort either by in
creasing its efficiency or by bringing about a reduction in the number of units of 
labour required in the different processes::J. The effort to reduce wages was 
usually made first, but was not always succe;s£_!!!; In most important industrial 
countries the power of organised labour was usually responsible for preventing 
any immediate or drastic cuts in wage rates. Even in India, however, where 
labour organisation was notoriously weak, employers did not always find it easy 
to cut down rates of wages. The classic instance in this connection is that of 
the Cotton Textile industry in the City of Bombay. This industry entered in 
1924-25 a period of depression, which lasted for almost a decade. The Tariff 
Board which reported in 1927 found that among other things the level of 
wages in Bombay was one of the reasons of its lack of competitive power. Ef
forts on the part of millowners to bring about a reduction were, however, 
stoutly opposed by labour, and it was not till 1933-34 that a radical adjustmeut 
of wage levels was actually effected.L Prof. Clay states that the opposition to 
reduction in wage rates offered by workers in the depressed 1ridustries in Great 
Britain was justified by them on two main grounds. Firstly, the workers felt 
that the depression was so deep and widespread that any practicable reduction 
in wage-rates would hardly affect it. Secondly, they feared that they were 
being asked to make a sacrifice, not to revive trade but to lessen the losses or in
crease the profits of retailers, banks, loanholders, etc:1 It may be noted that 
when explanations were offered of the attitude of textile workers in Bombay City 
they were very similar to the arguments enumerated by Prof. Clay, and that 
they were about equally, justified in the Bombay Cotton Textile industry and in 
the British industries. 

In the circumstances, it was natural that the efforts. to reduce labour 
costs per unit of output by ways other than a direct cut in the wage-rates should 
be made in Bombay. The main direction in which the effort was made was 
that of asking each operative to do more wo* or mind more machines than 
he was ordinarily used to. In this connection; it is interesting to compare the 
history of the progrci~ of the Cotton Textile industry in the two centres of Bom
bay and Ahmedabad during the last twenty years. This history throws a side
light on the problem with which economists are always concerned as to whether 
it is during a depression or a boom that me~oc!S of production in industry get 
improved. The Bombay ·and Ahmedabad industries were during this period 
in greatly dissimilar positions. The financial position of the Bombay industry 
was crippled, and it was losing the markets which it had_ previously built up for 
its stock products. The Ahmedabad 'industry was, on the other hand, mak
ing good profits and increasing the variety and q,J.Ji!Ity of its production, and 
thus gaining new markets. In Ahmedabad, the¢ore, progress took the form 
of the installation of u~to-date improved machinery in new units and the 
renovation of the plant in older units. Considerable attention was paid in this 
centre to improvement in the character of prodliction. In Bombay almost no 
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improvement which required any substantial capital outlay was und.ertaken. 
Thus new labour-saving machinery such as in the preparatory proccssc:s was much 
more prominent in Ahmedabad than in Bombay. Labour-saving practices, on 
the othu hand, l\"ere mostly initiated and extended in Bombay, while they were 
comparatively unknown in Ahmedabad. Attention to improvements in pro
duction was also paid much later in Bombay than in Ahmedabad. A pan oC 
the difference in the history of the two centres is to be explained by the differing 
composition of the managing agency firms and the position occupied by them 
in the two centres; a part was, however, a1so due to the difference between the 
financial strength of the industry in the two centres. It is notc:worthy by contrast 
that the Indian Coal Mining Comminee1 found that in the working of Indian 
collieries waSteful methods were followed both during p!Upttity and during 
depression. 

When labour-saving plant requiring considerable capital outlay begins 
to be introduced in an industry, the problem created by it is usually not of an 
intense character. Because the process of the installation of such plant is 
necessarily a gradual one, it am takes place usually in an expanding industry 
and rarely results in the actual displacement of employed labour. It is unlikely 
that a de~ industry will attract any considerable amount oC new capital; 
this was exemp~ in the British export industries and in the Bombay Canon 
Textile industry. The chief effect of the introduction of such labour-saving 
plant is. therefore, of not bringing about an expansion in the demand for labour 
to the· same extent to which it would otherwise have taken place. This seems 
to have happened to some extent in the Ahmedabad Canon TextJ.le industry • 
It may also have happened in the Coal Mining industry in the Raniganj and 
Jbaria coal-fields. In these fields, according to information published in the Report 
of the Coal Mining Committee, the number oC collieries worked mainly or soldy 
by steam or electrical power increased in a considerable proportion between the. 
years 1919 and 1935. and there was a couesponding decline during the period 
in the proportion of collieries raising coal mainly or entirely by hand labour. 

Rationalisation or efficiency systems oC labour as undertaken in Bombay, 
however, create an acute problem, for they lead to a fear of direct unemploy
ment amongst worker.; and that usually at times of a trade depression. It was 
natural. in the circumstanCfS, tJlat workers should strenuously oppose the in
troduction of rationalised methods of work. 

Among the problems of labour management raised by rationalisation the 
problem of the additional strain invotved is• perhaps the easiest to solve. Ad
ditional strain and fatigue may be imposed on workmen as a result of asking 
them t0 wunore intensive work. It is pointed out by employen that if conditions 
of work are improved, if the layout of the plant is "altered, if bcncr materials 
art!. provided and certaiJi other measures taken, there is no reason why minding 
'more machines should mean really more work. Again by means of systematic 
~e an(!" motion studies the methods of work usually adopted by labouren can 
be sa changed that output is increased without involving extra strain. In theory 
all_these claims m!ght be conceded; whethu, in practice. they are always ful
filled is another manu. In the first instance it should be remembered that 

I "Bepan of llle Cod lliDiDg Committee.• 1937. Vol. I, pp. IU-3. 
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the technique of time and motion studies is highly specialised and that these 
studies require the co-operation of a number of different types of experts. The 

(industrial engineer, the industrial ~hologist, and the industrial physiologist) 
must all co-operate if really dependable results are to be obtained; and the view 
that the experts must take of the problem must be a long range view and must 
not be confined to the need of obtaining immediate economies. So far as is 
known, no specialised technicians have been employed for the purpose where this 
work is carried out in India, and such technicians as are available ~re all 
industrial engineers. It is not implied that the results obtained have been 
necessarily wrong; .. but only that, in the circumstances, these results are not of 
a character that might be called scientific, and that they cannot be treated 
with implicit confidence. or course, in countries where all types. of fully 
equipped experts are available, there arises the further difficulty that labourers 
do not feel that they can trust the results of experiments or observations made by 
persons in the employ of the owner. Mr. Cole2 has suggested that this difficulty 
might be got over if trade unions engaged experts on their part, and the data 
required for the "scientific management" were collected jointly. This suggestion 
can be carried out only if there exist highly organised unions of workers rich 
enough to pay for the services of competent experts. Lack of organisation and 
funds, however, is not the only difficulty. If there is a strong feeling among 
the mass of workers against rationalisation methods, trade u!l:i.on leaders may 
find it inexpedient to co-operate actively in working out measures that are un
popular, because the appointment of experts on the side of labour places on 
labourers the responsibility of accepting ungrudgingly all the innovations to 

•which their experts agree.' 

It should be noted that in Ahmedabad, where in the Cotton Textile 
industry rationalisation in the ring spinning department was brought about by . 
joint agreement between the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. and the 
Textile Labour Association, the Labour Association is now taking up, the 
Millowners complain, a merely non-possumus attitude in respect of the proposals 
for all the other departments. 

These. difficulties arise even when it is presumed that the employers are 
anxious to conduct careful experiments before embarking on any venture in the 
direction of intensification, and that they would not attempt anything which is 
not warranted by the results of such experiments. This presumption cannot, 
however, be made in conditions under which concerns are managed in India. 
Bombay is the only centre where intensification has been undertaken on any 
considerable scale. If there is any such movement in the Jute industry! nothing 

2 Cole, G. D. H., "Payment of Wages," 19"..8, Preliminary Chapter. 
3 In this cooneetion, the experience of the Pequot Mills in U. S. A. recorded in one 

of the L L. 0. atudit'B on Industrial Relations, is very instructive. In thls mill the man· 
agem~nt was confronted by the necessity of reducing eosta of production in 1928, and 
aubmttted as a result ~ain proposals re~rding rationalisation which it intended to 
adopt to _workers. The ~orkers' Union took the unusual step of consulting a manage· 
ment engtneer and submttted counter pro!'osals. tntimately joint research was•agreed "
upon and the scheme of joint research worked for some years In 1933 it had however 
to be given ·up chiefly bccnuse under it Union officials were l~ft with the chief work of 
persuading workets .to accept the proposals of the Joint .Research Committt'e and this led 
to their assuming too much tt'Bponsibility and to a loss of confidence m' them among 
workera. L L. O. "Studies in Industrial Relations," m, 1935. . 
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is ~~:Down outside ~bout Its character and its dtcets. An dtort in this direction m a 
ccmccm like the Tata Iron and St.ed Co. may be taken to proceed deliberately by 
lt3g!:S. The Coal Mining Committee ( 1937) does not in its remarks on rationali
sation refer to intensification of labour, but it is understood that progress b this 
direction in the coal-mining industry is not marked. The Cawnpore Labour 
Inquiry Committee notes that "rationalisation in the sense of intensification is 
to be found only in two or three mills on any extensive scale, and only nrely has 
intensification been introduced in complete sections." The Committee, however, 
does not record the preliminary steps, if any, adopted by employers before under
taking intensification, though it records the impre.&on that. in a modem spinning 
side it seemed as if less strain was involved on the workers though they minded 
more spindles than in the older mills. In Bombay, however, rationalisation in 
the sense of intensification has been taking place for more than a decade, and 
has now been introduced by all types of concerns. The pioneers of this m~ 
ment did conduct, it is reported, according to their light and with such means 
as were at their disposal, certain experiments by way of observation and testing. 
It is, however, equally true that subsequently the measures of intensification 
were widely copied, and that they were not all necessarily adopted under the 
same conditions and after making the same improvements and taking the same 
precautions as in the original ventures. The Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
therefore, felt it Wussary in 1934 to lay down certain conditions under which 
.alone any measure of rationalisation should be undertaken by the member mills 
in the various departments. The recommendations made by an expert com
mittee in this behalf were to be observed ·by all member mills. A resolution to 
this effect was adopted at about the same time as the adoption of the minimum 
wage schedule, but it proved very much more diflicult of enforcement than that 
schedule. In the nature of things the detailed recommendations of an Expert 
Committee in such a matter could not be carried out by a body which could not 
enforce its resolutions by any effective sanctions and which had no inspecting 
or supervisory ·staff. In such circumstances, there could be no guarantee of a 
careful ob;ervation of the instructions, and it is well-known that certain limits 
laid down by the Committee have become completely ineffective in practice. 
On the other hand, it is equally true that conditions in rationalised departments 
have distinctly improved in recent years, and that complaints and disputes on 
this score of rationalisation are fewer in number now than they were a few 
yean ago. 

So much with regard to complaints regarding additional strain. The 
problem of the extra wage is even more complicated. The workers, if they do 
not refuse to mmd. more machines on the ground of the task being beyond 
their capacity, will at least demand extra paymenL The extra payment de
manded may be to the extent of all the gain which may result from intensi

, fication. The extreme attitude on the other Ji_de is exempli6ed by the view ex
~prc:ssed by certain employers that in so far as minding more machines involved 
.. no additional strain, there seemed no reason why any additional payment should 
be made to workers. In actual practice a suhrumtial increment in wage ntcs 
had to be conceded in the initial stages in order to induce workers to under· 
take the extra work under the changed conditions. The extra payment il 
usually expressed as a percentage of the original wage rate. It should be noted, 
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however, that this manner of expressing is not the result of any caref'ul calcuJa.. 
tions or any attempt to allocate gains which might result from intensification 
as between capital and labour; it does not also indicate any calculation in tentll 
of added work. ~pt at allocation of gains mll.'lt proceed by way of Uo' 

sessin_g__ the net gaill.! 'Ibis involves catcUiabons of cap1tal costs required for 
-additional equipment, etc., and of increased running C05ts such as may have to 

be incurred for supplying, for example, better materials, etc. No figures of 
any such calculatioi'IS have been published. Moreover, the net gains mll.'lt 
differ from unit to unit, while the percentage added to the wage is now or· 
dinarily uniform for all units in a centre. The added percentage is also not 
correlated to the extra strain l;ecause that also is measurable only with diffi. 
culty and is in actual fact not measured. (The increase in the wage rate merely 
represents the result of the ordinary type' of bargaining between employers and 
workers~ Intensification was expected to yield by employe~. and did in fact 
yield, certain economics in working expenses which should add to profits made. 
That these economies were being made was realised by the worke~. Hence they 
demanded before working on the new system extra remuneration, and o~ 
tained it m05tly in proportion to the strength or weakness of their bargaining 
position. In the early days of the movement workers prepared to undertake 
the new type of work were few; hence the larger paymen~ When later the 
system' became more familiar to workers and their supply became larger, the 
extra remuneration could be reduced. In Dombay an attempt was made by 
the millowners at the time of the introduction of the minimum wage schedule 
to bring about uniformity in the extra percentage paid in all concerns for given 
types of rationalised systems of work. At about the same time double-side 
working in ring-spinning was adopted in mills in Ahmedabad as a result of an 
agreement between the two sides. It is perhaps an index of the relative bar
gaining position of labour in Bombay and Ahmedabad, that while in Bombay 
the percentage over the pay of the single-s:de sider that a double-side sider 
should get fixed uniformly at 33 per cent, in 1934 the corresponding per
centage ed in the agreement l;etween the employe~· and labourers' or
ganisa • ns in Ahmedabad was 45· 

'Rationalisation, it is usually claimed, is the only means of raising the. 
level of wages. J In so far as rationalisation embraces all measures by which the 
net product of indll.'ltry available for distribution can he increased, this claim 
is jll.'ltified if we presume that the labourers are already obtaining as large a 
proportion as possible of the product.·. M05t measures of rationalisation have, 
however, some effect on employment, and the total effect of the process can 
be judged only by taking into account the resultant employment situation: It 
may, for example, happen that rationalisation, Widely adopted, brings ~bout 
such changes in the market relations between capital and labour that labour 
as a whole suffers either by an added volume of unemployment or by a reduced • 
share of the product of the industry that it is able to secure for i~lf. (Thll.'l' 
in spite of the size of the product having increased, the absolute income of the 
labouring classes as a whole may not be increased by the process.)This leads 
to the fuitbcr consideration that the gains from rationalisation accruing to 
workers in a particular industry cannot be confined to and wholly conserved 
within the indll.'ltry unless the market for labour in the indll.'ltry is a closed one. 
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,The gains from the rationalised system of work are expressed as an added per
centage to a basic wage only so long as the rationalised system of work is new 
and has not been adopted generally.j When the rationalised system becomes 
itscll the general method of working, no meaning could be attached to this 
added percentage/, And when this happens the disparity that may have tem
porarily crept in 'between the remuneration to workers in rationalised system 
of work and other workers of &imilar capacity elsewhere is not likely to be 
maintained for long. '. The point may be brought out clearly by a concrete 
illustration. The work of minding one side of a frame in ring spinning may 
be taken to be work of 'SCDli-Wlled character involving a certain intensity of 
effort. The payment made for it would then, on an average, bear a certain 
relation to payment for semi-Wlled work ·among other types of industrial la
bour. The minding of two sides by a ring-sider being an innovation, the 
double-sider is initially able to obtain a hightr wage-rate. Is the higher wage
rate likely to be ~ed for a long time? It could be sustained only if mind
ing two sides was really work requiring proportionately greater skill and greater 
intensity of effort. If, however, this was not so, the supply of double-siders 
would in course of time be made as easily available as that of single-siders and 
that of semi-Wlled formerly; and the relation between the wages of the double
siders and workers in other industries would be improved only to the extent 
that double-side Working was truly more intense or more skilled. This naturally 
follows from the assumption that gains acauing by the progress in technique 
in a single industry cannot be confined to employers or labourers in that in
dustry alone, but must be spread in course of time over the entire economic 
system. I have, in arguing as I have done, of course, neglected the important 
factor of stickiness in the Indian situationJ l Whatever its effects in delaying 
the pi'OCC$ of adjustment, it seems unlikely' that the pressure of labour supply 
would allow the gains to be conserved in a particular industry unless they were 
protected by the strong power of organised labour. Similarly under any scheme 
of regulation also the. regulating authority could not for long maintain wages 
in a particular industry or trade at a level which was out of rclation with levels 
obtaining in other industries. Rationalisation then can be considered a means 
of raising the wage level materially only if it was a widespread movement. 
Confined to a single industry and to a few centres it could not appreciably 
raise the level of the average wage rates of industrial labour::_. 

When, however, rationalisation is considered as a wide-spread move
ment it becomes all the more necessary to consider the effects that it is likely 
to have on the employment situation in the country. The progress of ration
alisation in India has been limited in extent so far. It is not possible, there
lore, to argue as the basis of past experience. The enquiry into wages and 
unemployment in the Bombay Cotton Textile industry conducted by a La-

, hour Office in I 934 was directed in part io the effects of rationalisation. The 
report of the enqUiry contains the following observations: "It has been esti
mated that during the last few years, as a result of the introduction of rational 
methods of work, the number employed has been reduced by about ten thou
sand persons. . H we, however, ·take into consideration the number employed 
on ni~~f~ will be found that the diminution in employment is incon• 
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Sidcrable."• ~~It seems to be taken for granted in this extr.tul tbat increased night
shift working is a necessary result of the adoption of rational methods of worL 
This cannot, however, be conceded as a general proposition. During the period 
1926-27 to 1936-37 the Cotton Textile industry in Bombay underwent a con
traction in size. \ The number of units as well as the number of spindles and 
looms working Wa.s diminished, but the average daily number of persons em
ployed decreased in even a greater _proportion; the average number of persons 
daily employed having been 154 thousand and 109 thousand in 1921H7 and 
1936-37 respectively. In the process of contraction the firms that rationalised 
their methods of work were perhaps, on that account, enabled to avoid the ef
fects of generally depressed conditions, and they might even have been able 
to secure a part of the work that was lost by their unlucky competitors in the 
centre. These circumstances cannot, however, be taken as typical of condi
tions in all centres where rationalisation is undertaken. 

It is not necessary for me to embark upon an elaborate clissertation on 
the effects of rationalisation on employmenL {t is, I believe, common ground 
that in the short run rationalisation is likely to lead to unemployment in par
ticular: industries.') Unless the demand for the products of an industry is very 
elastic~ rationalisation on any large scale must lead to a diminution in the em
ployment offered in the industry which is ratio~ r Theft is no doubt that 
even in the short run rationalisation may lead ,to some expansion in the de
mand for the products of the capital-goods industries>vhich supply the addi
tional plant and equipment required by the rationalised industry. There is 
nothing to indicate that this will be large enough to compensate the unemploy
ment caused, and ordinarily the presumption is tha( it will not be correspond
ingly large.\ In any case, in the short run. an immediate problem .of unem
ployment will be created in the rati~nalised industries as the persons displaced 
in this industry arc not likely to be those newly absorbed in the capital goods 
industries. Means must, of course, be devised to deal with this problem.'"' In . 
the long run rationalisation, it is pointed out, must mean an increase iii the 
national incom~· Whatever the proportion in which this increase is divided 
among the different classes, it is bound to increase the total demand for goods 
and~ serYICCS, us lead to increased employment in liomc direction or 
another. 

is not my intention to discuss the recondite· problems concerned with 
the effects of rationalisation on the standard of living and such problems as 
those of transfer of labourers from one industry to another, etc. I, however, 
desire to draw attention to one important aspect of the problem which is par• 
ticularly important to us in India. The form in which I would raise this ques
tion is as follows. Can we presume that the increased demand for capital goods or 
for consumption goods or services which results fi:om rationalisation will mean in
creased employment ~thin the country itself? 'We cannot in this context talk. 
of a closed market.' It is largely mternational forces that arc forcing ration
alisation on us today' and have forced it on us for the last 100 years or more; 
and the repercussions of the rationalisation of our economic system arc spread 
over the entire economic world; The question I want to raise may be il· 
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Justrated by such questions as the dl'ects of the rationalisation or our transport 
system and the further spread of mechanised industry. McchaniAAtion of road 
transport has, for example, almost revolutionized conditions of internal trade. 
It has in some cases very considerably lowered costs of transport of commodities 
and alsG for the movement of people. It has given rise to new repair in
dustries in the country, and created a demand for new types of goods and 
acrviccs which did not exist before. The major kind of new demand to which 
it has given rise-that for automobiles and for petroleum-bas, however, 
created employment entirely outside the country. On the other hand, the un. 
employment caused by it among previous types of road carriers in the coun
try-men and animalr-has been very considerable and has seriously affected 
the character of the rural economy of many tracts. The economic working 
of other transport agencies, like railways, in which considerable capital had 
t.ccn sunk previously has also been harmed. I am not trying to strike a bal
ance of advantage and disadvantage resulting from the mechanisation of road 
transport, but merely desire to emphasize the fact that in-ooDsidcring the total 
cfl'ccts of particular measures of rationalisation, attention must also be paid 
to the question as' to whether new employment created by it, is within the 
country or without it. ·, Or consider, for example, the sudden development of 
the sugar industJ't in India following the imposition of a protective tariff bn 
sugar. The large capital-goods demand created by it affected economic activity 
outside India so far as the demand for machinery was concerned. This in
deed has always been the case in all expansion of large scale machine industry 
inln~ 

Another aspect of the movem~t towards further rationalisation in fac
tory industry that we must consider is the cfl'ect it will have on other ~ of 
industrial activity in the country.') All steps towards a further C!teapcning or a 
further diversity of the production of factory industry extends still further the 
.margin at which it can compete with the .hand and artisan industry. Thus 
rationalisation will not only rcswt in the creation of a certain amount of un
employment in the factory industry itself; but may create even a greater amount 
of it in the hand industry. The scope of such considerations is not necessarily 
limited to activities which directly produce the same type of products. They 
extend also to the activities concerned with the production of goods which 
the products of the rationalised industry might also possibly substitute. . The 
extended use of a material like cement may provide examples of substitution 
for a wide range of matcriaJS previously in usc. The belief in the almost 
automatic operation of corrective forces following large scale technological 
changes has of recent years been given up. Its placc has teen taken by a 
recognition of the serious nature, of the short term d.ifficultics created, and 
by an emp~ on the problem ot transfer, while maintaining at the same time 
that the long run cfl'ccts of the changes must necessarily be advantageous. 
Even this analysis has. howe\rer, not usually taken any notice of rcpcrcussions 
of rationalising procesS on the economy of particular collntrics. I fed that 
in shaping national policies such considerations have great importance, and 
that they tend to emphasize &till further the d.ifficulties created, in a period 
which is not too short, by any rapid progress in the adoption of labour saviug 
machinery and devices calculated to intensify labour effort. 
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The foregoing argument must not be taken to mean a plea for an 
embargo on all further advance in technical or machine equipment or on at· 
tempts at improving the efficiency of labour. In the ultimate analys:.S a cate
gorical prohibition ·or this character cannot be in our_ national interest; and 
such a prohibition might prove a_uicidal )from the point of view of our in-. 
dustrics. ( Our industries compete in the home market and abroad with the 
industries of other . countries, to a certain cxten~ They cannot afford, there
fore, to remain far behind the technological practice of industry in the world 
as a whole~ Further, though it is true that our low wage level itself prevents 
the adoption of certain types of advanced equipment and practices, it has to 
be realised that this is a factor of not very considerable importance in the 
general progress of technology; for; 'tisually the efJects of new inventions and 
new devices are so ccono1Qical as to· make their adoption profitable in spite 
even of a low wage levei:V While admitting the force of these considerations 
I would emphasize the need for paying greater attention to what have usually 
been dismissed by the economists as short term considerations. A short term 
in this case may well cover the life of a whole generation, and we cannot be 
neglectful of the catastrophic changes that may be brought about in the life 
of the present generation .in consideration merely of the possible beneficial ef
fects to future generations. I believe that there is enough force in all these 
contentions for the State(to attempt a definition of its poliey in this matter~': 
They would also( justify in. my opinion a policy of regulation in such directions 
as the State can undertake. The State in India has now deliberately embarke 
upon a policy of protection:\ Such a policy commits the State to a careful 
shaping of the development of forms of economic activity in the country. 
There can thus arise no objection in principle to the regulation by the State 
of the directions in which, and the pace at which, these industrial activities 
should progress. Provided suitable means can be found, the guidance and 
regulation by the State of steps towards rationalisation in all industries is 
surely to be welcomed.) Today the problem may not, everywhere, appear im
portant, but it tends to grow with the progress of time and of industrialisation. 
I must leave the matter at this stage; for any detailed consideration of the 
various methods of regulation, their applicability and practicability, will take 
me far beyond the subject of tbis series. 
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LEC'ruRE V 

INDUSTRIAL RElATIONS 
(THE :uosT important problem of all in connection with industrial la

bour is the problem of the maintenance of in~~ ~CC.\ The problem of 
the conflict of !a~-~Jl.capitaJ .in_its~pi.esen!_!~~ is(cntirtly the _product of 
Iarg~Cmdustry.:..__ Concentration of economic powci in -the-hands of indi
vidual employers leads to CII\Pl9ymcnt by them of workers in the mass. 
Workers employed in one place- ~Y. one employer of a similar cW8 and work
ing under similar conditions tend in course of time to act togethcr in thei(' 
dealings with the empiC?yer. ·\%en worken as a body begin to act together 
a difference of opinion regarding conditions of work or · payment between 
workers on the one band and the employer on the other has consequ~ 
which affect simultaneously large numbers of labourers. In the ab5ence of 
conjoint action the employer would deal separately with the individual worker, 
and the failure to come to an aueement regarding conditions of work could 
not, in such circumstances, be fdt simultaneously over a large body of workers. 

('~:he concentratio<n of economic power in the band$ of the individual em
ployer, which is the essence of large-scale cnterprise;Jcads to employees having 
to act together in order to protect their interests adequately) and it is this that 
pres its special character to industrial disputes in the mOdem world.\ Once 
labourers leani to act together, such joint action is not necessarily limited to 
workers employed in a single concern. Workers similarly situated, whether 
employed by the samc;..concern or not; find it advantageous to act together in 
a variety of ways. tfhe employers in their turn find it DCCC$3.f)' to lay aside. 
for the time being, ~eir business rivalries and to act together in order, among 
other objects, to deal more efiectivdy with demands made by organized bodies 
of worken in industry. The ~bich..J:all..k__atf~te~l._ h.Y -~ _ ~gle dispute 
thus tends to become p~ely wider with the growth in size and scope 
of .:.~_Q.rganisations-~rkers..and. employer5: When industrial disputes u
sume this character their outbreak sometimes· involves a complete stoppage in 
the working of parts of the economic system, and if the stoppage is in an organ 
.that is vital they -threaten to bring. the whole system, at times, to a standstilL 

! It is then no longer possible to look upon these disputes in the same manner as 
the inability of two parties to an exchange to reach a bargain would ordinarily 
be looked upon in the economic system. Frequent breakdowns of. parts of the 
economic system are liable to impoverish a community: the prevention 
of industrial strife ihus assumes an important role • tiona! policy. 

The problem of ~e maintenance of in ustrial. peace may be dealt 
with from ·~o different points of view~ In the first instance measures may 
be taken· to narrow the grounds on which difference of opinion can arise.
What I have -saiJ.! in fermer lectures regarding the regulation of wa.;es aimed 
at this. resulV£ wage payments are systematised and regulated, the pos
aibility of djsputes regar~g them is rendered smaller than if they were 
chaotic and settled capriciously. It is possible to deal &imila.rly with aU thQ 
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~ore hnportant of the usualaubjc:cts of di,putes. For example, ,a proper sys
tem of recruitment· or the adoption of a regular procedure before dismissal 
of an employee can take place, must lead to an improvement 1n industrial 
rilations. c[!:; measure that leads to a feeling of contentment among the 
working and to the creation of a confidence that they were,, as indi-., 
viduall and as a c:Ws, being dealt with justly must automatically help the 1 
furtherance of the cause of industrial peacef This, of course, is the main di
rution from which the problem has to be taCkled for obtaining a lasting aolu
tioD. But, however great the progre;s in this direction, there will arise occa
.sions on which a difference of opinion regarding the terms of the bargain will 
be evident between the two parties. It is the handling ()f occasions of this char· 
acter with which the machinery and technique qi maintaining industrial peace 
is more particularly concerned. · · 

{ Prpf. Pigou has pointed out that disputes arise because of the existence ' 
of a margin of indeterminateness in the settlement of all exchanges or bar
~ins.1 \ r U ~dcr given conditions ther~ was a fixed point at. which alo~ a ~
ticular ~arg;un could be settled and if, further, both parties to the bargam. 
knew the existence of such a point and its exact location, no dispute could 
arise. In fact, however, no such definite points Cast; an~ there always are,· 
according to particular circumstances, wide m: narrow limits ~thin which the 
pos!ibility of the settlement of a bargain lies.) There is a1so considerable 
i~rcmce on both sides regarding the r~_!~ts _of the situation and a1so re
garding the strength and disposition of the other party. - r have shown in a 
former lecture ·that when indCpendent committees of investigation or arbitral 
tribunals consider the settlement of disputes, the factors that 'they take into 
consideration arc of such general character that their quantitative evaluation 
and weighing presents a cii!!Lciilt problem. In such evaluation themhjective ele
ment must necosa.rily enter to a large degree. The judgement arrived at by com
mittees whose composition differs considerably from each other is, therefore, 
likely to be wide apart even though the data on which they base their con- ' 
elusions arc identical. If this can be said of committees composed pf per-: 
IOns who have no direct interest in a diSpute, it is not unnatural that ~ 
parties to the dispute, being both interested and being not as accurately or 
fully informed as a committee of investigation would ordinarily" be, should 
hold expectations greatly at variance with each other. . An outsider, or an/ 
authority like the §..~~ can in such circumstances help, in a number of 
ways, to bring about a better appreciation of the situation by the two parties. 
and to indu~e into them a reasonable frame. of mind. 1 · . 

Before attempting to discuss the methods_by which this can be d~ne 
and their propriety and efficacy, a few words on the peculiar character of the 
situation in India would not be out of place. Though organised industry in 
India has a comparatively long history, the problem of industrial ~ce is of 
rcc:ent growth. It is largely a product of theiast twentY-five~yeari:-·-B~fo~e 
this period joint action on. the part of labour was almost unknown. While there 
has been during the last two decades a considerable growth of unionism its 
character is yet peculiar. Looking at the comparative strength of the 'two 
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/parties it is dear that in India
1 
the employers are. as a rule, immeasurably 

stronger than labour.'; The mill agents in the Jute industry have long been 
oijaDiSCd m a strong 3S'50cia.tion. Similar is the case with the Cotton Textile 
manufacturers in centres like Bombay and Ahmedabad."J In the smaller cen
tres of this industry like Cawnpore, Coimbatore, or Shlifi'pur, organisations of 
employers have sprung up in recent years. The Coal-mining intm:sts an: 
organised in a number of separate bodies; and in the newer industries like 
Cement and Sugar the employers seem to be able to act, on occasions, with 
~ greater cohesion ~ in th~ older-estabmbed industri~ The 0~~ 

boos of workers ~ m companson to be !m_~. and~lildf~ve.. The 
m -- · assocabon is not always all-comprehensive, 
but the number of DQn-members of particular employers• associations from 
among the constituents in the industry is always comparatively small. The 
proportion of the members of unions amongst industrial workers is, on the 
other hand, very small. ( Such a disparity in the strength of membership be
tween employers' and warkcrs' organisations is, of coone, not peculiar to 
India, but it is certainly more marked in this country than c:lsewher€ 

. An important characteristic of Indian labour organisation, which is 
not usually found in other countries, js,' the small extent to which the leaders 
and organisers ~e from the ranb of ~al"""work~A The explanation of 
this"]>henom~~orTanovd.-The-~o-rteH-~~dia are ~L illitaa.!C 
and un[amil_!!!..)Vlth- the urban type of social orgarusabons. Unless; thaefon; 
the worker is specially trained for the purpose. he cannot easily take to the 
work of union organisation. And even if a small number of workers passcssing. 
rudiments of a literary education helped in some kinds of organisational work, 
it is rarely possible for this ~ to throw up leaders who will be sufficiently 
well-equipped ·to build and keep together a big union or a big movemenL 
iThe leadership of the movement, therefore, nsted in the beginning and bas 
lremained till today with outsiders. The outsiders have belonged chidly to two 
c:Iassts. They have either been ~ workers or they have been propagandist 
adherents of some ~!ive .school_ of thoughl=either politica! .o!:}~C!? .. I!.wic. In 
recent yeaa the latter ~ has largely tended to diSplace the former. The 
type of leadership obtained by particular organisations has been important 
in shaping the COUIX of their history. 

Trade unions of labourers in India have again de\~ little in the 
way ·of normal_f~ons for _day-to-day work. Lack of recogDition, from 
which they suffer almOst universally, has no doubt bien partly responsible for.., 
this; because the unions have been unable to deal with the pettier grievances 
of their membens by getting into touch with the employer in the ordinary way. 
It remains true, however, that they have also for one reason or another usu
ally not found it possiole or thought it cbirable to give sufficient attention 
to orgamgog any common or corporative activities which might interest or 
help ~ members. The result has been that in a large number of cases 
Indian unions have laid themselves __ open _to _the; -~-!hat- they were' little 
JQore than strike commi~- ·The ebb and flow of union mcmberullp in 
re.l~itiOJitO-strikti and Struggles with employers is to be observed all over the 
world, but the amplitude of these movements is perhaps largtr with us than 
clscwhcrc. 
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One of the causes which has contnouted to the stow growth of labour 
organisation in India and the fluctuations in the number of their membership 
has been, that labour in lndi~anently attached to indiJ!!n'·\ The 

I connection with the village of the labourer ;IS a fe"lffiife1llaf'iiiCRoyaiJ com· 
·mission on Indian Labour thought it desirable to conserve. But while it gives 
certain strength to the individual labourer's position and affords hlm some \ 
relief, it also undoubtedly weakens the strength of the class as a whole.! A 
worker not wholly dependent on his industrial job is 1not keenly interested in 
the urban and class organisations; ·a mass which is composed largely of such 
individuals cannot be 'expected to' be well-knit, and an organisation which 
contains a considerable number of members so situated could not well be 
strong. All this, of -course, applies specially to or~tions of industrial 
workers and not of such classes as railway empl9yees who contain within 
them a large black-coated element. 

' Employers .of -labour in India-Me- well--aware.-of~.the- wCaknesses._of. _the. 
Jndian Trade Unions. I The line they have so far Jaken is, therefore, that of 
fdeclinlngtodeal with leaderio£-such unions.aa.exis~ It has often been argued 
that employer! of labour themselves b~~efit from the existence of organisation 
amongst labourers. (Organised labour, it is said, is easier to deal with-! and 
that it is, therefore, in the interests :~f employers to encourage the building ttp1 
of such organisations. , This, however, ~-!J"Ue only if the employers as a class 
take a broad view of the problem counting iit all the social implications. From 
the point of view of _!!t _ _!I!diYiduaL employer,. _org~~ti~n _ necessarily means 
an improv~en~ _in_ the bargaining strength of the la~'?u~Cf_-~wpich· would 
result, perhaps, in a pe~anent increase of the share of proceeds going lo him. 
The industry as a whole may profit from such a redistribution which might 
react ori the efficiency of the workers and also give them -greater confidence 
and self-respect. ,- It is, howeyer, too much to expect individual employers 
to adopt this point of vie~ !Consequently employers have always been keen 
on preventing the establishment of th~ right of collective bargaining even at 
the risk sometimes of considerable imttiediate lossJ Such considerations fall. 
in the category of what Prof. Pigou calls "ne~tive cos~T}l_e~employers 1 
consider it worthwhile to incur even considerable -~~ate losses if they can .1 

~rmanently prev_ent ~ inconvenie~t u~_on f~m. comin? into existen~e. , (th~ 
history of the strikes m all the maJor mdustnes m India shows _the gre~t re
luctance of employers to deal ·with leaders of such labour organisations as· 
may exist, .and when forced by circumstances or outside pressure to deal· with 
them they are seen to be anxious to withdraw from the position as soon as · 
possible) Though few strikes have been undertaken iri India specially §o 
obtain recognition for a Union or to establish the right' of collective bargain
ing,' .. these questions have always a..o:sumcd great importance in all major strik , , 
whatever the reason for their commencement. . 

The problem of the maintenance of industrial peace in I~dia may thu5 
be said to be ~n _its initial stages:; In those countries in which strong organisations 
of labour with~~ye~liabitually deal exist already, the problem is 
CSllcntially one of educating and informing public opinion and of putting the 
two parties in a reaso1mble frame of mind. ' With us it is one of initially helping-
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r~ proper organisation of workers and ~btaining for it the right to bargain col
~·1cctivcly; these problems have to be solved before we can go on to CYOlvc a 
reasonable system of industrial rdatiom. • 

(\ve may also note at this place some of the important features which 
may be observed in India in the progress of industrial relations and the conduct 
of strikes. These arise chiefly fro~ the peculiarities of trade union organisation 
to which I have referred above. \_!n the fi~ inmnce the influence of outside 
leadership must be taken to influence the character of th~~ues on which con
flict arises and the degree to which roistance is offered. Outside leadership 
docs not ordinarily adopt the rotricted point of view o a particular union or 
class of workers. It is bound to import into the movement the objectives o( 

the·~-~~ economic p~aropby by ~hich it is actuated. } This should o~ 
be taken to 1D1ply that ordinary trade uruon leaders have no philarophy. It IS 

well-known that in most countries there are sharp differences of opinion among 
trade union leaders on fundamental questions of policy which tum largely on 
the social o!)=COoomic faith they prof~ The conduct of union affairs is also 
largely inf}Uenced by these opinions. I would, however, draw a distinction 

• between '.r'eaders who are primarily union leaders, for whom the immediate 
interests of the particular union which they lead and which, perhaps, they have 
.helped in buildiri~up the interot of its individual member, are mattcn ol 

/paramount importan and with whom their creed does no more than colour 
· the general poli d leaders who are primarily interoted in a faith or a 

philarophy and its spread and 1o whom (unionisation of labour is an incident 
and a means to certain ultimate ends.) I would further make clear that I -do 
not mean to imply that either the one or oth;r type of leadership is superior(_! 
wish merely to !haw attention to the fact tha~e have mostly had so fat.the latter 
type of leadership prominent in our labour movement,"\and. that this neces
sarily bas important consequences on the nature of its development and the 
course of industrial conflict.) It greatly influences, for example, the determi
nation of the sticking point·of the WQrkers. Prof. Pigou describes the sticking 
point in the following terms: "In considering their policy, the work people's 
association will reflect that, if they elect to fight a battle about wages, the 
fight will cost them so much and the terms obtained at the end are likely 
to be such and such. Weighing up these things they will determine on a certain 
minimwn wage which it is worth while if nCCC!Sal)' to accept rather than fig&t."2 

It must be admitted that it bas often appeared, at. least to the owtral ob-
"server, that' in Iodian __ jrulustri.a.L.dispQt~ ~tl!e.. ~c_!4ng_p<>il;l!_has-~ fixed at~ 
! too high -~gure;.. '1'his must be due to two sets of causes: ( F'mtly, that the 
I oiliSide-"kader perhaps underestimates the positive cost to the workers of the 

struggle.; Secondly, he might treat as very important the considerations of 
negative cost, i.e., of advantage that may accrue from the struggle apart from 
the particular point which is at issue. Such advantages may be~ternal, i.e., 
pertaining to the union proper, such as obtaining recognition for the uDion or 
attracting to it increased membership; they may also be external, i.e., not 
relating to the union proper,- such as prestige, opportunity for propaganda, 
the creation of a general abnosphere of discontent in the world of labour, etc. 

2 Op. cit., p. 4.52. 
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The latter kind of negative costs seems to be ziven considerable importance to 
by Indian Trade Union leaden. These tendencies and the importance at
tached to external negative costs are accentuated by the fact :that unions ~ly 
have much continuous day-to-day work, and that times of unrest and dispute 
are the chief occasions when its leaden come into close contact with ~e mass 
of labourers. . 

The unsettled character of industrial labour has also important conse
quences on tlie course of strikes. This feature of our labour situation may no~ 
of course, make labouren more ready to strike. The rural population is driven 
to the cities to work, because of economic necessity, and our worken would not· 
more gladly and readily suffer unemployment than worken in other countries. 
Once, however, a strike bas been started, the ·consequences of the unstable 
nature of the working population become apparenL (For, the aim~ 
abcnce of union funds, the paucity of external help tllat they areabte to ob- . 
tain, and the meagre staying power that they ~ force all worken, who 
can, to go lp.ck to their villages· almost immediately after the tommencement 
of a strike/ Once a mass of worken has left the city, it will not return to it 
precipitately. The cost of movement and the uncert~ty_of. obtaining employ
ment will tend to keep-it away from the work-pliCe for a much longer time 
than if it had stayed on in the industrial centre. This seems to be the main 

(reason for th~p~Ol()J1ge_d,~baracter·of_...Jndian-a~) It will most probably 
be found that where, as in Bombay, the tract from which the bulk of labour 
hails is near at hand and the cost of movement to it is, therefore, low, a con
siderable exodus of the labouring population out of the industrial centre takes 
place and strikes tend to be more drawn out than at other centres. The main 
consequence of this feature is that once a strike begins, it leads to ~longed 
dislocation of the industry and, therefore,(to an increase in the Cost to the • 
C!'J'I!munity of_ the industria_l_dispute: A~ ~oted above;-the-iDfluenCC -of out-
side leadership also tends largely in the same directioru -
... __ - • -· -- --- ~--------·---- _J 

There are no short-cut methods by which these difficulties of the Indian 
situation can be got over; fFundarilentally it is a question of obtaining a more 
literate, more educated, mld. a more stable labour force capable of. throwing 
up leaden from among itself who will shape its policies .,rnd its philosophies in 
the light of its own peculiar needs and circumstances_) AD measures which 
tend to create such a class will also lead to the extinction of the large initial 
difficulties with which we are confronted. 

The ... methods by means of which it is possibl7 to intervene ~ 
disputes have usual{Y,b~--put into three classes. (These are (i) Enquiry, 

J(ii) Conciliation, (ilr) Arbi~tion. The order suggests the increasing extent 
of the scope of interventionl, A committee of inquiry usually confines itself 
to an investigation into the causes of the dispute, and perhaps also records its 
findings on the issues involved. The use to which reports of committees can 
be put in the settlement of disputes is inainly of .an indirect character. The 
report presents an expert independent review of the situation tO the parties, to 
government, and, if published, to the public at large. (It has thus an c;ducativ!; 
~ect, and its findings may be utilised by government to put_ indirect pressure 
on either one or both sides to the dispute. Conciliation involves a mOre: CfiRct 
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intervention in the progress of the dispu~ Its eRDtial nature is not that of 
investigation or enquiry at aD. The conciliator or the Board of Conciliation 
need not be experts in the subject, neither need they go thoroughly into the 
issues involved. Their main function is to get the two parties to the dispute 
together and to try and reach a settlement.· Their services are available as in
termediaries, and they are expected to smooth out the situation, to 1~ mis
undemandings. and to create an atmosphere within which it will be p<mible 
to reach an agreement. Conciliation may often succeed, ·but it is not always 
and necessarily effective.. Arbitratign, whether compulsory or voluntary, leads, 
in the ordinary course, to a ~settlement of the dispute; the arbitral award 
is l?inding on both the parties.: The work of the, arbitral authority is, therefore, 
somewhat akin to that of an enquiry committee. Two differences may, how
ever, be ohlerved in the working of the two types of bOdies. The report of a 
committee of enquiry or investigation being supposed in the main to be an 
educative or instructive document,. the committee's chief concern would be an 
accurate presentation of facts and a just evaluation of arguments.- The report 
of such a committee must aim at carefully arguing out the case in favour of 
the findings at which it arrives. An arbitral authority is usually spared the 
need of doing this in as elaborate and punctilious a manner in which it would 
be n~y dore in the report of a committee. On the other hand, while 
a committee of enquiry would tend to anive at what would appear to it to be 
the logical conclusions aming out of its rniew of the situation; a board of 
arbitration must look gpt only to the logic, but also to the ~!kaJJiljJ:i of the 
award that it presents.) The latter would ordinarily tend to prefer a solution 
that appeared workable and was satisfactory to both parties than to a solution 
that was merely ~ Industrial arbitration is essentially uan expedient 
for finding econolnically a working compromise between two confficting c!aims, 
neither of which is necessarily unjust or inequitable in itself."' 

We may in th!s manner present a theoretical classificatory description 
of the agencies that work for industrial peace and the roles that they are ex
pected to play. .In the world of reality the classification is not always clear, 
and one often finds bodies aCting in a manner considerably different from the 
manner in which theywould in theory be expected to act. The brief' analysis 
presented above may, however, prove helpful in recognising the nature of the 
various types of efforts and in perhaps ,more clearly visualising the reasons for 
their SUCCC$ or their failure. 

Before the war of 191~18 no attention was paid by the state in India 
to the problem of labour or&anisation or of labour disputes. When towards 
the end of that war the rapid rise in the price le\·el led to labour discontent 
and the fust attempts at labour organisation, it was found that leaders of labour 
organisations were not even adequately protected in law. This preliminary 
~difficulty was only n:moved by the passing of the Trade Union Act of 1926. 
The con.Ulerable labour unrest in the post-war period led the provincial gov
ernments of Bombay and Bengal to consider the problem of the settlement of 
industrial disputes.\ No legislation was, however, undertaken as a result of 
the report of committees then appointed. lThe Trade Disputes Act of _1929_ 

s -rcnruda IDdutrial PeKe.. 11127, p. 198. 
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was the first legislative enactment in India to make provision lor ofliclal inter
vention into labour disputes:, It provided mainly for the appointment of Courts 
of Enquiry or Boards of Conciliation; Even before the passing of this Act, 
Committees of Enquiry had been appointed by certain provincial govemmenta 
to enquire into certain big disputes. Since the Act, use of its provisions _bas 
been made by the various provincial ·governments in an uneven manner. In 
recent years the only notable instance of a frequent resort to it was the ap
pointment of a number o~ committees of enquiry by the Government of 
Madras during 1937·38. fl'bese independent committees of enquiry have at· 
tained varying degrees of success; depending largely on the competence of the 
particular committee to deal with the question referred to it, and, on the extent 
to which governments have exercised p~ on the two parties for obtaining 
an acceptance of the findinp of the committee of enquirf~ The method of an 
exhaustive investigation by _a Committee of Enquiry, ~ however, suited only to 
particular types of major disputes.) Almost no use was made by any govern
ment of the provisiops of the 1929 Act regarding the appointment of Boards 
of Conciliation, and the act did not provide for the creation of any permanent 
body of the usual type to which a dispute could be referred for arbitration as 
a result of agreement between both parties. The Royal Commission on' La
bour in India had drawn special attention to the neglect of conciliation in 
India. This defect was sought to be remedied by (!he Boml!ly Trade Disputes . 
Condliation Act of 1934. ·and four years later the Government of Bombay a'so 
enacted a much mon:ambitious piece of legislation (caned the_Industrial Dis
putesAct..\ Apart from the amendment of the Trade Disputes Act of 1929, 
in J 938 neither the central Government nor any ,other provincial Governments 
have undertaken any legislation in this behalf. /The two Bombay Acts, there
fore, constitute the sole experiments in the sphere 'of machinery for the settle
ment of industrial disputes in India. '; It is consequently necessary to pay special 
attention to the provis!ons of these acts and the result of their working.4 ~ 

The Bombay Trade Disputes Conciliation Act of 1934 makes provision 
for the appointment of conciliators and for the reference of a dispute to con
ciliation either on the application of either party or both parties to the dispute 
or on an application by· a:· Labour Officer or upon the knowJ~~ge or informa
tion of the conciliator hirnselt; The Act contemplated ihirt the Commissioner 
of Labour of the Government would j.Je ex-officio the Chief Conciliator.';· It 
provided for the appointment of 1 assistant conciliators and special conciliators.) 
These provisions had l:cen developed so as to provide for conciliation through 

'the services of the penpanent officials of the Government Labour Office.·) This 
is a development which runs parallel to the practice in many other countries. 
There is unfortunately no published_ account available of the working of the 
DElbay Trade Disputes Conciliation Act. Though the area of operation of 
the Act was restricted to the City of Bombay, a large numbet: of disputes were 
referred to conciliators under the Act. It is understood that the large majority 
of the disputes so referred were successfully settled in the conciliation stage. ""i 

4 Brief details of eleven industrial disputes aettled during the years 1929-:78 by 
t'Oileiliation or arbitration indel'C!Ildently or the Indian Trade Disputes Aet. 1929. and the 
Bombay Trade Disputes Conciliation Aet, 1934, are to be fonnrl in Bulletin No; U of 
IndiaD. 1Dd111triea and labour. "1111laatrial Disputes ill lDdia (111211·30),• 1937. 
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In case a dispute was not settled, the conciliator sent a report of the proceedings 
to Government; this was, however, not published. The Act provided for the 
appointment of delegates by_cac!L ~ to the dispute to appear before the 
conciliator, and if any of the parties was divided into more groups than one, 
each of these_ gn:»ups could be represented by a separate delegate or delegates. 
So far -aa-is known 'no difficulties were experienced in the working of these 
provisions. \The Act also provided for the appointment of Labour Officen in 
order "to ~tch the interests_ of workm~ with a view to promote harmonious 
relations between employers and workmen and to take steps to represent the 
grievances of workmen to employers for the purposes of obtaining their redress." 
Under the Act a Labour Oflicer could be appointed as a delegate to represent 
the workmen. 

An examination of the provisions of the 1934 Act is best made by com
paring them with those of the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act of 1938. This 
latter is an ambitious piece of legislation dealing with a large variety of matters. 
Its consideration raises a number of highly controversial ~ues of which Ilhall 
touch upon only a few. ~erhaps the least disputed of the features of this Act 
is the central one, of compulsory conciliation.' Whenever a dispute arises, it must, 
under the Act, fim be relc:JTe(rfu-ci)nciliation, and a stPke or a lockout can 
take place only aft:er the completion of conciliation proceedings: & a corollary 
of this central idea, all strikes or lockouts which are commenced before concilia
tion proceedings are completed have been declared illegal. The purpose and 
character of compulsory conciliation is brought out clearly in the following 
quotation: 

"Such temporary prohibition of open disputes is to be sharply distin~ed 
in principle from a general prohibition of all open disputes combined with como 
pulsory enforcement of the awards of the conciliation and arbitration institutions. 
The former merely serves to ensure that the institutions will be utilised by the 
parties to disputes before they begin hostilities, while the Iauer deprives them como 
pletely of their freedom to engage in militant action, and leads as a rule to state 
regulation of all labour conditions. While in most countries the legislature has 
hesitated to engage itself in these fu-reaching consequences. it has often thought 
it nseful and important to ensure that parties shall exhaust the possibilities of set· 
tlement through the institutions created for the purpose of maintaining industrial 
peace before they are permitted to take the law into their own hands. It is there
fore comprehensible that in the many countries in which a reform of the con· 
ciliation and arbitration system is now under consideration. the question of the 
suspensive prohibition of open disputes as described above is being given consider· 
able attention. "5 

There is nothing substan.tial that can be urged against the introduction 
of this stage of compulsory conciliation before the parties embark upon~
The general argument regarding interfering as little as possi'ble with the natW'al 
growth of industrial relations, which is much heard of in Great Britain in this 
connection, does not apply to India. Similarly not much weight can be at
tached to the coDsideration, sometimes urged, that cooipulsory conciliation will 

- occasionally dq)rive one part_r or the o__ther of a favourable opportunity of 
forcing the isme on the other.' Lasting agreements can never be arrived at on 
the basis of temporary advantages. and it is no disservice to the cause of labour 

5L L. 0. "'CcmciliatioD aDd .Arbitration In lndWJtrial Diapute., lu:JG-37.• pp. 71-J. 
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or ol the community if strikes as weD as lockouts based on considerations of a 
Jlecting advantage are discouraged. ! The discouragement of the psychology 
of war il highly desirable \~ually with all spheres of human relations, in the 
settlement of bargairis under any ~blished system between labour and capitaL 

The Commissioner of Labour remains the Chief Conciliator under the 
1938 Act, and as under the previous legislation, the main work of conciliation 
is expected to be carried out by officers of the Labour Office of the Government. 
The Act provides, in addition, for the constitution of B~ _of Conciliation by 
the Provincial Government to deal with particular disputes. These Boards 
shall cOnSist of a Chairman and an equal number of members selected by Gov
ernment from persons representing the interests of employers and employees 
respectiv~y. There appears to be here some p<Sibility for a coruusion of ideas 
and of the development of the system in undesirable channels. I shall, there
fore, treat the problem involved at some length. For purposes of clarification 
we may consider as types of the two different kinds of approach, firstly, the 
activities of the Ministry of Labour in England, and secondly, the working of 
the Boards of Conciliation and Investigation of Canada. The work of the Min
istry of Labour is largely influenced by\. the principles of informality and 
privacy;, The Ministry maintains a special department for this purpose of con
ciliation~ "The work of this Department· ·is purposely unolttrusive, its object 
being to facilitate meeting and eventual agreement between the parties · at 
variance, and not in any way to appear in the guise of quasi-arbitrators."' 
Regarding the procedure followed by the Department, there is, again, no hard 
and fast rule.'J "The method of intervention may range from an informal con
versation or interview with the interested parties, leading up possibly to a 
resumption of negotiations between them, to difficult negotiations extending 
over a considerable period."7 There are no reports published regarding the 
successful or unsuccessful negotiations in conciliation conducted by the Min
istry of Labour. The Canadian Boards on the other hand are ad hoc bodies 
created to deal with particular disputes. J It is their duty to endeavour to bring 
about a settlement of the dispute; but they are not merely conciliation boards, 
they are boards of investigation as well.) As such they have to enquire ex
peditiously but carefully into the dispute and "all matters affecting the merits 
thereof and the ,right settlement thereof." The reports of the Boards of 
Conciliation and Investigation are published regularly in the Labour Gazette. 
The one method, it will be seen, is of pure conciliation and is, therefore, private 
and informal; into the other are imported elements of a committee of enquiry. 

The Bombay Trade Disputes Conciliation Act of 1 934 seems to have 
been largely built on the English modeL ' The practice of the Labour Office 
under the Act was also, it is understood, largely of that type. It is obvious that 
this type is eminently suited to conciliation work to be undertaken by perma
nent officials of a Government department. The informal intervention of an 
experience~ and trusted public official may be of considerable use. But if of
ficials acted publicly and .in a quasi-p-bitrator'a capacity they are sure, in course 
of time, to be accused of bias, and the value of their good offices is bound to 

' L L. 0. op. cit., p. 150. 
1 "Towwd.a lDduatrial P_,- p. z:n. 
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be greatly reduced. It is further undtsirable that such officials, especially when 
they are connected with a Labour Department, should be forced to express defi
nite opinions in public on matters that are subjects of violent current contro
versy between capital and labour.) Sec. 38 ( 4) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 
however, provides that t~e report of such conciliation proceedings shall be pub
lished by Government. 1 Provision for compulsory publication robs the concilia
tion proceedings of the element of informality, and consequently of consider
able value; it might also compromise the neutral position of government officers 
who~act as conciliators or ~istant conciliatorS.. The position would not per
haps have been bad if the report could have been confined to a bare recital of 
the facts and the actual proceedings. Unfortunately, however, the form in 
which the conciliator or Boards of Conciliation submit their report seems to be 
developing in a direction which is not warranted by the provisions of the Act 
and which also seems to me is undesirable. In respect of the report of the con
ciliator the Act lays down. the following: "Such report shall set forth the steps 
taken. by the Conciliator, or the Chief Conciliator as the case may be, for the 
ptiijiose of ascertaining the facts and circumstances relating to the dispute and 
the reasons on account of which, in his opinion, a settlement could not be ar
rived at:.'r-aegarding the report of the Board or Conciliation it lays down 
briefly: "On the conclusion of the proceedings before the Board, the 
Board shall, whether a settlement is arrived at or not, send a report of the 
Proceedings to the Provincial Government." What I want to emphasize is that 
the Act nowhere asks for the findings of a Conciliator or a Board of Concilia
tion: 1 One may contrast these provisions with those contained in the Canadian 
Act. This Act lays down that the report of the Board "shall set forth the 
various proceedings and step; taken by the Board for the purpose of fully and 
carefully ascertaining all the facts and circumstances, and shall also set forth 
such facts and-circumstances and its findings therefrom, including the cause of 
the dispute and the Board's recommendation for the settlement of the dispute 
according to the merits and substantial justice of the case." In spite, hown·er, 
of the clear wording of the Bombay Act, Conciliators and Boards or Concilia
tion have in reports relating to recent disputes included elaborately argued 
findings and recommendations for the settlement of the dispute, and these have 
heeD, in the public, talked of as awards. It is, in my opinion, very necessary 
to guard against the implied confusion o( thought and the misdirection of the 
machinery of conciliation.~ I am speaking at length on this matter because 
I feel that it may yet be not too late to prevent this misdirection. I have al
ready made clear why I think it undesirable that the official agency or concilia
tion should act as investigating officers or quasi-arbitrators giving public findings 
on matters under dispute:.; There is not the same objection against ad hoc pub
lic boards giving findings and making recommendations,. But in that case they 
must be so constituted as to be able to act as committees of enquiry, and they 
must also be directed to shape their procedure accordingly. Persons whose 
services may prove uSerul as conciliators are not necessarily competent to weigh 
carefully economic facts and give a just findin~ in an industrial dispute. The 
procedure of an ~nquiry must also !>e difficult and its work more elaborate 
than that of conciliation proceedings.1 Hasty findings by not fully competent 
persons may serve to tr?te a prejudice against the machinery for conciliation 
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itselt. /I, therefore, fed it. necessary that Boards of Conciliation mould not go 
beyond their proper spheres of work and to by and function as boards of 
investigations.\ 

_) . 

( Even in Canada it should be noted that the succe3 of the working of 
the Act is, it is said, attributable in large part to subordination of the ~mpul
sory provisions of the Act and an. emphasis on the technique of conciliation. 
We read: "Analysis o( these successes reveals an . administrative policy of 
reliance upon the conciliatory rather than the compulsory procedures authorized 
by the AcL Formally the Act provides penalties upon employers and em
ployees for declaring lockouts or strikes or establishing protested changes in 
wages or conditions before a board has investigated and reported upon the dis
pute. Formally, too, the reports submitted by boards may become instruments 
for bringing the restraints of public opinion to bear upon the parties to disputes. 
Actually the administrators of the Act have never invoked the penalty clauses 
against either employers or employees guilty of violations, nor have they 
activdy sought to organize public opinion in any specific situation."1 

• ,. 
r The Bombay Industrial Disputes Act 1938 provided also for the creation 

of an Industrial_ Court and thus provides for the first time some permanent 
official niiichinery in India for arbitration between the two parties.) Any refer
ence to arbitration in India must necessarily lead to a discuss1on of the experi
ence of the Cotton Textile industry in Ahmedabad; and I may at this stage offer 
a few remarks on the organisation and working of the Ahmedabad Textile La- • . 
hour ~ation. This labour organisation is in many ways unique in India. 
It has a continuous history of nearly twenty-five years, during Whicn its mem
bership has mostly grown and its strength consolidated till it now easily takes 
the first place among unions of industrial workers in India. Its experience 
mould,· therrlore, throw considerable light on the problem of labour organi
sation and the settlement of labour disputes. The working of the Ahmedabad 
Textile Union reveals characteristics which arc essentially those of a British 
trade union.. Its form is fed!=ral, as it is composed of a number of departmental 
unions, but this feature seems to have little influence on the actual working of 
the union. The union is recognised by the employers and is in constant touch 
with them. One of its important functions is dealing with the grievances of 
individual workmen, and 'it maintains a large staff for registering complaints 
and investigating them.1 It conducts activities of a diverse character-medical, 
educational, and recreational-for its members, and has also spOnsored certain 
co-operative schemes such as those of co-operative housing among them. The 
great peculiarity, h_ow~er~ for which ~t has_ been _or~. singled out is(its ~heme 
of compulsory arb1tration.1 Before discussmg this It IS neCC3arf to ·pomt out 
that the position of all Ahmedabad Textile Labour As;ociation is in many 
ways very exceptional in the world of Indian labour. "In the first place," as 
the Royal Commission on Labour in India observes, "Ahmedabad is almost 
unique am?n~ the industrial centres of India in that the employers and the 
larger proportion of the work people belong to the same part of India, and 
share not only the same religion but the same mother tongue." Not enough 
Cillphasis is laid in considering the problem of industrial relations in India on 

I Sdekuuua, "L&w azul Labour Bela tiona iD Canada. • p. 44. 
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the difi'ae_n~~f t.a.f~L~ulture, or language which ~parates in meet centra of 
industry- the employer and the employee class. .But these considerations are 
very important as they lead to an estrangement apd to a lack of sympathy be
tween the two parties which ~cates continuous difficulties in the speedy set
tlement of disputes.) The lady who has been all along the President of the 
Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association is a sister of one of the leading and 
one of the most progressive millowners in Ahmedabad, and many of the As
sociation's early sponsors and leaders came· from the same social class as the 
leaders of the industry. These facts have great influence on the day-to-day 
relations of the union with employers, and they lead to the exa~ of 'social 
influences and social controls )which are, unfortunately, lacking in other cen
tres. The weight to be attached to these considerations is significantly brought 
about when one compares the attitu_c;I~ of an Ahmedabad mill agent or manager 
to labour leaders with the roriesponding_ attitude of persons of the same class 
and similar position at, say, Sholapur. ':.Secondly, it should be observed that 
funds were available from external sources to the Union at Ahmedabad from 
almost the .start, which enabled it to undertake many useful activities for its 
members:') These included interest amounting to nearly Rs. 15 thousand on 
the collection from among millowners of the .TJ.Iak Swaraj Fund which is each 
year given by the committee controlling the fund to the AssociationJor educa
tional activities l6nong workers. 'Thirdly, the Association was able ·to obtain 
recognition early, and all the initial difficulties of collecting membership fees," 

• etc., were saved for it by the practice; continued for many years, of the em
ployers deductingJrom_thciLwages the fee dries of members of the Association 
and handing Qver the collection to the Association. In spite of these advantages 
.the Association was not able till recent years to exert its influence greatly in the 
prompt detection and .redress of the individual grievances of workers. It is said 
on good grounds that the maJp!'l~ti«:~ sought to be stopped by the Payment of 
Wages Act ·were always prevalent to a greater extent in Ahmedabad than any 
other centre of industry, and that workers in this centre profited more by the 
passing of this legislation than those in any other centre. In addition it should 
be remembered that. the growth of the Association has coincided with a period 
of almost continuouS prosperity for the industry in Ahmedabad~ The amounts 
that have been secured during the last twenty years by mill agents in Ahmedabad 
merely by way of agency commission are very illuminating in this connection. 
I have brought these facts out because they seem to me to explain more ade
quately the success of the Association than any peculiarity of method that I 
have been able to observe in the working of the Association. 

This, however, is not to belittle that success. Given the favourable cir
cumstances, (ull use was made of them by leaders of the Association to organise 
workers on proper union lines and to consolidate their strength progressively.\ 
They have also been' very discreet and conservative in the use of this strength."' 
It is wrong to believe'that, because of the existence of arbitration machinery iri 
Ahmedabad, no strikes have taken or do take place in that centre. Small spo
radic strikes ha;e;c;urred in Ahmedabad throughout the last twenty years. The 
AssOCiations -on. both sides have yet avoided open conflict on a large scale; and 
this has been mainly due to the patience and perseverance with which the Labour 
Association has sought an amicable settlement and sought to avoid strikes. It 
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mu.st be admitted, on the other hand, that the employers, while, it is alleged, 
delaying the settlement of grievances as long as possible and allowing the 
arbitration machinery to work only at a very slow pace( have also always shrunk 
at the last moment from precipitating an open dispute>1 ·It is this attitude on the 
part of the two Associations rather than any peculiarity of the constitution or 
working of the arbitral machinery that has saved Ahmedabad from conflicts 
costly to both sides. It is difficul~ to say to what extent the arbitral machinery 
continues to function today. There appears to have been at least two serious 
breaches in it in recent years. (One was when the Textile Labour Association 
ins~ted that the claim for an increase in wages made by it in 1937 should be 
examined not by the arbitral machinery but by the Textile Labour Committee 
appointed by Government. · The other, and what seemed to be an irreparable 
breach, was when the Textile Labour Association recently(..gave notice of change 
to the employers under the Industrial Disputes Act, dem3!1ding a :Wll!" allow~ce.) 

(The essential merits of an internal system of arbitration are supposed to be 
that it works more smoothly and expeditiously than the official machinery and 
thus dispenses with the use of official help.) A machinery which breaks down 
the moment that there becomes avaJable an alternative official machinery 
cannot have been very strongly built. lThe Ahmedabad experience seems to me 
to emphasise the need for cultivating patience and discretion ind a strong desire 
to avoid open conflict on the part of leaders of Indian labour.") In the best of 
circumstances, these qualities are essential to the building and consolidating of 
a proper organisation of labourers: They are required all the more where circum- • 
stances, as in India generally, are not so favourable. (Ahmedabad experience 
does not, however, provide any successful models of device50r of machinery of 
dealing with industrial-disputes which could be reconiiilended for being copied 
by other centrc:s- ) · · 

The Bombay Industrial Disputes Act creates a Court of Industrial 
Arbitration in order to decide industrial disputes referred· to it. As the Royal 
CollliJlission pointed out, a permanent tribunal has the advantages that it 
eliminates delay :which is necessarily involved in constituting ad hoc bodies, and 
that it~ by experience acquire intimacy with industrial questions and facility 
in dealing with them.__, The _qu~tions with which the industrial court will deal 
will be mostly those which are:~subrnitted to it by a written agreement between 
an employer and a registered union.- Ar~itration is thus entirely voluntary; 
official machinery is merely available to those who would avail themselves of 
it. The main difficulty in voluntary arbitration is that of persuading the parties 
to agree to submit the dispute to arbitration~ The habit of referring disputes 
to arbitration can only grow slowly, its growth depending on the pressure of 
public opinion, on the character of the leadership of both parties and the ex
perience gained of the functioning of arbitral machinery. In this respect one 
obvious drawback of the constitution of the Industrial Court established by the 
Bombay Act is that it ~ be composed entirely of persons with only judicial 
training and experience.; The foregoing discussion will have made clear how 
such a training is by itself insufficient to enable a· person to decide upon an 

· industrial dispute. Further, in so far as members of the judiciary have normally 
, a coruervative turn of mind. the Industrial Court created by the Bombay Act 
may fail to command the confidence of workers.' 
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I· need n:>t refer here at length to the possibility of introducing com· 
pulsory arbitration. It leads to an extension of State regulation to an extent 
that cannot be contemplated today' in India. Neither employers nor labourers 
seem prepar~d to agree to it, and as I have pointed out, the experience even at 
Ahmedabad is not wholly favourable to its smooth working. · It is at the same 
time highly desirable that in every trade and industry agreements should come 
about between the two parties to submit all disputes to arbitration in the ordinary 
cowse~J 

The provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act which have perhaps 
cxcited.i:Jte greatest opposition are those relating to the representation of workers 
in particular disputes.) This question is of peculiar importance in India because 
of the lack of organisation among a large section of our industrial population 
and the small membership of existing unions.; In countries where labour is well 
organised, the problem does not either arise at a11 or arises only when labour 
unions, divided by grave political or other differences, fight with each other for a 
monopoly in the representation of workers. (Under the Industrial Disputes 
Act the representative of employees empowered to, act on behalf of them means 
under particular circfunstances a Union, in other cases five representatives of 
employees elected fro.m among themselves,"· and failing such representatives, the 
Labour Officer.j ._ 

The provisions of the Act in the matter of Unions are as follows: 

"Under the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act, the Registrar can register 'any 
recognized union which has for the whole of the period of six months next pre
ceding the date of the application. a membership of not less than five per cent, 
or any other union which has for the said period a membership of twenty-five per 
cent of the total number of employees employed in any industry or occupation, 
as the case may be. in the local area.' For the purposes of the Act there can be 
f'nly one union in any industry or occupation in a local area. In areas and in
dustries, where an industrial union has already been registered. there may be 
separate unions for different occupations in one industry only if the occupational 
union has more than twenty-five per cent of the total number of employees in that 
occupation as its members. Again, if two unions apply for registration under the 
Act, that which bas the larger membership can alone be registered and a larger 
union is entitled to .displace the smaller union already in existence. The functions 
of representing workers and negotiating on their behalf can be performed by two. 
classes of unions. The first is a union which has not less than five per cent of the 
employees concerned as its mt'mbers and which has been recognized by the em· 
ployer. Such a union, however, can act only if tlte majority of the employees af. 
fected by any particular change are its members. 1l1e second is what is called a 
representative union. This is a union which has not been recognized by the em· 
ployer, but which can perform ti1ese functions only when it has not less than 
twenty·five per cent of the employees concerned as its members. with this difference 
that it can. act on behalf of the employees in all cases in which even some of the 
employees affected by a change are its members. A union which has only five 
per cent of the employees as its members, and which is not recognized by the em· 
ployer, can apply to the Registrar to be declared as a qualified union. Such a 
union cannot take part in negotiations between the parties, but is entitled to assist 
the representative of the employees in all proceedings under the Act where it has 
more than fifty per cent of the employees concerned as its members."IO 

! Thia obvioualy rei ens to peaeeful eonditiona. 
IO"Beport of tho Bombay Textile l&bour Enquiry Corcmiltt"·" Vol. U (1D40), 
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( It is c:lilrJCUlt to cfiscover the logic behind these somewhAt complicated __ 
provisions, and it is difficult to liCC also why they were thought to be necessary. __; 
In the first instance one cannot understand wh-r any di!!~entiation should be 
made by legislation in the treatment accorded \to unions recognised by em
ployers and to those not 110 recognised.) (if the principle is accepted that a 
union whose members form a majority of the persons affected by a-dispute 
ahall be held to represent workers in that dispute, so long as the union is a 
bona-fide workers' organisation registered under the Trade Unions Act) non
recognition of the Union by the employer or assoCiation of employers should 
certainly be no bar against the union enjoying its legal rights. A novel and 
an unwholesome principle is introduced in law when the grant of rights to a 
union is made dependent on the favour of the employer. \Even if this docs 
not encourage the formation of company unions, it is bound to give the em
ployer a pull when the matter rests between two competing unions.) It can
not be in the intl'.rest! of labour organisation that such a situation should arise. 
It is again difficult to see why~ representative union should be given the sole 
right of representing the workers)vhen the majority of workers concerned in 
the particular dispute are not members of that·unioriJ This is certainly not 
democratic practice. It may well happen that in a centre of industry a· few 
units lie outside the influence of a particular union. The representative union 
will yet be the sole party in disputes in these units if onlyeit manages to get 
a single member from these units in its fold. In this connection the occupa
tional structure adopted for unions in the Act is also significant. (The Regis
trar's powers to declare occupations and areas might well be tised in certain 
cases to give a union the status of a representative union artificially and vice 
versa. • The provisions are thus not only illogical, but they lend themselves, 
under given conditions, to manipulations by the party in power.) It is further 
difficult to understand why the act insists ·that all the representatives of workers 
must be selected from among themselves.) U the workers so choose, they should 
certainly be allowed to elect among thCU' representatives some outsiders. The 
provision does not only hit the organisers of non-registered and non-repre
sentative unions, but also harms the interests of the workers themselves. For, 
it is obvious that_. the representatives of workers when chca:n entirely from 
among themselves will not always contain persons able to argue and expound 
the case of the workers. It may well be that in the majority of cases such per
sons will be found wanting among the representatives. It should be noted that 
the 1934 Act had laid no such restrictions on the character of the delegates ap
pointed by workers to represent them, and that, in fact, non-worker leaders 
of Bombay Unions were habitually sent as delegates before the conciliator. 

rThe provisions of this chapter of the Act are thus illogical in concep
tion and are likely to prove retrograde in their effect on union organisation.) 
They are also unnecessary. We may cite for the purpose the parallel of the 
practice under the Wagner Act. The National Labour Relations Act (U.S. A.) 
established .the right of employees to self-organisation and to bargain col
lectively through representatives of their own choosing. It naturally followed 
that the Act had to provide for the determination of workers' representatives. 
In U. S. A. the condition of labour organisations is largely unsettled. There 
are company unions and also rival bodies of ordinary unions. The Act, there-
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fore, refers to no unions or organisations,( but adopts the safe and simple 
majority rule.) It lays down,Y•Representatives designated or selected for the 
purpose by a majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for such pur
poses, shall be the exclusive representatives of all the employees in such unit 

.. for the purp~ of collective bargaining in respect of rates of pay, wages, hours 
of employment or other conditions of employment, Provided that any indi
vidual employee or group of employees shall h~ve tl\e right at any time to 
present grievances to th~ employer." ) Such a provision applied uniformly 
in all cases provides really just treatment to all concerned. This provision is 
administered by the National Labour Relations Board, and an elaborate set of 
rules has now sprung up for the conduct of elections and the determination 
of representatives. ( The Board has, in the course of administering these provi
sions, to settle representation controversies between rival unions; but it settles 
the issue for each particular case and no permanent monopoly of representation 
is given to any particular organisation.\ The Wagner Act or the Board also 
does not countenance the undemocratic principle embodied in the Bombay Act 
that there can at a time be only one registered union in one area and occupation. ' -

(The method adopted by the N. L. R. A. is reported not only to be 
working well, but also to help the growth of unionisation: The method is 
simple, logical, and fair, and seems to be the only one suitable to India under 
present con4itions.11) 

Another peculiar feature of the Industrial Disputes Act is that it makes 
no difference between individual disputes and group or collective disputes.\ 
Such a distinction is, however, necessary and is commonly made. The 
N. L. R. A., for example, takes cognizance only of collective disputes. The 
machinery for dealing with collective disputes is necessarily elaborate and 
comparatively slow in operation. Grievances or complaints of individual 
workeiS need on the other hand to be settled speedily. In the existing circum
stances if a labourer has claim against the employer regarding such a matter 
as arrears of pay, he has to resort to a Civil Court. U his grievance is that 
he has been dismis;;ed contrary to standing orders he must, under the Industrial 
Disputes Act, give, through the Union or the Labour Office, notice of change 
to the employer calling upon the employer to reinstate him. And he would 
have to wait for the stage of conciliation proceedings, and when th:s is over he 
would yet have no certain remedy . ..In India where Unions are neither strong 
nor well-organised it is specially neceSsary that some provision is made for deal
ing promptly with grievances of individual workplen. A prompt settlement 
of individual grievances is further desirable because collective disputes are apt 
to arise out of unredressed individual grievanceS. Many other countries have 
felt it necessary to institute special official machinery, usually in the shape of 
Labour Courts, to deal with this problem\ Considering the great ignorance ' 
and poverty of the Indian labourer and the tyranny that it is possible for the 
supervisory and the managerial-staff to exercise over him, it appears that the 
institution of special machinery to deal promptly with individual complaints 
is even more necessary in India than that of machinery to deal with col
lective dis}lutes. / --

• ~~ Cf. W. G. Rice, "The Determination of Employ.e Representatives,• in Collective 
Bsrgaining Under the Wagner Act, Duke Univereity, 1938. 
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F"mally, it is necessary to say a few words regarding 'ilie appointment of 
Labour Officers ;first made under the Act of 1934 and continued under the 
Act of 1938. \The position of the Labour Officer is obviously one of great dif
ficulty:·, He has not only to win the confidence of workc,rs. but also to be able 
to wield influence with managers and agents of factories.~ It is significant that 
successive governments have so far appointed only high placed European of
ficers as Labour officers in Bombay. The success or failure of the work of 
the Labour officer depends to an extraordinarily large degree on the person 
holding the office hirnscH. It is all the more a pity that the Labour officers 
in Bombay City do not stay in the office for longer periods continuously. 
,The officers when appointed arc almost entirely unacquainted with industrial 
conditions;, and in industries like the textiles, they would be of little practical 
use in wage disputes until they had acquired considerable knowledge of the 
processes and of the complicated nature of piece-rate calculations. Experience 
of the work of the Labour officer in Bombay has so far not given grounds for 
the fear that was originally entertained \that the appointment would hinder the 
work and growth of Labour Unions. · 1 In most important industrial centres the 
area covered by the active work of union leaders is so smalf that no conflict 
need arise in the remedying of the day-to-day grievances with which the La
bour officer is and should be more particularly concerned. IThe Labour of
ficer is by comparison not equally useful in major disputes;-aBeing a Govern~ 
ment official he cannot adopt a pronounced point of view of his own and must 
confine himself to an interpretation of the workers' grievances and demands) 
This is, however, always a difficult matter(where workers are uneducated and 
unorganised because it is, in this case, as much necessary to formulate demands 
as to represent them: One cannot again be certain that the Labour officer will 
be able to interpret the demands correctly~ and when there are unions in the 
same field the position may become distinctly awkward. Outside the field of 
major disputes, however, a labour officer who is I unprejudiced and sympathetic 
can do really useful work.. In a big centre like Bombay the actual work that 
a single officer can get through is not considerable, but the 'influence of the 
work of an energetic officer will be felt over a much wider area than the actual 
bit on which he is able to operate. In India most sections of industrial labour 
engaged in small scale and large scale industry are unorganised; and all of 
them stand in need of protection. Government officials still have prestige in 
the eyes of employers and their agents. fA Government Labour Officer caii. -
therefore, always prove useful in all the more important centres? As unioni
sa.tion proceeds in particular sections of workers or industries he Can withdraw 
his activities to other occupations or industries where labour is still unorganised. 
The day, however, seems distant when his activity will be deemed entirely 
superfluous in the cause of watching over the interests of labour.) 
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LECTURE VI 

THE· STANDARD OF LIVING 
I SHALL now tum to a consideration of the low standard of living that 

admittedly prevails amongst our workers, and the problems of social and state 
policy created by it. Before doing this, however, it is ne~ary to pay some 
attention to the ~that has gained ground in economic thought, in recent 
years, \~t problems relating to welfare such as those arising out of considera
tions of standards of living\do not fall within the SCOfe of the economist:) A 

·few observations· arc called for on this issue in order to indlcate the point of 
view I have adopted in a cOnsideration of these questions. 

An . examination of questions of productive organisation, it is said, in
vu!va the use only of "facts well-established by science and technology; ques
tions of welfare, on the other hand, arc concerned with the satisfaction of indi
vidual wants about which equally valid statement cannot be made. But the 
distinction soughtJo be made in this manner between problems of productive 
orgatisation and problems of distribution of wealth among various classes in 
society is not a valid one/ ~J~_gf_production_~~-.Jij.sgibl;l_~oJ.ljil. economic 
SQCiety cannot be _divoJ!:e'<rfrom each other, ana their consi~eration is mutually 
in~rdepend~ The proli!eiiiOtthe -rupply-of.labOUi-may be presumed to 
(all WitliiD ib£<fomain of productive organisation. The supply of given quan
tities of labour of different kinds, however, depends intimately on the distribu
tion of wealth. in society and a number of social or political forces operating 
within it. Consider, for example, the position of the educated middle classes 
in India-during the 19th century. It will be generally admitted that the scales 
of remuneration obtained by them during the last I 00 years were the result 
entirely of the peculiar character of the phase of political and social history 
through which the country was passing, but these scales affected very mate
rially the evolution of our economic organisation. Again, it has to l:e remem
bered that /the orientation of all economic activity depends on the effective 
demand for goods and services. This demand in its tum depends on the dis
tribution of wealth. ,Jt is, thus, the character of wealth distribution that gov
erns the direetions ill. which the productive organisation will work and the 
aims that it will set before itself/ This is admitted by a number of economists, 
but it is urged that such~C:flects as an unequal distribution of wealth 'may have 
on the direction which productive activity takes may be safely neglected. It 
is not, however, clear why such effects are regarded as being negligible.· That 
these effects may, in fact, be very important is proved by reference to the con
dition of housing of the urban workers all over the world. The last decade, 
specially, witnessed a large increase in building activity in m~t countries in ex
panding centres of trade and industry. The building activity, in so far as it 
was not subsidised, was, however, confined aim~ entirely to residences !or 
the rich and the middle classes and the construction o! business premises. In 
many cities in India, and it is 'Wd in many other countries, the standard o! 
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housing of the urban middle cl~ showed a distinct improvement. The build
ing activity and the improvement may be attributed largely to the ~prove
ment in the economic condition of the salariat and the fixed-money mcomc 
class due to the: phenomenal fall in the 1:ost of living. Little improvement, how
ever, took place in the housing accommodation available to the poorer cl~ 
and the workers in cities. I do not want to emer into any complicated analysis, 
but it is obvious that had the trends in distribution of wealth been different, 
the whole organisation of building activity might have been differently oriented 
and this might well have affected the~chnical development in the building 
arts and the values of urban land-siteS. Once it is admitted that the existing 
distribution of wealth in any commurut • the result largely of political and 
social influences, it follows that the same forces also control indirectly the 
structure and aims of productive organisatio~ Whether human ingenuity will 
be spent more on the perfection of armam~or on that of agricultural imple
ments, whether chemical research will be directed chiefly towards the produc
tion of higher ex~lasives or better fertilisersi all depend on factors other than 
purely economic. . It is then a meaningless' distinction which is sought to be 
drawn between problems of the organisation of production and these of the 
distribution of wealth. 

Apart from the difficulty of treating of problems of p10duction as being 
distinct from the rest of social-and economic life, there is another reason why 
we must pay attention to probims such as those of the standard of living. 
As has been pointed out above, the stand~f livin of wor~~j~_lt_gr~_ll!IY 
affects their efficiency at .!':o!Jh. : __ efficiency_ o~- is _an _important factor 
intliedaenrunaiion of efficiency of the whole productive organisation~ (The 
problem of the standard of living is thus related not only to questions oCdis
triotiti~n,_J>ut_also to those of pr<><!_t1ct~on~ · I -shall examinfonly one aspect 
of this question, that relating to ·the coi1("u1nption of food. (l'he human body 
has been likened to "a machine in perpetual process of renewal.j It is chiefly 
the food that man consumes that reoairs the effects of the various types of 
wear and tear of the human body. The science of nutrition has of recent years 
made gre:tt advance, and it is today possible to indicate in great detail the_ e~ .. 
fe!'ts of the strains and stresses to which man is daily subjected and the various 
constituents of foods together with their quantities that it is necessary to consume 
in order to maintain the body in a proper state of repair. The nutrition ex
pert now indicates not only in a general manner what and how much men 
shall eat. but determines scientifically the proper requirements-qualitative 
and onantitative-of food accorrling to the age and sex of the person and also 
according }!!_the climate in which he lives and the occupation in which he is 
engaged. ~u~ritional science thus ,affo~ us data regarding the appropriate 
food consumpnon of all types of worke~and defines in terms of the standards 
it sets up states of mal-nutrition, mal-nourishment. and under-nourishment from 
which various clarses of society are found to suffer~ A state of under-nourish
ment will as clearlv affect the efficiencv of workers as want of oroper repairs 
affects the ororluctive capacity of mechanical equioment; and from the point 
of view of societv it is equally uneconomic to let the one work at a point be
low par as the other. In a socictv which is }lased on individualistic enter
prise it will, however, be nobody's business to fook alter the proper usage and 
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proper repair of the human resources of society. The mechanical equipment 
is owned entirely by the entrepreneur, and he will tend to repair it, renew it, 
or scrap it, looking to current costs of repair, renewal, or replacement 
and the productive capacity of the machines in the different states. In a _)lave
economy labour would tend to be looked after in the same fashion.'--11' slaves 
are cheap they would tend to be worked hard and exhausted in a few years' 
time; if dear, they might be maintain~ at a much higher standard of well
being than that of free labour today '_ nder a fre~ la_!?o~r __ economy _th~l'l
~P~l!~ear any of the ---oQ~~~!!d __ ~c:eping _in repai!._the 
supply~ There is no evidence again to sup~e that current levels of 
wages-influence m any way the total supply of labour;·i A whole complex of 
factors-political, social, and economici-detennine at any point of time and in 
any society the supply of labour ~ilable in such broad categories-as the 
skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled, etc. \,Variation in wage levels may affect the 
distribution of supply as tctween · cular occupations within these broad 
categories, but the total supply in the categories themselves changes only slowly 
in accordance with long te~·al and economic trends and is not influenced 
by current levels of wages. ' · n these circumstances, the entrepreneur can have 
no interest in considering e long-term effects of wage policies. He takes 
the economic back-ground fo~. anted; and follows a policy appropriate to 
immediate needs«and concliti&, 

()£~e~~cannot treat of the problem with the same attitude of 
indiffeience;,Jor, ~~~to I~ even~ the strict economic sense by a waste
ful employment of its human resourco/ The length of the working-life of an 
inclividual is, for-example, of as great importance to society as the length of 
the working-life of various parts 'Of his buildings, plants, and equipment is to 
the inclividual employer. From the point of view of the inclividual employer 
a shorter working-life for labourers means perhaps little more than an increase 
in the percentage of turnover. The clirect cost of it to him is, therefore, little. 
From the point of view of the society, however, a short working-life makes a 
great difference because 'it afl'e.cts vitally the cost of rearing and training a 

' worker per work-year of his life.l Such considerations are sometimes met with 
in the writings of economists, but I feel that they have yet been given too little 
weight. For example, when economists cliscuss policies like that of unemploy
ment insurance, they will qsually be found to emphasize the effect they have 
on cliscouraging a prompt adjustment to changed conclitions and on the readi
ness of labour to accept employment; but they are not a5 often found to weigh 
on the other side the effect of the insurance payment in preventing physical 

. and mental deterioration ~on the part of a large body of workers. It will be 
seen that considerations of the latter type become specially important if we do 
,not believe in a direct connection between wage levels and unemployment. 
IThe one social respor·bility for which economists .seem universally to accept 
liability is education From Adam Smith ~to nr.· Hicks they are all agreed 
that State expenclitu on education is economic and that if the State did not 
undertake this expencliture nobody e~ likely to provide for it. It seems to 
me that once this argument is a~· pte~ can be legitimately extended to many 
other kinds of social expenditure. The pure" economist may eschew the word 
welfare. If he, however, admi that a difference exists between the short-term 
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and long-term effects of certain policies regarding labour, that the individual 
employer cannot ordinarily be ~cted to adopt the long-term point of view, 
and that in such circumstanc 1t is a social responsibility to undertake ex
penditure which can be shown o Yleld a return in the long-term, then the 
worker's standar~of living is a subject with which the economist is certainly 
vitally concern~ _ 

We might now tum to a consideration of the...!£tual existing,l!ta.!!!!atd..pf 
livin~orkers in India. In this matter there are considerable data avail
a"'bie espec1illy m respect of industrial workers in the province of ~f!l!>ay. (It 

~·is not my intention to reproduce or summarise any of this information. The 
im ression athered from a stud of the data is however, clear · on 
the ~P.overty 0 our workers, of the extr.eme y overcrowded anul!: 
hygienic conditions oDhei~Jlomes, the lack of privacy and ordinary_{amily 

· ,!ife, the ·great paucity..PUc!l!!=.~~~on~Jll.-e~~cal, _C}'L recreationaUa~ili!ies.;Jheir 
chroni~_ state~!.._in4c:btedness and the slender rna~ of th~~; 
their_jow money_inco!!!~ and insufficient quanti!L,9f 
the_j00d th~~.~Q~~ ~Proorsorthese iiiljireSSions can be foun~ in each 
one of .the studies of working class family budgets)hat have been published so 
far in India. lWe have, it is true, no studies measuring the extent of under
nourishment, rnor are there any studies of the varying $1}k:iencies of workers 
correlated with their states of nourishment and healt~ have already referred 
to the results of investigations conducted by the chief Inspector of Factories, 
Bombay~ i_9to the effects on efficiency of the installation of air-conditioning 
p!ants. ~part from such directly measurable phenomena no investigations 
have been conducted into wh~t ~y be call~ the long-term effects of the con
ditions of li\ing on efficienc):J/It is generally admitted, for example, that the 
effect of the prevalence of a disease like malaria is very injurious to the health 
and efficiency of workers, and that Sickness accounts for the loss of many work
ing days in India. · Yet we pos.<;ess almost no statistical information on such 
matters. With regard specifically to nutrition, the little research work so far 
carried· out all goes to prove that large masses of our workers have an insuf-. 
ficient dit't _when measured not o y by the international standards adopteaoy 
European countries/ but by eve the much lower tentative norms adopted by 
nutritional experts in India he standard of living of our workers is thus so 
low that it may be presume that anything that is done towards raising it will 
be reflected, in the long term, in increased efficiency. An indirect proof of· 
th!s may be indicated. It is that the efficiency of the workers is reported to be 
high wherever they are specially well paid. (When one compares different 
centres of an industry, the e~~iency of ~<:>rkeeLis.....5~IL-t~.vary_!!S,!lallr-witq 
th_elevel_of wagg.paid....t<U~~otOnly is this so as a static fact, but when 
in a centretnelevel ~f yages is gradually increased the level of efficiency is also 
reported 'to increaseJ!' The most notable instance of this phenomenon is the 
textile centre of Ahmedabad. Twenty-five years ago the level of wages in this 
centre was lower than in Bombay, and the Ahmedabad worker was, at the 
time, not supposed to be as skilful as his prototype in Bombay. During this 
period, however, Ahmedabad w::1ges first caught up with those in Bombay and 
then passed them; so that today they are distinctly on a higher level. Even 
the Ahmedabad millowners admit that the efficiency of their workers has 
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a!so inaascd during ~ yean.. and the Dombay minowncrs aiqe that it 
has so far iocrc:ascd that CYCD with the higher rates the labour costs per 1,000 

spindles 01' 100 looms in Ahmedabad is lcn«r than the COiitspnnding fgure 
in Bambay. I 

I ~-iii tbc:n presume thatfin India all that could be done to raise the 
ftiJ' low standard of fu-ing of ~ wodcr will be ~'Orth doing cvc:n from the -purdyE· point of vin.J. We are nat confronted ~ith the questioo 
ol the. by which it would be pmble to ra!sc the standard of living 
and the - • tioos on the c:xf,mt ol such actiOD-\ The principal ways in which 
it will be jiOsSiliiC- act are/two, (i) ~tiM;_ ~-age paid_!Jl'_the 
c;!DRlo}-c:r. (ii) _ -oc___~~hdp_~by_!:heP~-~~~-\he
standard of fu:!ng. _ A great dc:al has hem said in former lectures regarding 
the Ol 'W3;,."e5 and their regulatiorL It has been pointed out that 
in India then: is no cvidt:oce to belia-e in the mntinuous operation ol the 
maiginal IJP.nciple; and that wage: fixation being alio to procrcds sharing. thae 
is usually room for adjustment and room for changing the proportion in ~nich 
the procttds are sbattd, either tmdtt c:mmal ptC!&lle or ba:ause ol an ac
CC!iSion of strength to the bargaining pa;irion of the worias. I haYt: already 
jndiatcd the methods ol ~-age rquJatioo that sem~. appropriate to Indian con
ditions. These ~;!II, no doubt, hdp to improve. in cowse ol ~ the wa.,toe 
levds in mast occupations and most c:atrgorics of worieis. It has been aht:ady 
pointed out that it is w:t.,"e5 that determine almost so1dy the standard of living 
ol worhn in India. EYt:D in countries wbc:rt: social sc:nia:s arc: highly dcvd. 
oped, the influcoce ol the wage bel is paramount and t:Yt:i)"Where ""the ques
tion of incomi: ~ at the root ol the nutrition prob1mL ""1 We must, howa't:l', 
~ that 4hcre arc: limits to the ~ actWo regarding waga 'Ihc 
rmoomic wag.; i.e, 'the "Wage that nodcr c:mting arrangements and in the 
present cmncwnjc structnn: a 'Mllhr may obtain, is limited by the total product 
of the industry in ~ilich the wader is rmrkrJ-e4t The total net product ol the 
industry is sub jed to artain deductions befCll't: 'me can arrive' at the total that 
may be paid out in ~ The size and character of these deductions may DOt 

l>e almlutdy -~ but lh<no ... - below wiUch lh<y 
C3DDOt be forad. .. tolal product of the industry is itself the I'CS1llt ol the 
genc:ral character _ • ~ in ~-bich is also ilitludcd the 
state of rffiricrvy of wodcJs. An improvemc:nt in the nature and efficiency 
of the productiYt: organisation can tale place slowiY1. Hmce, _111.-bile I bdia-e 
that wage regu1ation will profit large cJaso;cs of l'luim. the Iimjrarjm Clll action 
by this method has to be dearly ru:ogni!cd. • • ~ 

While doing this I sbou1d lib: to rmphasize the/~ for Trade 
B:Jrardd to do an that they can in n:spcd ol the wa_,"'CS of The lowest paid cate
gories ~ woricJs. I haYt: iod"otcd that the aim of rcgoiatioo would be the 

=·~~~~a!::to-;: ~.;:;:;:_~~ ':~ 
would DOt mean for the average umt iudiiitrj any mc:rase in the wage ~1t 
would iocRase th.e apcncfrture on labour o( only the spcciaiiy low wage-pa}iii: 
cstablislunents -pus pocrdure would be app:icable to an grades ol wodas 
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except, however, those who are in th{towest-wage categori~ The wage rates 
of these categories of workers even in ihe better wage-paying establishments 
are usually so low that the ~· · um wage fixation machinery will have to 
(treaj__them in a special manner) t will not be enough .in their ease to fix the 
wage only at a fair average of a the~tablishments, but! to attempt to raise 
the general level itselt of their wage rat 1 In view of the conditions of Jiving 
in industrial cities of these classes of Ia ourers, such an effort on the part of 
!hi' regulating authority will be fully justified. I am referring to such classes 
as sweepers, miscellaneous coolies, and unskilled helpers in the industrial pro
cesses. I have already commented on the reasons why the level of wages of 
these classes is today specially depressed. This level is not likely to be raised 
except as a result of a special effort on the part of the regulating authority. 
There iS' !IO reason to fear any special effect on the employment of these classes) 
on account of the raising of the level of their wages. The wages paid to them 
do not constitute a large part of the total wage-bill of an industrial concern>) 
And the employer as a rule is con~rned with the total wage bill and not so 
much with particular parts of it. No displacement of this class of .unskilled_ 
labour is likely to come about just use of some increase in their wage level. 
Further, as we have seen, if labour-saving devices become possible or come inti) 
vogue sucr.isplacement is not likely to be avoided by keeping the wage at a 
low level. e extent to which an increase in the wage leve?of the lowest-paid 
categories · ne~~ary or possible will depend on the particular circumstances 
of the industryf 'An immediate effort of the same magnitude will not be 
possible in each case. This is another reason why I do not feel that it will be 
either practicable or useful to fix immediately a figure below which no wage 
in industry shall be paid. The regulatory authorities will no doubt tend to 
be influenced by each other's actions; and(a certain uniformity in levels of 
wages of the main categories will be attained in course of time.) But 4t is 
essentially desirable in a country like India that 'a considerable latitude be left 
to the action of ·regulatory authorities. The attempt to impose any artificial 
uniformity when·· conditions of working, employment, and profit of the 
different industries ·are so diverse, will merely result . in full_ advantage not 
being taken of opportunities for increase where they re~y exisy 

Ap:rt from those classes of workers who receive the lowest wages today, 
regulation of ~ages cannot be expected immediately to do much more for 
workers in general than bring :up the rates in the low-paying units to a fair 
average. Any later' effort towards increasing the money wage received by 
various classes of workers can • also be- undertaken only slowly. We must, 
therefore, look to other means than those of trying to increase .the money 
wage for bringingabout a material improvement in the standard of Jiving of 
our workers. - • 

~ The other method is that o( Effort on the part of society) I shall begin 
consideration of this part of the subject by a couple of extracts from an article 
written years ago by that acu_te marginalist, Phillip Wkks_t~ec;!. The article 
is entitled, "The distinction between earnings and income and between a 
minimum wage and a decent maintenance."2 Wicksteed writes: 

I"The lllduatrial Ulll'at ud the Living Wage," 1914. 
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. '"The more clearly we understand what a "wage• is, the more wisely shall 
we direct our efforts to secure to every true worker his true wages; but the more 
clearly and generously shall we recognise that that is not the end of our responsi· 
bility; (for we r:,n neither trust nor force the economic wage to coincide with. the 
human claim:: ,When the employer has paid the economic wage he has done his 
part. .i It remains for the citizen to do his."' 

· "Let us begin, therefore, by recognising this important fact that a n.st 
portion of the income of our country is not currently earned at all. It follows that 
if we are determined that every citizen is to have the means of a full life, we had 
better not begin by closing our minds against every means of securing that result 
except a living wage. There are other possible sources of income besides earnings, 
and many of us enjoy them. If insurmountable difficulties, or dangers that we da111 
not neglect should stand in the way of a complete solution of the problem of a 
decent subsistence on the lines of a living wage, it does not follow that our aim 
is unrealisable. Why should not those whose earnings are insufficient for the basis . 
of a human life have, as so many of us have at present, something mo111 thau 
they earn?"• · 

{ I have suggested wage regulation in order to provide that the employer 
pays the •vage that under existing arrangements is economically possible and 
proper. The remaining action must be taken ~the ~e, and its cost must 
be borne by the body of citizens in general.'\ here of ~large 
variety of ways . iB which the State can increase e standard of living of the 
workers~· CThe~mcist -:-direct wa1_wQU.)!i.9hvi~Usii- . -- Q"_~d<Lby means of ~· 
money' payment) to the money wa of the worke. This is, however:ameans
ffiafiS nowhere ad~ or adopted. ts c in relation to its utility would 
be too high~ there would again be no guarantee that this hdp would necessarily 
be obtained by .those whose needs were the greatest, or that it would be uti
lised in the most suitable maiiiier.) In considering the aims and methods of 
special action for raising the standard of living it must be remembered that 
the determination of the extent of the hdp and of the methods by which it is 
to be rendered to the worker woul~ take place on lines very different from 
those of the determination of wages. 0e wage is aependent mainly on the . 
effort put forward by the worker and his service to industry; it will have 
little to do with his individual needs or standard of living~ial action which 
aims at increasing the standard of living must, on the contrary, adopt very 
different criteria. (Social expenditure, in this behalf, must, if it is to be econ~ 
mically administered, attempt to give help to those who ma;t need it and to 
render the hdp in a manner that is most effective in raising the standard 
of living of the worker and his efficiency.', It is not, of course, possible in social 
action which covers large masses of workers to look' minutdy to individual 
requirements. Therefore, (State action instead of 'acting directly on the 
whole income of each individual, acts usually on separate aspects of the standard 
of living of workers and caters for specific needs in each of these aspectsj ' It 
is in this manner possible to provide directly for the needs most urgently felt 
and socially most desirable to be supplied.) This does not, .of course, debar 
even dire'ct payments in money.·. Only these would not be general payments, 
but would be paid only to persons in circumstances where money payment was 
the most. appropriate form of help. Examples of such money payments are 

SOp. cit., p. 86 • 
.. Op. cit., p. '16. 
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~orded by outdoor poor rellef, old age pensions, family allowances and cash 
benefilll or payments under certain types of insurances. ) 

A~ from these money payments, it is usually found desirable to 
render LJrelp in the fonn of the supply of commodities or services '1-o persons 
in given circumstances under certain conditions. We shall indicate, in brief, 
the chief directions in which such services are rendered by modern States in 
modem countries and the suitability and the practicability of the applications 
of the particular methods to conditions in Indil\ · Q.ge-of the services for which 
the State everywhere accepts the widest respons'il5ility is education:'! The sup
ply of educational facilities is usually not a directly paying proPosition; on the 
other hand, the extent of the spread of educational facilities has undoubtedly 
an important effect on the efficiency of workers. The part played by the 
educational system of Germany in the industrial development of that country 
during the 19th century is well-known and has often been commented upon by 
economists ........ M:ere literacy may not, however, bring about much difference 
in the technical competence of a worker in industry. J.l;fteracy, however, is 
not the end but a means, and it certainly makes a great difference in the 
educability of the worker ~1t is poo;ible to deal with a body of literlte workers 
by means of written in.ctruction. It would also be much easier to explain to 
a literate worker the details of technical processes or the manner of piece-rate 
calculations than to one who was not literate. (Literacy wo~d thus materially 
help not only in the acquisition of simple technical knowledge, -but also in a 
proper understanding of calculations regarding wages, and thus enable the 
worker to see that he gets a fair dealj It is not necessary to labour the point. 
An extensive spread of the system of general and technical education:which 
was free;_ and could be widely availed of is an essential responsibility of the 
state. ,~The existence of such a system must result in the improvement of the 
quality of our workers and must thus affect their efficiency. ) 

The second question to be considered is that regarding the nutrition • 
of workers. As has been pointed out above, the fP.?.d that a worker consumes . 
depends very largely on his income, and there is Jittle that the State can do 
to help directly in this matter. . The State has in so'ine countries taken on itself 
the responsibility of supplying certain types of food to certain classeS of the 
population, especially to children~ Action in respect of school-going children 
would largely devolve on the local authorities. Consideration of this question 
may be possible in some of the bigger industrial centres. The State can, how
ever, help )h this matter by indirect action irr some of the ways enumerated 
below,· jCt could help "to increase the technical efficiency of food production, 
to improve market organisation, to remove trade barriers or to eliminate 
indirect taxation, particularly on commodities constituting the prime necessities 
of life."5 A cheaper supply of sugar and of protective foods such as vegetables, 
fruits, an~ especially milk could be obtained as a result of increased technical 
efficiency and better marketing organisation. Elimination of indirect taxation 
may also be helpful. :Our customs duties are too high;' also in many Indian 
cities where the e_c!J:C?j is an important source of muniCipal income its .effect is 
highly regressive and its incidence is specially heavy on commodities of 

5 L L. 0., "Workers' Nutrition end Social Policy," 1936, p. «. 
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common consumption of the poor, such as food grains, fire wood, ker08ene, 
sugar, and other food products such as ghee, etc. Through a readjustment 
of the system of imperial and local taxation, the present regr~ive element 
may be partially taken out )and the poor may be saved an amount whicn in 
their meagre budgets is not' altogether negligible. · 

i In.J:t?usin~e workers the State can act in a more direct manner.\ It is 
now the umvers experience that with the ordinary functioning of our eco
nomic system even the b~est _ne~ing_oLind.w..tr:.~~orke~annot be 
satisfied. The State has, -t~ore, ha'}1Q~ubsidise.l.lo~s~g_evc:_n_ JJ!.SOuntries 
where the income of workers is comparatively high:) In India in cities like 
Bombay and Calcutta, where a low wage is combined with an extraordinarily 
high cost of housing accommodation, conditions in this regard are most de
plorable. Rent, even for accommodation that is of the most unsatisfactory 
type, makes in these cities considerable inroads on the total income of the 
worker. (It should be remembered that rent constitutes one of the most im
portant items in the cost of living of the worker;Jand an exc~ive payment 
on accomat of rent seriously affects the size of the residual income and thus 
thl' general standard of living. The effect of high rent in reducing expenditure 
on food has been marked by many students of the standard of living of the 
Wtlrking classes. irhough conditions in this respect are specially bad in the 
bigger centres of Indian industry) almost nothing has so far been done to im· 
prove them. A few sporadic and ill-conceived attempts were made in Bombay 
many years ago. They failed to relieve the situation. The civic authorities, on 
whom, after all, the main responsibility ·lies, have yet not bestirred themselves 
to action anywhere. The problem, it should be realised( is not one that can 
be dealt with by means of rent controq Its solution involves a well-thought
out and co-ordinated plan of slum clear~nce and . house building. ' If workers 
are to be provided with decent housing, no reliance can be placed on the hap
hazard activities of private estate agents or speculative builders) The central 
or local government must either directly build or subsidise the building of 
houses; and these houses must be made available at reduced rents, or a system of 
rent rebates must be introduced) _J'his is not the place to discuss the subject 
at length; but I want to. emphas1ze that the housing of workers is a major 
civic responsibility which seems yet to be entirely neglecte_d; No civic au
thorities seem to pay this subject the attention they should in planning, if 
they plan at all, the development of new areas or municipal estates. 

lNothing so much directly affects the efficiency of the worker as his 
health, ~ "The close connection between health, housing and sanitary condi
tl~ already shown by the high rates for respiratory disease and dysentery 
and diarrhrea in the urban areas."6 Detter housing will thus directly lead to 
better health. There are also many other directions in which State expen
diture can be incurred in order to better the health of the workers. Apart 
from ~such measures as the prevention of tpe spread of infection and the pro
vision ·of sanitary surroundings in the cities, the pr~ision _ free medicines a. 
fr-ee--medical attendance is what is chiefly required y the workef:) or, though 
faniily budget statistics reveal a little money sometimes spent by workers on 

&L L. 0. "l"he Worken' Standard of Living," 1~38, p. 88. 
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medicine! or medical treatment, the amount they can spare for the purpose is 
ao small as to be of little avail at the existing prices of medicines and medical 
attendance. It has been found that in all countries "among the working· 
classes especially, the level of the standard of living in rt!pect of health,- educa· 
tion and social services is dependent upon Community or State serviCe! sup
plied free of cost."7 This, of course, applies to India with even greater force 
than to other countries. I'I'Tlie organisa.tion of a State health or medical service 
is thus a matter of vital importance;:/Its great value in Indian conditions can
not be over-emphasized. We have, unfo~teJy, little statistical data on this 
question. It is, however, well-known that ,a considerable part of the ab
senteeism recorded in factories is due to ill-health among workm:) There are 
again a large number of diseases prevalent in Indian industrial cities like 

(.ma!aria or guinea-worm which sap the vitality)>£ our labouring classes: In 
these cases~ a course of regular medical treatment is usually found to l;e of 
great value. and if taken at an early stage will save the worker, and incidentally 
the industry also, many days of work lost through sickness and a permanent 
impairment of energy. In the large majority of instance!, the worker is both 
too poor and ioo ignorant to undergo a course of such treatment. N~estimate 
can be made of loss in income to workers and the loss to industry due to the 
incidence of sickness, of largely preventible character, in Indian cities. Some 
efforts have been made by governments and employers to deill with the prob
lem, but these have been able to touch only the fringe of the problem. (In all 
the major centres of industry the only effective means of dealing with ids the 
systematic organisation of a free medical service of which the workers are in
duced to take advantage. The o:ne__ way in which this can be done effectively 
would be~by organising a scheme of sickness insurance:) I consider that sick
ness insurance is one of the most urgent needs of industrial workers, and that 
it is a measure which is ultimately ~likely to prOvide a very substantial return_) 
on the amount spent on it. Under a sickness insurance scheme it is usual to 
provide for free medical attendance, a free supply of medicines and ap
pliances, and in a case of prolonged illness some cash benefit to provide partly 
for the maintenance of the worker and his family. TbQ;e arc, what niay be 
called, minimum benefits. (Additional benefits of a diverse character are also 
given according to the funds at the disposal of the scheme~ The schemes are 
usually contr~~ory and CQ!Jlp~ory.- Voluntary schemes have in the ma
jority of ·cases failed to work in lither countries and they are certain to fail 
in India. ) It is too much to expect Indian workers in )he present circum
stances to join, in ·large numbers, a voluntary scheme. \;the contributors to the 
scheme arc usually the workers, the employer, and the State.·; It is some
times suggested that in. India 'no contributions to such schemes Should be ex.: 
pected from the worker~\ It is likely, however, that workers will fail 'to realise 
the importance of scheme$. to which they make no contribution, and-it is per
haps not fair that indus!rial workers who are not amon&' the poorest in the 
land should be provided with amenities without any cost phatsoever to them
selves. Moreover, as the proportions in which the parties ~e expected to con-

. tribute to such an insurance scheme are not rigidly fixe~ the charge on the 
workers can be made so ligh~that it could be borne without much inconvenience. 

7lbid, p. H. 
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. The ~Jbjectic;>q that has so far been raised against the inception of 
a scheme of sickness insurance bas been :'the lack of basic statistical data: No 
experimental SChemes either co'inpuJsori or voluntary have hitherto been 
operated in any part of India. Moreover, no enquiries have yet been con
ducted int~ the inciden~_of sickness ~~n~ In~ indus~ workers. It is 
urged that m the absence or these data lt IS JIDp<mible to build Up a scheme of 
sickness insurance. 1 It may in reply be pointed out that~ large number of 

· difficulties are involved in the conduct of an investigatioft.into incidence of sick
ness among industrial labour. A few attempts made lly the Labour Office of 
the Government of Bombay brought to light these difficulties in a striking man
ner and failed to yield any significant results. 1 We cannot, however~ on this 
account postpone indefinitely the introduction of sickness insurance: ~We have 
a considerable body of data collected as the result of the experience of the 
working of sickness insurance under a variety of conditions in countries all the 
world over.) These data can certainly b<_ used for framing a tentative scheme: 
It should fUrther be noted that even when statistical data regarding the in
eidence.,f sickness are available, previous to the introduction of sickness in
surance, it is the experience of many countries that the actual incidence of 
S:ckness under a scheme of insurance differs widely froniili;rt yielded by -the
data- collected p.r,eviouslY\ The reasonswliy suCh a discrepancy should arise 
are obvious. The reporting of sickness and the absenteeism on account of it 
are bound to be different when workers can obtain relief and free treatment 
than when they cam1oL It would, therefore, seem that -the absence- of pre
liminary data is .)lOt a serious objection against an attempt to introduce sick
ness insurance, [J'bis is so specially because the nature of an insurance scheme 
need not be rigid. 'l The character, number, and size of the different benefits 
can be made to vary from time to time.~ The scheme, as bas happened in 
most countries, can buy experience as it proceeds, and adjustments in benefits 
and to some extent in the scale of contributions also could be made if actual 
experience is different in any way from the tentative estimates made. The 
problem of the health of the industrial worker cannot be tackled satisfactorily 
without a scheme of sickness insurance. The benefits derived at present from 
such faciijties as the State or the employers provide are neither substantial nor 
certain. Sickness insurance bas been found to be the o~ m~ of _ _a.~equately 
p~~g~ ur~ need at a comparatively __ ~~p ~;_.-aDa I consider 
the immeaiate introduction of such a scheme as the first step that should be 
taken, by the State towards an increase in the standard of living of workers. 

The difficu!ties in the way of introducing, in India, the other important 
type of ~ce-_!~rans;s._ against · Unemploym511t-..are perha~ -~ater. 
The problems raised by Unemployment IilS\iiailce are mo.r:.e complex, and the 
successful working of a scheme of Unemployment Insurance depends on fac
tors which are of a. much more uncertain character, than those which determine 
the working of a scheme of sickness insurance. ;Y-et the introduction of the one 
is almo..-t as important 'as that of the other. Sickness insurance enables the 
worker~ to tide over the period of forced unemployment on account of ill-health 
and makes arrangements for the medical facilities necessary for the reco~ry 
of health. Help is as vital to the worker during the periods when he is thrown 
out of work. The staying power of the Indian worker, which depends on his 
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accumulated resourc~ meagre. 1 It is the experience ot all countries 
; that during periods of · unemploym~t the standard of living of the workers 
tends to deteriorate rapidlrJ and that undernourishment is most marked among 
the unemployed and their families. l!~rio~L~f_y!l_~ployment__ iLP-ro
longed~ the_ \VOrker_ may_ lase: his skill ~t _wor_k_and ~ff~r,_:llly~,_~_pef!Danent 
unpairment o( health:.-. In the modem world where rapid changes take Jilace 
in technical methods_ of production as well as in the size of the demand for 
particular products, /~onsid~aQie_yariations are apt__ to_ occur_ in the volume~of 
employment offered-by:-particular--industries. J The workers then- suffer- from 
a- tum in fortune brought about by circumstances entirely beyond their con
trol.· Society must under these conditions step in (to conserve the health and 
skill of the workers', in the community. In India 'a prolonged period of un
employment generally sends the worker to his home in the village. Conditions 
in respect of the connection of the industrial worker with the village differ 
from one centre of industry to another. There are today a number of large 
and important centres in which the connection of the industrial worker with 
the village may be said to be merely nominal, and the worker's standard of 
living suffers almost as great a fall by going back to the village ~ it would 
if he had stayed on in the city. (It would on the whole be better if in these 
circumstances the worker did not return to the villageDfor:,he would then l:e 
always seeking work and would be likely to find it earlier than if he left his 
place of work._(~~~ necess_ary for a ___p_roper adm.i!J~~!i.C>'!-2L_~--~l:J.~e 
o!:_ unemploYJ!lent _ i.nstJraild!_th~t th~§r:_~e_r: shoul!Ln_oLl~y_c:_tl)~place_where 
heJJabitually finds _employmen_t._-From this point of view also a stable labour 
force wol.dd seem to be a desideratum. Another difficulty in coriileCtion -With 
the working of unemployment insurance .-is the uncertainty of the risks under
taken."'. Prolonged period of persistent unemployment in particular industries 
may bring even old-established insurance funds into difficulties) Hence un-L 
employment insurance will have to be launched with greatei caution than 
sickness insurance. 

Another important need of workers about which a great deal has been · 
said in recent years is holidays »it~- Holidays with pay are held essential 
because they~ afford the laoourer-the-necessary_breakinthe strain and monotony 
of continuouS industrial work) If holidays with pay are not provided, the 
worker can take some days off only at the loss of earnings for those days and 
he would, in the circumstances, not be inclined to take the necessary holiday 
regularly every year. It should, however, be remembered that(the c:Ost of 
holidays with pay usually falls entirely on the employer.) They ~ot, there
fore, be considered as part of a programme of State action towards increasing 
the workers' standard of living. Their cost would come out of the economic 
wage and not be an addition to it. In the scale of urgency also schemes of sick
ness and .unemplo~ent insurance would definitely precede the provision for 
holidays with pay. (Reference may be made to a variety of other activities 
such as old age pensions and family allowances, undertaken by the State fu 
other countries.' A number of these raise questions which arc not particularly 
connected with problems of industrial labour. It is again not necessary to dis
cuss them; as, with the extremely limited resources at our disposal, we have to 
c:onccntrate our attention on the fundamentally essential services. A pro-
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gramme of workers" education and housing and of siclmr.ss and unemployment 
insurance is large enough and cosdy enough to occupy all the available funds 
and energies in the near future. 

A word in passing m~y be said about the labour wdfare activities under
taken by some provincial govonments. \)Velfare activities are no doubt wel
come; but it is difficult to~ their real value to workers.) Their utility again 
dcpench a great deal on local circumstances and the efficiency of adminima
tion in the locality; Advantages of the facilitits at welfare ~tn:s.. are not 
spread ovu the m:m of workers. It seems to me; therefore; that this work is 
properly undertaken 'not by a provincial government but by civic authoritica. 
The provision of parks, libraries, pla)·grounds for chiJdren and --m:reational 
facilities for adults are duties which are everywhere rttagniz.ed as responsi
bilities devolving on local bodies. The provincial governments are not the 
proper authorities for administering such services, nor should the burden of 
such highly localised services fall on provincial funds. 

It aay be asked why the State should do anything specially for the in
dustrial worker as long as he gets his proper economic wage. I have already 
indicated the ground of social responsibility and also the poosibili.ty of ~ 
ing by these meamathe efficiency of the worker. I would, however, in addition 
like to say something about the character of an economic wage.. /The economic 
wage reflects nothing more than the way in which any ~ economic 
arrangements work. \ It has no social or ethical implicarlo~ It ~ therefore, 
distinctly unfortuna~t Prof. Pigou shoUld have appJied..4e term .. fair'" to 
the economic wage. Not only is there nothing "'fair.. about a particular wage; 
but one may c=ven far as to say 't!ta.t there are no special economic im
plicatiom about particular wage kvds. \.The whole system of wage gradation 
is the result of the pre-existing- distribution of economic, political, and social 
power and of~ manner in which particular political, social, and economic 
institutions work. Unlc;s one is inclined just to a.cquic:scc in all that "is" and to 
grant that all a.rranganents carry a special"stamp of equity or reasonable
ness, no particular importance can be held to attach to the existing kvd of 
wage payments. It used once to be maintained that most of the differences in 
bels of wage payments acted as incentives and were required. to caD forth the 
appropriate efforts. Even this prop<Eition is hardly tenable today or tenable 
only within very narrow limits. It is a truism that today the work of a dis
agreeable and taxing nature is performed for a mere pittance; while light and. 
pleasant work commands high scales of remuneration. One may also ohsc:rve . 
that from country to country the 1~ of payments for similar types of e.ffort 
are graded in very different ways. .ln~e institutional structure of society every- . 
where afiects fundamentally the dimibution of income. Th05e holding eco
nomic power are able to levy a large tribute from society, and th05e deprived 
of it or of opportunities for acquiring it find it impa~sible to make a bare liv
ing. ( Unlr.ss, thc:rdorc; one is inclined with the laisse~ faiTe philosopher to 
~the existing institutions and the manner of their working as immutable; _ 
it wOuld not be passibie ~-k social responsibility in the matter of the peo-
ple's standard of living. is no presumption in favour of regarding a""\ 
isting conditions as fair non-interference as the geucrally desirable po!icy. ' 
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Jt is a matter of discussing each proposal or project, without any prepos.YS!ion 
either way, on its own merits. 

F"mally, a few words may be said about a criticism generally levelled at 
programmes for alleviating the condition of industrial labour. It is said that 
the industrial worker is much better off than the bulk of the rural popula
tion and that there is, therefore, much less need for the State to do anything 
for him than for the rural population. I have noticed that this plea mmt often 
proceeds from people who want the State to do nothing either for the one or 
the other. Whether the industrial worker is really better off than the agricul
turist is a question whaiC consideration need not detain us; for the principles 
on which the line of action pro~ above is based are applicable equally to 
the rural as to the urban population; and advocacy of one set of reforms docs 
not necc:ssari1y mean the neglect of other equally urgent ones. The social 
problem can be suitably dealt with in sections, and though the principles and 
objectives of action may be the same everywhere, their application may differ 
widely from case to case. In the matter of industrial labour its concentration 
in cities more readily focuses the attention of the public on its p.~lems; ap- · 
propriate methods of dealing with them have alo;o been evolved in other coun
tries and are ready at hand. This does not mean that the industrial worker 
should receive any more than his due share of the attention and the funds of 
the State. It would, however, be perhaps easier to begin immediately with 
the problem of the standard of living of the industrial worker. !,The acceptance 
of a body of principlc:s and rules in dealing with him will naturally lead to an 
extension of State action based on them in respect of other · classes of so-
ciety as welL ·, · 
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